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Abstract 

Pain is crucial for survival, and the ability to detect potentially harmful stimuli 

and respond accordingly is evolutionarily conserved. However, pain can also be 

undesirable in several situations, such as chronic pain. Pain management 

represents an unmet clinical need, with promising drugs identified in pre-clinical 

studies in rodents often failing to produce analgesia in clinical trials. This 

highlights the need for a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying the 

processing of noxious stimuli. The zebrafish has been increasingly used as an 

animal model in various fields. In this study, I aimed to establish the zebrafish as 

a model to study the genetics of nociception. 

I first established an infrared laser assay to deliver temporally precise 

noxious heat stimuli, and studied the behavioural responses of tethered zebrafish 

larvae upon stimulation. I found that there are two components in these 

responses, which are temporally separated, have different properties, and can be 

modulated using chemicals. Then, I generated zebrafish F0 knockouts of ngfb, 

ntrk1 and prdm12b, the zebrafish orthologs of three genes known to play a critical 

role in human pain, both physiologically and pathologically. I observed anatomical 

defects in a subset of ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants. ntrk1 mutants that lacked 

anatomical defects showed no changes in their response to noxious heat. 

However, I found that the fast component of the response to the laser was nearly 

completely abolished in ngfb mutants which were otherwise normal. 

A genetic approach to the study of zebrafish nociception can be used to 

gain a mechanistic understanding of the genes, cells and pathways involved in 

sensing noxious stimuli and generating protective behaviours, which may help 

the development of better drugs and treatments for pain. 
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Impact statement 

In this work, I establish an assay for the induction and study of zebrafish 

behavioural responses to acute, temporally precise, noxious heat. I show that this 

assay can be used to reliably elicit behavioural responses, which can be 

characterised in detail, and that it is flexible and can be combined with drugs to 

modulate responses to noxious stimuli. As such, it may be used in the future to 

test the effectiveness of new candidate analgesics. Moreover, infrared laser 

stimulation assays can be combined with calcium imaging to study how sensory 

stimuli, and the resulting protective behaviours, are encoded by different neuronal 

populations (Haesemeyer et al., 2018; Wee et al., 2019). 

I also present new information about zebrafish behavioural responses to 

noxious stimuli. I show, for the first time, that zebrafish larvae respond to acute 

noxious heat with both a fast, more stereotyped, response, and a slower 

response. While a few key areas involved in the processing of noxious stimuli 

and innocuous heat have been identified in zebrafish (Wee et al., 2019, 

Haesemeyer et al., 2018), a lot is still unknown about the circuitry underlying 

sensing noxious stimuli and generating escape behaviours in both zebrafish and 

mammals. I also show, for the first time, that escape-like responses to acute 

noxious heat can be modulated by sub-threshold concentrations of an irritant 

chemical, which raises interesting questions regarding how different modalities 

of noxious stimuli are encoded by primary afferent neurons, the very first step in 

the transmission of sensory stimuli. This has not been extensively studied in 

zebrafish and indeed remains a contentious topic in the mouse literature (Prescott 

et al., 2014). As such, continuing this work could contribute towards an 

understanding of the mechanisms underlying nociception in zebrafish, and the 

similarities and differences compared to mammals. 

Lastly, I generate zebrafish F0 knockouts of ngfb, ntrk1 and prdm12b, the 

zebrafish orthologs of three genes known to play a critical role in human pain. 

The phenotypes shown by ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants suggest a potential role 

for the ngf/trkA pathway in zebrafish development. This pathway has not been 

extensively studied in zebrafish, but studies on other neurotrophin receptors have 

found both similarities and differences in their function in zebrafish, compared to 

mammals (Gau et al., 2017). I also observed that mutating ntrk1 does not lead to 
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clear defects in sensitivity to noxious heat, under my assay conditions, while the 

fast component of the response is nearly completely abolished in ngfb mutants 

which are otherwise normal. This raises interesting questions regarding the role 

of the ngf/trkA pathway in the development of the circuitry underlying responses 

to noxious heat, which could be addressed in future work. In doing so, this would 

help elucidate the similarities and differences of nociception in zebrafish and 

mammals. Ultimately, a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying 

nociception may help the development of better drugs and treatments for pain. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Pain – why does it matter? 

The ability to detect potentially harmful stimuli and respond accordingly is 

crucial for the survival of organisms. These responses are advantageous from an 

evolutionary point of view and are shared across different species, from 

invertebrates, such as Aplysia californica (with its widely studied gill withdrawal 

reflex), Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster, to rodents and 

primates (Castellucci et al., 1970; Wittenburg and Baumeister, 1999; Im and 

Galko, 2012; Caterina et al., 2000, Chudler et al., 1986). Their protective role is 

four-fold. Firstly, they prompt immediate behavioural responses that minimise 

contact with potentially damaging situations (Barik et al., 2018; Khuong et al., 

2019). Secondly, they promote identification of the source of danger (Haggard et 

al., 2013). Thirdly, they lead to the adoption of behaviours that promote tissue 

repair after injury, such as resting a broken limb (Honore et al., 2000; Huang et 

al., 2018). Fourthly, lasting associations can be made between specific situations 

or behaviours and pain, the resulting unpleasant sensation. This allows for 

internal models of the environment to be updated through higher-order 

processing and promotes the avoidance of those behaviours in the future 

(Haggard et al., 2013; Seymour, 2019). The importance of pain for survival is 

highlighted, for example, by the fact that individuals with congenital inability to 

experience pain, for instance by loss of function of the voltage-gated sodium 

channel gene SCN9A, often die young, after inadvertently placing themselves in 

“high-risk” situations, or as a result of unfelt injuries (Cox et al, 2006; Daneshjou 

et al., 2012). 

The International Association for the Study of Pain defines pain as “an 

unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with, or resembling 

that associated with, actual or potential tissue damage” (IASP, 2020). Despite its 

critical role for survival, pain can also be undesirable in several situations. One 

example of when pain is undesirable and becomes maladaptive is chronic pain, 

that is, pain that lasts or recurs for longer than three to six months. There are 

several types of chronic pain, such as chronic neuropathic pain (caused by a 

lesion or disease of the somatosensory nervous system), chronic post-surgical 
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and post-traumatic pain (which develops after a surgical procedure or a tissue 

injury and persists at least three months after surgery or tissue trauma), chronic 

cancer pain (caused by the cancer itself or the cancer treatment), chronic 

headache, and chronic orofacial, visceral, or musculoskeletal pain (e.g. 

rheumatoid arthritis) (Treede et al., 2015; Schug et al., 2019). It can be extremely 

debilitating and negatively affect general and mental health, having been found 

to be comorbid with sleep disturbances, depression, addiction vulnerability, 

anxiety, and fatigue, as well as having a negative impact on social and economic 

wellbeing (Elliott et al., 1999; Elliott et al., 2002; Haack et al., 2019; Chopra and 

Arora, 2014; Serafini et al., 2020; Boersma et al., 2019; Van Damme et al., 2018). 

While the exact prevalence of chronic pain varies widely in the literature, it affects 

a significant proportion of the population, with some studies estimating 20% of 

Europeans suffer from chronic pain at some point in their lives (Breivik et al., 

2006) and others finding chronic pain prevalence in the previous 12 months to be 

of approximately 40% (Tsang et al., 2008). 

Therapeutic advances for chronic pain have been limited (Gilron et al., 

2013; Gilron et al., 2022). The majority of drugs typically used fall into the class 

of opioid analgesics. Opioids are a class of related drugs, such as methadone, 

codeine and morphine, that act on specific receptors (opioid receptors) in the 

nervous system. Despite their widespread use, they actually show limited efficacy 

in the treatment of chronic pain (Serafini et al., 2020). Further, opioid receptors 

are not exclusively expressed in pain-related pathways. Therefore, the use of 

opioid analgesics can lead to many problematic side effects, such as 

constipation, physical dependence and addiction (as a result of activation of 

reward pathways), as well respiratory depression and, ultimately, death by 

overdose (due to interactions with parts of the brainstem that control breathing) 

(Fields and Margolis, 2015; Elman and Borsook, 2016; White and Irvine, 1999). 

Indeed, opioid misuse is a long-standing issue in the United States, with over 33 

thousand deaths per year, as of 2017, and it is sometimes termed the “opioid 

epidemic” (Soelberg et al., 2017). Furthermore, acute pain, such as postoperative 

pain or pain resulting from injury or tissue trauma, is also largely undermanaged 

and often reliant on opioids, in both adults and children (Apfelbaum et al., 2003; 

Breivik and Stubhaug, 2008; Joshi and Kehlet, 2019; Rosen et al., 2022; Ferland 

et al., 2019; Hsu et al., 2019). This is also problematic since, for instance, 
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effective postoperative pain management is important, as it is closely linked with 

clinical outcome and patient wellbeing (Vadivelu et al., 2010). 

In short, pain represents a large unmet clinical need. This largely stems from 

our incomplete knowledge of the circuits involved in pain processing. As such, 

the development of better drugs and treatments requires a better understanding 

of the mechanisms underlying pain and nociception. 

 

1.2 Nociception in mammals 

1.2.1 A brief overview of ascending pathways 

The International Association for the Study of Pain defines nociception as 

“the neural process of encoding noxious stimuli”, the consequences of which may 

be autonomic or behavioural (IASP, 2020). The first step in this process is the 

activation of nociceptors, a specific type of primary afferent neuron (PAN), by a 

noxious stimulus. Nociceptors are pseudounipolar neurons, with one axon 

projecting peripherally, to innervate e.g. skin, muscle and joints, and the other 

centrally, to the central nervous system (CNS). The cell bodies of nociceptors 

that transmit noxious information from the body form the dorsal root ganglia 

(DRG). These neurons project their central axons to the dorsal horn of the spinal 

cord, where they synapse onto second-order neurons (mainly in the superficial 

Rexed laminae I and II, but also lamina V - Todd, 2010). The axons of these 

neurons immediately decussate (cross the midline) and form various pathways 

which ascend along the spinal cord to synapse onto neurons located in different 

supraspinal targets. The two main ascending pathways are the spinothalamic 

tract (Figure 1.1) and the spinoparabrachial tract. Axons of neurons in the 

spinothalamic tract project to various nuclei in the thalamus, such as the ventral 

posterolateral (VPL) nucleus and the intralaminar nuclei, while those in the 

spinoparabrachial tract project to the lateral parabrachial nucleus (LPBN). On the 

other hand, nociceptors that transmit noxious information from the head and neck 

have their cell bodies located in trigeminal ganglia (TG) and project their central 

axons to the brainstem (specifically the spinal trigeminal nucleus), where they 

synapse onto second-order neurons. As for second-order neurons in the spinal 

cord, the axons of these neurons also cross immediately and ascend to the  
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DRG

Spinal cord

Thalamus

S1

Spinothalamic tract

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the spinothalamic tract, one of the main
ascending pathways transmitting noxious information from the body.
Nociceptors with cell bodies in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) project their
central axons to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, where they synapse onto
second-order neurons. The axons of these neurons immediately cross the
midline and form the spinothalamic tract, which ascends through the ventral
surface of the spinal cord to synapse onto neurons located in various nuclei
in the thalamus, such as the ventral posterolateral (VPL) nucleus and the
intralaminar nuclei. Thalamic neurons then project to various cortical and sub-
cortical areas, which are implicated in sensory-discriminative and/or
emotional perception of pain. One of these key areas is the primary
somatosensory cortex (S1). Image adapted from Bear et al. (2007).
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thalamus, forming the trigeminal lemniscus (also called trigeminothalamic 

pathway), and synapse onto neurons located in thalamic nuclei, such as the 

ventral posteromedial nucleus (VPM) and the intralaminar nuclei. Additionally, 

there are some direct TG projections to the LPBN (McMahon and Koltzenburg, 

2005; Dinakar and Stillman, 2016; Peirs and Seal, 2016; Koch et al., 2018; Tan 

and Kuner, 2021; Rodriguez et al., 2017). 

Thalamic neurons then project to various cortical and sub-cortical areas, 

which are implicated in sensory-discriminative and/or emotional perception of 

pain. Some of these key areas include the primary and secondary somatosensory 

cortices (S1 and S2), prefrontal cortex (PFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), 

insula, periaqueductal gray area (PAG) and the amygdala (McMahon and 

Koltzenburg, 2005; Dinakar and Stillman, 2016; Peirs and Seal, 2016; Koch et 

al., 2018; Tan and Kuner, 2021). Neurons in the LPBN project to the PAG, dorsal 

reticular formation in the medulla and ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) to drive 

escape behaviours in rodents, as well as other targets, such as the bed nucleus 

stria terminalis (BNST) and central amygdala (CEA), the latter being associated 

with avoidance and generation of an aversive memory in rodents (Barik and 

Chelser, 2020; Chiang et al., 2020; Barik et al., 2018). 

While several of these key players and general steps have been known for 

decades, a lot remains unknown about the exact mechanisms through which a 

noxious stimulus is processed to ultimately lead to a painful (or pain-like) 

experience. These processes are extremely complex and there is significant 

processing and modulation of the signal taking place at every point, from the very 

first step in transmission, to descending pathways from the brain, as well as 

cognitive and affective/emotional pathways (Bushnell et al., 2013). 

 

1.2.2 Nociceptors – somatosensory afferents that sense 

noxious stimuli 

Somatosensation allows animals to monitor both internal and external 

environments. The first step in the processing of somatosensory stimuli is the 

activation of somatosensory afferents, which can be interoceptive (autonomic 

and proprioceptive) or exteroceptive (cutaneous) (Figure 1.2). Interoceptive 
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afferents carry information about the internal environment of the body. They can 

largely be divided into visceral sensory afferents and proprioceptors, which 

provide sensory feedback from internal organs or skeletal muscle, respectively. 

On the other hand, information about the external environment is transmitted by 

cutaneous (exteroceptive) afferents. The three main subtypes of cutaneous 

afferent fibres are Aβ fibres (thickly myelinated, fast-conducting), Aδ (thinly 

myelinated, fast-conducting), and C fibres (unmyelinated, slow-conducting). 

Traditionally, Aβ fibres have been associated with sensing light (innocuous) touch 

(thus being called low-threshold mechanoreceptors – LMTRs), and Aδ and C 

fibres with noxious stimuli, but this is over-simplistic. For instance, subsets of both 

Aδ and C fibres have been found to be activated by weak, innocuous mechanical 

stimuli, displaying thresholds below the noxious range and being classed as 

LMTRs (Basbaum et al., 2009; Abraira and Ginty, 2013; Koch et al., 2018). This 

again highlights the complexity of somatosensation. As such, somatosensory 

neuron subtypes have increasingly been defined by the expression of various 

markers, often through the use of single-cell RNA sequencing. These 

classifications, and the functional role of specific subpopulations, are constantly 

under revision (Usoskin et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016; Zeisel et al., 2018; Kupari et 

al., 2021; Tavares-Ferreira et al., 2022). For the purposes of this work, I will focus 

on cutaneous somatosensory neurons that are activated by noxious stimuli – 

nociceptors. 

Information about noxious stimuli is transmitted by nociceptors. These can 

be Aδ fibres or C fibres, with the former being usually associated with a fast pain, 

and the latter with a slow pain, as well as itch. Just like other somatosensory 

neurons, nociceptors can also be divided into subclasses based on gene 

expression (Usoskin et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016; Zeisel et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 

2019; Sharma et al., 2020; Kupari et al., 2021; Tavares-Ferreira et al., 2022). 

Importantly, the expression of some of these genes determines the tuning of each 

nociceptor to different stimuli (Koch et al., 2018). A classic example of this is the 

transient receptor potential (TRP) channel family. For instance, the TRPV1 

channel is activated by high temperatures (as well as capsaicin and protons), and 

its expression in a subset of nociceptors thus confers them sensitivity to noxious 

heat (as well as capsaicin and protons) (Caterina et al., 1997; Caterina et al., 

2000); TRPM8 is sensitive to both innocuous and noxious cold (as well as 

menthol), being required for cold sensation in mice (Dhaka et al., 2007); and 
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Figure 1.2: The spinal cord receives and processes information about
the internal and external environments. (Left) Autonomic afferents monitor
stretch within smooth muscle to provide information about the activity of
internal organs. In the example shown, mechanoreceptors within the bladder
wall activate afferent nerves as the bladder fills; in turn, a putative
interneuronal pathway (dashed line) within the dorsal horn mediates afferent
input onto the sympathetic preganglionic nucleus (SPN), which controls
bladder filling. (Center) Proprioceptive afferents monitor tension and stretch
within striated muscle to provide information about the position of the body in
space. In the example shown, Ia afferents originating in muscle spindles
monitor the length and velocity of muscle fibers; in turn, Ia afferents activate
agonist alpha motoneurons (MNα s) as well as Ia inhibitory interneurons
(INs), which suppress activity of antagonist MNα s. (Right) Cutaneous
afferents innervate the hairy and glabrous skin and are activated by
mechanical, thermal, noxious, or pruritic stimuli to provide information about
the external environment. In the example shown, a low-threshold
mechanoreceptor (LTMR) and high-threshold mechanoreceptor (HTMR),
which exhibit tuning to the intensity of mechanical stimulation of the skin,
activate distinct cohorts of INs within the dorsal horn. Image retrieved from
Koch et al. (2018).
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TRPA1 is activated by chemicals such as allyl isothiocyanate (AITC, commonly 

known as mustard oil) as well as having been proposed to be a noxious cold 

sensor (Bandell et al., 2004). Nociceptors can be polymodal, that is, sensitive to 

multiple types of noxious stimuli. At the same time, there is a lot of redundancy in 

the system. For instance, even though TRPV1 is traditionally thought of as the 

noxious heat sensor, TRPA1 and TRPM3 are also involved in noxious heat 

sensation, and mice actually retain robust responses to somatosensory heat in 

the presence of only one of these three channels (Vandewauw et al., 2018). This 

once again highlights the importance of somatosensation, particularly of noxious 

stimuli. 

As such, many key players in the processing of noxious stimuli have been 

identified. However, it is still not known exactly how different modalities of noxious 

stimuli are encoded by PANs to ultimately generate different sensations. PANs 

are tuned to specific stimulus features, but natural stimuli often activate more than 

one type of afferent, and it is likely that signals conveyed by different types of 

afferents interact. In rodents, several theories have been put forward to explain 

these processes, but this remains a contentious topic, and rodent models have 

so far been unable to provide us with definite answers (Prescott et al., 2014). This 

further emphasises the complexity of nociception and pain, from the very first step 

in the process. 

 

1.2.3 Nociceptor development 

Sensory neurons in the DRG derive from multipotent neural crest cells that 

delaminate from the dorsal neural tube and migrate ventrally. Expression of 

neurogenin-1 or -2 (Ngn1 and Ngn2, respectively) commits these cells to a 

neuronal fate. The specification of DRG sensory neurons into various subtypes 

from their progenitors relies on neurotrophic factors (Figure 1.3). These are 

factors that regulate the survival, growth and differentiation of specific neuronal 

populations. DRG sensory neurons differentially express the various neurotrophic 

factor receptors, primarily TrkA, TrkB, TrkC, Ret, Runx1 and Runx3, which 

determines their specification into different subtypes. In rodents, neurons 

showing early Ret expression (at embryonic stage E10.5-11.5 – ‘eRet’ in Figure 

1.3) differentiate into myelinated neurons with mechanosensory functions; Ret is 
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the receptor for members of the GDNF (glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor) 

family of neurotrophins. Neurons showing early TrkB expression (but lacking Ret) 

also differentiate into subtypes of mechanoreceptors, including slowly adapting 

LTMRs and the lightly myelinated Aδ-LTMR (‘TrkB/C’ in Figure 1.3); 

neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5) and brain-derived nerve factor (BDNF) are the 

preferred ligands at the TrkB receptor. Neurons showing early TrkC expression, 

combined with Runx3 (a transcription factor which represses the potential for 

TrkB expression), differentiate into proprioceptive neurons (‘TrkB/C’ in Figure 

1.3); the preferred ligand at the TrkC receptor is neurotrophin-3 (NT-3). Finally, 

neurons with TrkA expression differentiate into nociceptors. Those with early 

TrkA expression (E10.5 - ‘eTrkA’ in Figure 1.3) lack Runx1 expression and 

develop, from the Ngn2-dependent neurogenesis, into lightly myelinated Aδ 

fibres. Those with late TrkA expression (E12.5) express Runx1 at E12.5 and 

develop, largely from the Ngn1-dependent neurogenesis, into unmyelinated C 

fibres (‘lTrkA’ and ‘lRet’ in Figure 1.3). Myelinated Aδ fibres then go on to express 

neuropeptides such as calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) or substance P 

(SP), which makes them peptidergic nociceptors. Neuropeptides are thought to 

have a modulatory role on nociception. For instance, CGRP has been suggested 

to have a “pronociceptive” role (that is, facilitating nociceptive processing) upon 

its release from the central terminals of PANs (Trang et al., 2005). Indeed, CGRP 

antagonists can increase the latency of withdrawal responses to both thermal and 

mechanical stimuli in rats (Yu et al., 1994). Unmyelinated C fibres further 

differentiate into other subtypes, defined by expression of either TrkA (identifying 

heat-sensitive and mechanically sensitive peptidergic nociceptors); or Ret, 

isolectin B4 (IB4), and one of many Mas-related G protein–coupled receptors 

(Mrgprs) (nonpeptidergic nociceptors). Nerve growth factor (NGF) is the preferred 

ligand for TrkA (McMahon and Koltzenburg, 2005; Fitzgerald, 2005; Marmigere 

and Ernfors, 2007; Lallemend and Ernfors, 2012; Koch et al., 2018). A final key 

player in the development of nociceptors in the mouse DRG is Prdm12, a 

transcription factor specifically expressed in myelinated Aδ- and unmyelinated C-

fiber nociceptors from as early as E9.5 into adulthood. It is necessary for the 

initiation of the nociceptive neuron lineage through the initiation and maintenance 

of TrkA expression (Usoskin et al., 2015; Desiderio et al., 2019; Bartesaghi et al., 

2019; Landy et al., 2021). 
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Figure 1.3: Dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neuron diversification during
development. Schematic representation of the different main lineages
(outlined by color shading) during the course of sensory neuron differentiation
in mouse. All sensory neurons arise from neural crest cells (NCCs). The far-
right column refers to development stages in mouse, where E and P
represent embryonic and postnatal stages, respectively. Hence, within the
myelinated populations, light-brown, green and gray identify the early Ret
(eRet), tropomyosin-receptor kinase (Trk)B/TrkC and early TrkA (eTrkA)
lineages, respectively. The unmyelinated populations are divided into four
main categories: the late TrkA (lTrkA), the late Ret (lRet), the TrpM8 and the
TH lineages, identified by the red, orange, blue and yellow color codes,
respectively. The ancestors of vesicular glutamate transporter type 3
(VGLUT3+)/tyrosine hydroxylase (TH+) neurons are unknown; therefore, this
type of neuron is not connected to any early immature neuronal population.
Factors with question marks remain to be clarified and plus and minus signs
refer to expression in some but not all neurons in the indicated subtype of
neurons. Furthermore, the arrow within cells of the eTrkA lineage remains to
be clarified for definite assignment. Image retrieved from Lallemend and
Ernfors (2012).
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Neurotrophins can also bind to the p75 neurotrophin receptor (p75NTR), a 

single membrane spanning protein in the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor 

family. Unlike the Trk receptors, which autophosphorylate after ligand binding, 

the p75NTR does not have intrinsic catalytic activity. Instead, it partners with the 

three neurotrophin receptors, TrkA, TrkB, TrkC, as well as non-neurotrophin 

receptors (Meeker and Williams, 2015). Interactions between Trk receptors and 

p75NTR can lead to changes in the binding affinity for neurotrophins. For instance, 

high-affinity NGF binding requires co-expression of and binding to both TrkA and 

p75NTR (Hempstead et al., 1991). p75NTR also plays a role in sensory neuron 

differentiation. For example, p75NTR has been found to be required for the 

development of nonpeptidergic nociceptors by fine-tuning Ret-mediated trophic 

support (Chen et al., 2017). 

It is important to note that recent studies have shed light on considerable 

differences between the transcriptome of mouse and human DRG (Rostock et 

al., 2018; Tavares-Ferreira et al., 2022). In particular, Tavares-Ferreira et al. 

(2022) found a blended expression of markers of peptidergic and nonpeptidergic 

nociceptors in human DRG, contrary to what is commonly seen in rodents. 

There are also some differences between TG and DRG neurons, both with 

regards to their gene expression and developmental origin. Indeed, 

transcriptional and translational profiling have identified several genes that are 

differentially expressed in rodent DRG and TG (Price and Flores, 2007; 

Manteniotis et al., 2013; Kogelman et al., 2017; Megat et al., 2019). Moreover, 

unlike DRG neurons, TG neurons have a dual developmental origin, being formed 

by cranial neural crest cells and trigeminal ectodermal placodes (Lallemend and 

Ernfors, 2012). The specification of all TG neurons depends on Ngn-1 function, 

with Ngn-1 null mutants showing a complete loss of TG (Ma et al., 1998). 

However, as detailed in the previous sections, TG and DRG neurons have 

equivalent functional roles, and there are many similarities between these two 

populations. For instance, Lopes et al. (2017) found that more than 99% of mRNA 

showed consistent expression between TG and DRG neurons (suggesting that 

the greater differences reported by others, such as Megat et al. (2019), might be 

attributable to non-neuronal populations), and single-cell RNA sequencing of TG 

neurons identified several clusters of sensory neurons, some of which were well 

conserved in DRG (Nguyen et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 2020). Additionally, 
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despite the differences in developmental origin, several of the key players 

involved in the differentiation and specification of different populations of DRG 

neurons are also important in TG development. For instance, Runx1−/− mice 

show a decrease in total number of neurons in the TG, TrkB is expressed in 

mechanoreceptors, and Runx3 is required for the specification of TrkC-

expressing mechanoreceptive TG neurons (Theriault et al., 2004; Dykes et al., 

2010; Marmigere et al., 2006; Senzaki et al., 2010). Importantly, as for mouse 

DRG, Prdm12 is also expressed in TG neurons from as early as E9.5, selectively 

in TrkA+ (but not TrkB/C+) neurons, which differentiate into nociceptors, and a 

loss of Prdm12 leads to a complete loss of TrkA+ neurons (Desiderio et al., 2019; 

Bartesaghi et al., 2019). Finally, TG neurons also express neuropeptides (e.g. 

CGRP and SP) as well as some of the key molecules activated by noxious stimuli 

such as TRP channels (e.g. TRPV1, TRPA1, TRPM8) (Messlinger et al., 2020; 

Dux et al., 2020). 

In short, there are a number of key molecules involved in the differentiation 

and specification of nociceptors in DRG and TG neurons. In the next section, I 

will detail how mutations in these (and other) genes can lead to severe defects in 

the ability to sense noxious stimuli. 

 

1.3 Human genetic pain disorders 

1.3.1 Human phenotypes 

Human Mendelian genetic disorders of pain sensing are extreme 

phenotypes characterised by either painlessness or paroxysmal (excess) pain. 

They are usually caused by one or two mutations in a single gene, typically single-

nucleotide changes, and are inherited and fully penetrant. Even though they are 

quite rare, studying these disorders is extremely valuable for pain research, as it 

can help us gain insight into the role of these genes and their pathways. This can 

ultimately aid the development of new drugs (Cox et al., 2019). 

Mendelian disorders of painlessness can be classified as developmental 

(with sensory neuropathy – nociceptors are either not generated or undergo 

apoptosis during development) or functional (without sensory neuropathy – 
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nociceptors are present but have functional defects). Developmental Mendelian 

disorders of painlessness are typically referred to as hereditary sensory and 

autonomic neuropathies (HSANs) and can be caused by mutations in several 

genes (Table 1.1; Figure 1.4). They are a clinically and genetically heterogeneous 

group of disorders, broadly classified into eight types: HSAN Types1-6, HSAN 

Type 8 and FLVCR1-associated pain loss (which presents features of HSAN but 

is not classed as one of the different types of HSAN – Chiabrando et al., 2016; 

Chiabrando et al., 2021). Their main pathological feature is the progressive 

degeneration of (predominantly) sensory and autonomic neurons, which 

underlies the inability to experience pain but also a range of other symptoms, 

including variable autonomic and motor disturbances (Rotthier et al., 2012; Cox 

et al., 2019). On the other hand, functional Mendelian disorders of painlessness 

are those where patients report pain insensitivity in the absence of neuropathy, 

showing normal nerve fibre density: Nav 1.7 Congenital Insensitivity to Pain 

(CIP), Nav 1.9 CIP, or Marsili Syndrome (Table 1.1; Cox et al., 2019). 
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Table 1.1: Human Mendelian genetic disorders of pain sensing and
genes affected. Human gene symbol and UniProtKB ID of the corresponding
protein are shown.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of a primary sensory neuron showing subcellular
location of proteins encoded by pain insensitivity genes. Transcriptional
regulators PRDM12, ZFHX2, and DNMT1 localize to the nucleus within the
DRG soma. RETREG1 is found within the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and is
also a structural protein of the cis-Golgi body. SPT1 and SPT2 are involved in
sphingolipid biosynthesis and localize to the ER. ATL1 and ATL3 regulate ER
architecture. Voltage-gated sodium channels are expressed at both the
peripheral and central terminals and along axons of primary afferents. WNK1
is a regulator of ion channels and also interacts with KIF1A, a kinesin family
motor protein involved in axonal transport of synaptic vesicles. DST is
involved in intracellular transport and maintains cytoskeletal integrity. IKAP
mutations are associated with neuronal migration defects and impaired
neurotrophic retrograde transport. NGF and its receptor, TRKA, are important
for neuronal development and survival. DHN = dorsal horn neuron. Image
retrieved from Cox et al. (2019).
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The second main group of human genetic pain disorders are those where 

there is paroxysmal pain: Primary Erythromelalgia (PE, which can be sub-classed 

into familial (inherited) and sporadic forms); Paroxysmal Extreme Pain Disorder 

(PEPD); Familial Episodic Pain Syndrome Types 1–3 (FEPS1-3); Familial 

Hemiplegic Migraine Types 1-3 (FHM1-3); and Small-Fibre Painful Neuropathy 

(SFN). Most of these disorders are channelopathies, that is, they are caused by 

mutations in genes that encode ion channels, such as sodium channels (SCN1A, 

SCN9A, SCN10A and SCN11A), calcium channels (CACNA1A), or TRP 

channels (TRPA1) (Table 1.1; Cregg et al., 2010; Cox et al., 2019; Bennett and 

Woods, 2014; Tang et al., 2015; Raouf et al., 2010). These are typically gain-of-

function mutations that lead to neuronal hyperexcitability. 

It is interesting to note that different mutations in the same gene can have 

drastically different consequences. For instance, loss-of-function mutations in 

SCN9A can lead to painlessness with or without sensory neuropathy (HSAN2D 

or Nav1.7 CIP, respectively), while gain-of-function mutations in the same gene 

can lead to various disorders of extreme pain, namely PE, PEPD or SFN (Yuan 

et al., 2013; Cox et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2004; Dib-Hajj et al., 2005; Fertleman 

et al., 2006; Faber et al., 2012a). 

 

1.3.2 Mouse studies of human genetic pain disorders 

Understanding the genetic basis of human Mendelian pain disorders can 

give insight into the pathophysiology of pain and the role that key proteins play in 

the process. With that aim, many of these disorders have been modelled and 

studied in rodent models. For instance, knock-in mice carrying a Scn11a mutation 

(which causes Nav 1.9 CIP in humans) had reduced sensitivity to pain (Leipold 

et al., 2013), and knock-in mice carrying a Cacna1a mutation associated with 

FHM-1 had several gain-of-function effects, including a reduced threshold and 

increased velocity of cortical spreading depression (a wave of transient intense 

cortical spike activity which is thought to underlie the migraine aura in humans) 

(van den Maagdenberg et al., 2004; Pietrobon and Brennan, 2019). On the other 

hand, the phenotype of mouse knockout studies has also informed the discovery 

of genes implicated in human genetic pain disorders (Mogil, 2009). For example, 

conditional knockout of Scn9a in sensory neurons resulted in mice with 
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decreased sensitivity to noxious thermal and mechanical stimuli (Nassar et al., 

2004) and mutations in this gene in humans were later found to lead to Nav1.7 

CIP (Cox et al., 2006). Similarly, homozygous Ntrk1-knockout mice have 

congenital loss of responses to noxious stimuli and a complete loss of nociceptors 

in the DRG, as well as sympathetic ganglia neurons and cholinergic neurons of 

the basal forebrain (Smeyne et al., 1994; Snider, 1994), and mutations in NTRK1 

in humans have been shown to lead to congenital insensitivity to pain with 

anhidrosis (CIPA), also known as HSAN4 (Indo et al., 1996; Mardy et al., 1999; 

Indo 2001). Finally, a good example of mechanistic insight deriving from animal 

models of these disorders can be seen in PRDM12. In humans, several mutations 

in PRDM12 have been shown to lead to HSAN8, with affected individuals being 

unable to feel acute or inflammatory pain and showing severe loss of nociceptive 

fibres (Chen et al., 2015). Subsequently, several key mouse studies helped unveil 

the role of PRDM12 in sensory neuron development. Desiderio et al. (2019) found 

that Prdm12 is required for the development of nociceptors by regulating the 

initiation and maintenance of TrkA expression, with constitutive knockouts of 

Prdm12 showing selective loss of nociceptor precursors. Indeed, Bartesaghi et 

al. (2019) found that all remaining neurons in the DRG of Prdm12-null mice were 

myelinated LTMRs (TRKC+, TRKB+, RET+). Finally, Landy et al. (2021) showed 

that embryonic conditional knockout of Prdm12 in sensory neurons leads to 

decreased responses to various noxious stimuli, including mechanical, noxious 

cold and capsaicin, while responses to innocuous stimuli were intact, which 

replicates several aspects of the human phenotype (Chen et al., 2015). 

The mechanistic understanding gained from animal and human studies has 

sometimes translated into effective analgesics. For instance, a mutation in NGF 

has been found to lead to HSAN5, with patients showing insensitivity to pain 

accompanied by a severe reduction of unmyelinated fibres and a moderate loss 

of thinly myelinated fibres (Einarsdottir et al., 2004). This is likely caused by a 

loss of trophic support as a result of reduced availability of mature NGF (mutant 

NGF is mainly found as proNGF in both neuronal and non-neuronal cells) 

(Larsson et al., 2009). Homozygous Ngf-knockout mice fail to respond to noxious 

stimuli and show loss of sensory and sympathetic neurons (Crowley et al., 1994). 

Moreover, heterozygous mice harbouring the same point mutation identified in 

humans (661C>T) have recently been found to show impaired sensitivity to 

noxious stimuli (heat, cold and capsaicin) and reduced skin innervation, with loss 
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of unmyelinated axons (Testa et al., 2019). These and other studies have 

suggested NGF as a potential target drug. Indeed, drugs targeting NGF have 

emerged as promising clinical targets for various forms of chronic pain over the 

past few years (Watson et al., 2008; Denk et al., 2017; Dakin et al., 2019). 

Nevertheless, many promising drugs identified in pre-clinical studies in 

rodents fail to produce an analgesic effect in clinical trials. For instance, voltage-

gated sodium channels are considered promising analgesic drug targets, due to 

their role in neuronal excitability and signalling, as well as having been implicated 

in human genetic pain disorders and chronic pain conditions. However, success 

in clinical trials has been limited so far, with antagonists targeting specific sodium 

channels, such as Nav1.7 and Nav1.8, often showing no to weak analgesic 

activity, despite showing anti-nociceptive properties in rodents (Momin and 

Wood, 2008; Emery et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2007; Yekkirala et al., 2017). This 

may stem from our incomplete knowledge of the mechanisms underlying the 

processing of noxious stimuli and pain. For example, Minett et al. (2015) showed 

that sensitivity to pain can be restored by naloxone, an opioid antagonist, in both 

Nav1.7-null mice and a human lacking Nav1.7. This suggests an increased opioid 

drive may partly underlie the painlessness phenotype and has led some to 

propose that the loss of pain sensation in mutants is not simply due to a functional 

loss of Nav1.7 channels, which could help explain the lack of efficiency of several 

Nav1.7 antagonists developed (Emery et al., 2016; Yekkirala et al., 2017). In 

short, there is a clear need for a better mechanistic understanding of the 

processing of noxious stimuli and pain. In the following sections, I will review the 

advantages of the zebrafish as an animal model, as well as the similarities and 

differences of its nociceptive system, compared to mammals. 

 

1.4 The zebrafish as an animal model 

The teleost zebrafish (Danio rerio – previously, Brachydanio rerio) is a small 

fish native to Southeast Asia, typically found in small streams and stagnant or 

slow-moving pools. Over the past few decades, the zebrafish has established 

itself as a model organism in a broad range of fields, such as aquatic toxicology, 

regeneration, development, drug discovery, and several disorders, including 

cancer and hematopoietic, cardiovascular, kidney, eye, ear, neurological and 
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neuropsychiatric disorders (Streisinger et al., 1981; Kalueff et al., 2016; d’Amora 

and Giordani, 2018; Patton et al., 2021; Fazio et al., 2020; Fontana et al., 2018; 

Gemberling et al., 2013; Marques et al., 2019; Blanco-Sanchez et al., 2017; 

Ganz, 2017; Dooley and Zon, 2000; Glass and Dahm, 2004; Kalueff et al., 

2014b). 

There are several advantages of the zebrafish as an animal model. It is 

small (and as such cost- and space-efficient) and it has a fast development: 

several structures are distinguishable from 24 hours post-fertilisation (hpf), such 

as the notochord, the heart, and the eyes; and embryonic development is 

complete at 3 days post-fertilisation (dpf). They generate a large number of 

offspring (hundreds of eggs per female), which develop externally and are 

optically clear, and as such allow for visual analyses of developmental processes 

(Gonzalez-Nunez and Rodriguez, 2009). Further, the zebrafish is a vertebrate, 

with sufficient physiological complexity and high physiological homology to 

humans, and thus permits the study of vertebrate biology, physiology and 

disease, contrary to the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) and nematode 

(Caenorhabditis elegans) (Kalueff et al., 2014a). Moreover, the zebrafish has a 

fully sequenced, diploid genome, with high (80-85%) homology to humans, which 

allows for genetic studies to be carried out (Howe et al, 2013). Early large-scale 

mutagenic screens with ethylnitrosourea (ENU) allowed for the identification of 

hundreds of genes critical for a variety of developmental processes (Haffter et al., 

1996; Driver et al., 1996). The zebrafish is particularly amenable to genetic 

manipulation, allowing for both forward and reverse genetic screens, and there 

are currently a wide range of genetic tools available, including the Gal4-UAS 

system, heat-inducible promoters (hsp70), Cre-mediated recombination, 

morpholinos, zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector 

nucleases (TALENs) and the CRISPR-Cas9 system (Hwang et al., 2013; 

Gemberling et al., 2013). The zebrafish is also particularly well-suited for drug 

discovery, allowing for high-throughput screening of drugs and their effects on a 

variety of physiological and pathological phenotypes (Rihel and Schier, 2011; 

Emran et al., 2008; Rihel et al., 2010; Stewart et al., 2014). 

Zebrafish show a variety of behaviours, from prey hunting and shoaling, to 

learning and social preference towards conspecifics, and thus has been 

increasingly used as a model in sensory, developmental, and cognitive, as well 
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as translational, Neuroscience (Bianco et al., 2011; Spence et al., 2008; Tunbak 

et al., 2020; Oliveira, 2013; Stewart et al., 2014). They have smaller, simpler 

brains than rodents, and are easily genetically manipulated, which allows for the 

identification of circuits underlying various behaviours and developmental 

processes through imaging and manipulation of neuronal activity in a vertebrate 

(Antinucci and Hindges, 2016; Lau et al., 2019; Haesemeyer et al., 2018, Wee et 

al., 2019; Kalueff et al., 2014). For these reasons, the zebrafish has been 

increasingly seen as a potential model for nociception (Gonzalez-Nunez and 

Rodriguez, 2009; Malafoglia et al., 2013a; Taylor et al., 2017; Ohnesorge et al., 

2021). This will be discussed in the next section. 

 

1.5 Nociception in zebrafish 

1.5.1 Nociceptors 

As detailed above, the ability to detect and respond to potentially harmful 

stimuli is crucial for survival and conserved across many animal species. There 

are several similarities between somatosensory neurons in zebrafish and 

mammals (Malafoglia et al., 2013a). Focusing on cutaneous (exteroceptive) 

afferents, which transmit information about the external environment, these are 

also pseudounipolar neurons with cell bodies in either TG or DRG. TG neurons 

innervate and transmit sensory information from the head, with their peripheral 

axons arborising on the surface of the head and central axons projecting into the 

hindbrain (Kimmel et al., 1990; Metcalfe et al., 1990; Sagasti et al., 2005). DRG 

neurons innervate and transmit sensory information from the body, with their 

central axons projecting to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord (McGraw et al. 2008; 

Knafo et al., 2017; Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.5: Sensory neuron populations in larval zebrafish. In vivo
fluorescence image of 4 dpf Tg(isl2b:gal4,cmlc2:eGFP; UAS:GFP-aequorin-
opt) double transgenic zebrafish larva shows expression of GFP-aequorin in
sensory neurons: trigeminal ganglia (arrow), Rohon-Beard neurons
(arrowhead) and dorsal root ganglia (*). Image retrieved from Knafo et al.
(2017).
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In zebrafish, there are two additional sources of somatosensory input: the 

lateral line and a temporary population of sensory neurons (present only during 

the early stages of development) called Rohon-Beard (RB) neurons. The lateral 

line detects water motion and pressure, allowing fish to sense movements of 

other animals, which is important for prey detection, for instance. It is made up of 

neuromasts, which are clusters of cells, including the sensory cells, supporting 

cells and mantle cells (Ghysen and Dambly-Chaudiere, 2007). The sensory cells 

are ciliated mechanosensory hair cells, similar to those in the inner ear, which 

convert mechanical stimuli into electrochemical signals (Montalbano et al., 2021). 

While the lateral line is not often seen as relevant to nociception, several acid-

sensing ion channels (ASICs) have been detected in all three neuromast cell 

types, as well as the nerves supplying neuromasts (Paukert et al., 2006; Abbate 

et al., 2016). ASICs are proton-gated cation channels, which can be activated by 

a drop in extracellular pH as well as some non-proton ligands such as guanidine-

4-methylquinazoline (GMQ) (Waldmann et al., 1997; Yu et al., 2010). In 

mammals, they have been proposed to have several roles, including 

mechanosensation, chemosensation and nociception (Price et al., 2000; Price et 

al., 2001; Ziemann et al., 2009; Wemmie et al., 2013). In zebrafish, several ASICs 

have also been found to be activated by extracellular protons (acidic solutions) 

(Paukert et al., 2006), and adult zebrafish show behavioural responses to acetic 

acid, such as increased ventilation rate and decreased swimming (Reilly et al., 

2008; Correia et al., 2011). As such, zebrafish ASICs have been proposed by 

some as possibly playing a role in sensing some noxious chemicals, particularly 

acids (Taylor et al., 2017; Costa et al., 2019). Indeed, recent work by Adedara et 

al. (2022) found that amiloride, a non-selective ASICs blocker, abolished pain-

like responses (writhing-like response and impaired locomotion) induced upon 

intraperitoneal injection of acetic acid in a zebrafish model of visceral pain. 

Therefore, the zebrafish lateral line may play a role in chemosensation. 

RB neurons are a temporary cell population formed during early 

embryogenesis and present during embryonic and larval stages. They have 

similar functions to DRG neurons: their peripheral axons arborize extensively 

over the surface of the trunk from 16 hpf, and they extend ascending and 

descending central axons which form the dorsal longitudinal fascicle (DLF) of the 

spinal cord, transmitting sensory information from the body (Yeo et al., 2004; 

Malafoglia et al., 2013a). They undergo programmed cell death during 
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development. While early studies suggested populations of RB neurons to 

disappear completely by 5 dpf, they have since been reported to be present after 

7 dpf, and up to 2 weeks (Williams et al., 2000; Kucenas et al., 2006; Slatter et 

al., 2005; Palanca et al., 2013). Therefore, RB and DRG neurons co-exist in larval 

stages, with the former being located in the very dorsal regions of the spinal cord, 

and the latter ventrally, just outside the spinal cord (Slatter et al., 2005; Figure 

1.5). 

While the different types of cutaneous afferent fibres have not been 

characterised in zebrafish, electrophysiological and anatomical studies have 

characterised them in other teleost fish, such as the rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus 

mykiss) (Malafoglia et al., 2013a; Sneddon, 2017; Sneddon, 2019). Similarly to 

mammals, Aβ, Aδ and C-fibres were identified in the TG of the rainbow trout 

(Oncorhynchus mykiss; the fibre type was determined based on the diameter of 

nerve fibres found in higher vertebrates), and their cell body size correlated with 

fibre diameter (Sneddon, 2002). Electrophysiological recordings of individual 

neurons identified populations tuned to different combinations of mechanical, 

thermal and chemical stimuli (Sneddon, 2003). 

 

1.5.2 Nociceptor gene expression 

As described previously, some of the genes expressed by somatosensory 

neurons determine their tuning to different sensory stimuli. Zebrafish larvae have 

been found to express orthologs of several genes crucial for nociception in 

mammals. For instance, all three TRP channels required for noxious heat 

sensation in mammals (Vandewauw et al, 2018) are expressed in zebrafish 

larvae, although only trpv1 and trpa1b (one of the two isoforms of TRPA1 – trpa1a 

and trpa1b) are expressed in cutaneous sensory neurons (TG and/or RB 

neurons), with trpm3 being found in the brain (Gau et al., 2013; Prober et al., 

2008; Kastenhuber et al., 2013). Further, P2X receptors have also been found in 

zebrafish. P2X receptors are purinergic ionotropic receptors activated by ATP. 

P2X3, encoded by P2RX3, is a marker of non-peptidergic nociceptors in 

mammals (Usoskin et al., 2015). In rodents, P2X2/3 receptors at the trigeminal 

primary afferent terminals are thought to play a role in central sensitization in 

trigeminal brainstem nociceptive neurons, and have been implicated in 
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inflammatory pain and neuropathic pain (Hu et al., 2002; Ballini et al., 2011; 

Oliveira et al., 2009; Jarvis et al., 2002). The two zebrafish orthologs of P2RX3, 

p2rx3.1 and p2rx3.2, are expressed in TG and RB neurons from larval stages 

(Appelbaum et al., 2007). Finally, neuropeptides such as CGRP have been found 

in the TG of larval zebrafish (Pan et al., 2012). Importantly, there is some degree 

of conservation between zebrafish and mammals at the functional level too. 

Particularly, trpv1 seems to be crucial for noxious heat sensation in zebrafish 

larvae: trpv1-expressing neurons in zebrafish are activated by heat, and knock 

down of trpv1 blocks noxious heat-induced locomotion in zebrafish larvae (Gau 

et al., 2013). Moreover, trpa1b underlies behavioural responses to chemical 

irritant AITC: trpa1b channels are activated by AITC in vitro and trpa1b-null 

mutants lose the behavioural responses to AITC (Prober et al., 2008). 

Nevertheless, there are also some differences between species. Firstly, 

while the zebrafish trpv1 is activated by heat and acidic pH, it has not been found 

to be activated by capsaicin, which can be explained by the fact that two residues 

required for capsaicin-mediated activation of TRPV1, Ser-512 and Thr-550, are 

different at the analogous zebrafish positions (Thr-480 and Ile-518, respectively) 

(Gau et al., 2013; Jordt and Julius, 2002; Gavva et al., 2004). Further, TRPM3 

plays a role in noxious heat sensation in rodents, but trpm3 expression in 

zebrafish has not been detected in sensory neurons (only in the brain), which 

would argue against it playing a role in somatosensation (Vandewauw et al, 2018; 

Kastenhuber et al., 2013). Similarly, TRPA1 plays a role in noxious heat 

sensation in mammals, but it is unclear if its zebrafish orthologs, trpa1a and 

trpa1b, have the same function, since fish where trpa1a and/or trpa1b are 

mutated show no defects in noxious heat sensation (Vandewauw et al, 2018; 

Prober et al., 2008). Nevertheless, studies in rodents have suggested there is 

some redundancy in the system. For example, while ablation of Trpv1-expressing 

neurons in mice results in almost complete absence of acute noxious heat 

sensing (Pogorzala et al., 2013), this is not seen to the same extent in Trpv1-

knockout mice (Caterina et al., 2000). Additionally, double knockout mice lacking 

two of the three key channels involved in sensing noxious heat in mammals 

(Trpv1, Trpa1, Trpm3) show reduced but not abolished responses to heat 

(Vandewauw et al, 2018). As such, it is still possible for zebrafish trpa1 channels 

to play some role in heat sensation, which perhaps is not apparent in the 

presence of functional trpv1 channels in Prober et al. (2008). Overall, 
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acknowledging the differences between zebrafish and mammals is important as 

it helps to inform experimental design and the interpretation of results. 

 

1.5.3 Nociceptor development 

Similarly to mammals, zebrafish TG neurons have a dual origin (from neural 

crest cells and the epidermal placode), while DRG neurons originate from the 

neural crest (Malafoglia et al., 2013a). ngn1 is key for the development of both 

TG and DRG neurons: in the absence of ngn1, DRG neural precursor cells adopt 

a glial fate and early-born TG neurons do not form (Andermann et al., 2002; 

Caron et al., 2008; McGraw et al., 2008). RB neurons originate from the neural 

plate (Cornell and Eisen, 2000). During development, repulsive interactions 

between developing RB and TG sensory neurons limit each other’s territories 

(Sagasti et al., 2005). 

The development and differentiation of the different populations of 

somatosensory neurons has not been as extensively studied in zebrafish as it 

has in mammals. Nevertheless, the expression pattern of key genes such as 

neurotrophins suggests some degree of conservation, as well as some 

differences, between species. In zebrafish, there are two orthologs of the human 

NGF gene, ngfa and ngfb (this is seen across many zebrafish genes as a result 

of a teleost-specific whole genome duplication event; Meyer and Schartl, 1999; 

Howe et al., 2013). In the early stages of development, ngfb is expressed in the 

TG and in the brain; it is also widely expressed across the brain and spinal cord 

of adult zebrafish (Nittoli et al., 2018; Cacialli et al., 2019; Hui et al., 2017; Sun et 

al., 2018). ntrk1, which encodes trkA (the receptor that ngf binds to), has been 

found to be expressed in RB neurons and TG in zebrafish larvae, although 

expression in DRG neurons has not been detected (Gau et al., 2017; Pan et al., 

2012; Hahn et al., 2020; Martin et al., 1995; Palanca et al., 2013). There are two 

orthologs to TRKB and TRKC: ntrk2a and ntrk2b encode trkB1 and trkB2, and 

ntrk3a and ntrk3b encode trkC1 and trkC2, respectively (Martin et al., 1995). Of 

these, ntrk2a and ntrk3a have consistently been found to be expressed in TG and 

RB neurons (Martin et al., 1995; Gau et al., 2017; Nittoli et al., 2018); ntrk3b has 

been detected in the TG by some (Pan et al., 2012) but not others (Martin et al., 

1995; Martin et al., 1998). 
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Some studies have also looked at the expression of neurotrophins in 

specific subpopulations of sensory neurons, which again highlighted both 

similarities and differences compared to mice. As detailed previously, in mice, 

expression of TrkA in developing somatosensory neurons specifies nociceptors; 

genes such as Trpv1 and Trpa1 are found exclusively in those neurons 

(Fitzgerald 2005; Marmigère and Ernfors, 2007; Lallemend and Ernfors, 2012; 

Usoskin et al., 2015). In zebrafish larvae, a subset of trpv1+ TG neurons (and a 

small subset of trpa1b+ neurons) also expresses trkA, replicating what is seen in 

peptidergic and non-peptidergic unmyelinated DRG neurons in adult mice (Gau 

et al., 2017; Usoskin et al., 2015). However, contrary to what is seen in rodents, 

a subset of trkC1+ TG neurons have also been found to express trpa1b and trpv1 

in zebrafish larvae (Pan et al., 2012; Gau et al., 2017). One study by Gau et al. 

(2017) explored the role of neurotrophins in the development of sensory neurons, 

finding both similarities and differences compared to mammals. In zebrafish, 

runx3 is expressed in TG, RB and DRG neurons. Loss of runx3 leads to increased 

expression of trkB and decreased expression of trkC. This suggests that, like in 

mammals, it acts to consolidate a solitary trkC phenotype by repressing the 

potential for trkB expression and maintaining the expression of trkC. However, 

runx3 also controlled the expression of trpa1b, a role analogous to that of the 

mammalian Runx1, but not trkA, cgrp, or trpv1 (which would be expected of a 

transcription factor acting like Runx1). On the other hand, zebrafish runx1 was 

only found to be expressed in RB neurons (and only transiently, up to 24 hpf), 

and it seemed to play a role in facilitating runx3 expression in RB neurons, with 

loss of runx1 leading to loss of runx3 in those neurons. 

In short, while there are some differences between zebrafish and mammals 

in the development and differentiation of somatosensory neurons (and 

specifically nociceptors), several key factors are still conserved across species. 

Furthermore, the dominance of nociceptive markers in larval zebrafish (with 

nearly 90% of TG neurons expressing trpv1 and/or trpa1b at 3 dpf – Gau et al., 

2017) suggests that early nociceptive development is critical for survival of the 

free-swimming larvae. 
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1.5.4 Behaviour 

Understanding behaviour is an essential question in neuroscience (Pereira 

et al., 2020). Zebrafish larvae naturally swim in bouts that are segmented in time, 

separated by longer periods of rest, which has allowed for the swimming patterns 

used in different behavioural contexts to be identified and categorised (Budick 

and O’Malley, 2000; Wolman and Granato, 2011; Kalueff et al., 2013; Marques 

et al., 2018). For instance, “J-turns” are defined by two or more unilateral “J-

bends”, which have high tail bend amplitude (>90°) and a caudal bend location 

close to the end of the tail, thus forming the trunk and tail into a ‘J’ shape. They 

are exclusively used during prey-tracking, and serve to orient larvae toward their 

prey (McElligott and O’Malley, 2005; Bianco et al., 2011; Mearns et al., 2020). “C-

starts”, also called “C-bends”, are fast startle responses typically elicited upon 

touching the head, in which the fish body first curves to form a C-shape, and then 

the fish propels itself away at an angle (120°–180°) from its previous position 

using a fast swim (Kimmel et al., 1974; Burgess and Granato, 2007b). Finally, “O-

bends” are slower escape responses that can be elicited by dark flashes, for 

instance, in which the larval zebrafish body curves to change the orientation 

(180°) of swimming (Burgess and Granato, 2007a). 

Zebrafish larvae show behavioural responses to noxious stimuli such as 

temperature and chemicals (Lima et al., 2012; Gau et al., 2013; Prober et al., 

2008; Barrios et al., 2020). These behaviours are critical for survival. For 

instance, temperatures in the natural habitat of zebrafish can fluctuate widely, 

since they typically live in shallow pools, and zebrafish can be exposed to 

chemicals as well (for example, AITC is a biodegradation product used by plants 

from the Brassicaceae family as defence) (Engeszer et al., 2007; Haesemeyer 

2020; Overby et al., 2015). Free-swimming zebrafish larvae show increased 

locomotor activity upon exposure to noxious heat (beyond 37°C) or AITC, as well 

as also robustly avoiding the hot (36°C) side of a dual heat/cool plate in a place 

preference assay (Gau et al., 2013; Prober et al., 2008; Esancy et al., 2018; Ko 

et al., 2019; Kroll et al., 2021). Moreover, head-fixed larvae execute large-angle 

tail bends upon optovin-based trpa1 stimulation (Wee et al., 2019). In short, 

zebrafish use a wide repertoire of behaviours to escape noxious (and innocuous) 

stimuli. 
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1.5.5 Analgesic drugs 

One of the main goals of research on pain and nociception is the 

development of analgesic drugs that address pain. The two main classes of 

analgesics currently used are non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 

and opioids, although anaesthetics can also be used for the purpose of analgesia. 

Effectiveness of these drugs in zebrafish would highlight the similarities between 

zebrafish and mammals, thus providing further support to the use of zebrafish for 

basic nociception research, as well as for drug discovery (Ohnesorge et al., 

2021). Indeed, several drugs across all classes have been successfully used in 

zebrafish for analgesic purposes. 

Anaesthetics act by blocking sodium channels, which reduces the 

excitability of neurons, including nociceptors. They can be used as analgesics at 

low doses. In zebrafish, lidocaine has been shown to prevent the behavioural 

changes induced by a noxious stimulus (acetic acid) at 5 dpf, as well as 

preventing the associated reduction in activity and distance swum after fin 

clipping in adults (Schroeder and Sneddon, 2017; Lopez-Luna et al., 2017; 

Deakin et al., 2019). 

NSAIDs block prostaglandin synthesis by inhibiting cyclooxygenase 

enzyme 1 or 2 (COX-1 or COX-2). Several NSAIDs have been found to be 

effective analgesics in zebrafish, in both adults and larvae. For instance, 

acetylsalicylic acid and flunixin prevented the post-nociceptive behavioural 

patterns seen after fin clipping of adult fish (Schroeder and Sneddon, 2017; 

Deakin et al., 2019), and acetylsalicylic acid prevented the behavioural changes 

induced by acetic acid in larvae, although ibuprofen failed to ameliorate the 

sensitised temperature aversion observed in zebrafish larvae after AITC 

administration (Lopez-Luna et al., 2017; Curtright et al., 2015). 

In humans, opioids act on the endogenous opioid system, through central 

mu-, delta- and kappa-opioid receptors (MOP, DOP and KOP), encoded by 

OPRM1, OPRD1 and OPRK1, respectively. Zebrafish have orthologs for all three 

of these genes (oprm1, orpd1a and oprd1b, and oprk1, respectively), with the 

resulting amino acid sequences sharing about 70% homology to the human 

sequences (Demin et al., 2018). Opioid drugs have been found to have similar 

effects in zebrafish as in mammals. For instance, morphine has been shown to 
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prevent the behavioural changes induced by acetic acid in larvae, and various 

noxious chemicals in adults (including histamine, cinnamaldehyde, mustard oil, 

acetic acid and complete Freund's adjuvant). Moreover, naloxone, a non-

selective opioid antagonist, prolongs the behavioural responses to these 

chemicals in a dose-dependent manner (Taylor et al., 2017; Lopez-Luna et al., 

2017; Deakin et al., 2019; Costa et al., 2019). Furthermore, the side effects of 

opioids (e.g. respiratory depression and addiction) can also be replicated in 

zebrafish. For instance, fentanyl depresses the rate of respiratory mandible 

movements in freely-swimming zebrafish larvae, an effect which is reversed by 

naloxone, and zebrafish adults show signs of addiction to hydrocodone 

(continued self-administration despite adverse consequences) and withdrawal 

effects (stress and anxiety) after removal of the drug (Zaig et al., 2021; Bosse 

and Peterson, 2017). 

In short, several commonly used analgesics have been successfully used 

in zebrafish for analgesic purposes, which supports the use of zebrafish for basic 

nociception research, as well as for drug discovery. 

 

1.6 Aims 

The zebrafish is an attractive animal model with a nociceptive system that 

shares several similarities with that of mammals, from a developmental, genetic, 

molecular, and cellular point of view. Further, zebrafish larvae show behavioural 

responses to both noxious and innocuous stimuli, which can be modulated by 

chemicals such as irritants or analgesics. The simplicity of the zebrafish, 

compared to rodents, means it can help us reach a mechanistic understanding of 

the circuits underlying sensing noxious stimuli and the generation of protective 

behaviours. The zebrafish has a fully sequenced, diploid genome, with high 

homology to humans, and is particularly amenable to genetic manipulation, 

allowing for both forward and reverse genetic screens. Currently, there are a wide 

range of genetic tools available, including the Gal4-UAS system and the CRISPR-

Cas9 system (Hwang et al., 2013; Gemberling et al., 2013; Howe et al, 2013). 

However, to date, very few studies have explored the functional role of different 

nociception-related genes in zebrafish. 
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The overall aim of my project was to establish the zebrafish as a model to 

study the genetics of nociception. Specifically, I aimed to answer the following 

questions: 

1. Do zebrafish show fast behavioural responses to noxious heat? 

2. Can these responses be manipulated by mutating specific genes? 

 

To answer these questions, I set out to do the following: 

1. Establish an assay for the study of fast escape-like responses to 

noxious heat; 

2. Validate the infrared laser stimulation setup as an assay for noxious 

thermal stimulation of zebrafish larvae; and 

3. Generate and characterise zebrafish F0 knockout of genes involved 

in human genetic pain disorders.  
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 Chapter 2: Methods 

2.1 Animals 

Adult zebrafish were reared by University College London’s Fish Facility on 

a 14 hr:10 hr light:dark cycle. Embryos were raised in 10-cm Petri dishes filled 

with system water in a 28°C incubator on a 14 hr:10 hr light:dark cycle. Wild-type 

(WT; refers to AB × Tup LF fish) zebrafish larvae up to 7 days post-fertilisation 

(dpf) were used for all experiments, except for the blind fish experiments and the 

fluorescent in situ hybridisation/immunohistochemistry (FISH/IHC) experiments. 

To generate larvae used for blind fish experiments, double-transgenic 

Tg(atoh7:gapRFP)cu2Tg (Kay et al., 2001) and Tg(elavl3:ITETA-PTET:Cr.Cop4-

YFP)fmi2Tg (Fajardo et al., 2013) adults carrying mitfaw2/w2 (Lester et al., 1999) and 

atoh7+/th241 (Kay et al., 2001) mutations were used. Larvae with Tg(elavl3:ITETA-

PTET:Cr.Cop4-YFP)fmi2Tg expression were excluded. Blind atoh7th241/th241 fish 

were selected based on Tg(atoh7:gapRFP)cu2Tg expression being visible only in 

the eye but with no retinal ganglion cell (RGC) projections in the brain, while 

sighted controls were selected based on Tg(atoh7:gapRFP)cu2Tg expression 

being visible in both the eye and RGC projections in the brain. To generate larvae 

used for FISH/IHC experiments, Tg(elavl3:jGCaMP7f)u343 adults were used. 

Larvae were selected based on trigeminal ganglia expression 

Tg(elavl3:jGCaMP7f)u343 at 4 dpf. All experiments were conducted in accordance 

with the United Kingdom Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986. After all 

experiments, animals were culled by tricaine methanesulfonate (Sigma; from 

here on: tricaine) overdose. 

 

2.2 Sequence homology analysis 

The amino acid sequences of various proteins were compared in human 

(Homo sapiens; GRCh38.p13), mouse (Mus musculus; GRCm39) and zebrafish 

(Danio rerio; GRCz11). They were obtained by using Ensembl (version 99; 

Cunningham et al., 2019) to find the human gene and its mouse and zebrafish 

orthologs, and identifying their UniProtKB (The UniProt Consortium, 2021) IDs. 

Where multiple UniProtKB IDs were found for the same Ensembl ID, the 
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UniProtKB ID with a "Reviewed" annotation status was selected. If this was not 

possible, the one with the highest annotation score was chosen; if multiple IDs 

had the same score, a rating of 'Experimental evidence at transcript level' was 

preferred over that of 'Protein inferred from homology'. If many UniProtKB IDs still 

fulfilled these conditions, the one with the longest amino acid sequence was 

selected. 

Identity matrices and phylogenetic trees were then obtained through the 

EMBL-EBI online ClustalOmega Multiple Sequence Alignment tool (Sievers et 

al., 2011; Madeira et al., 2019). Amino acid sequences were then aligned using 

BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990). 

 

2.3 Infrared laser stimulation assay 

2.3.1 Infrared laser stimulus characterisation 

A 980 nm infrared laser was used in these experiments (Figure 2.1). To 

measure the relationship between laser power and current used for stimulation 

(infrared laser: Thorlabs, L980P200), an optical power meter (Thorlabs, 

PM100USB) connected to a photodiode power head with silicon detector 

(Thorlabs, S121C) was used. A silicon, biased detector (Thorlabs, DET36A, 

discontinued) connected to a data acquisition board (National Instruments, NI 

USB-6001; NI-DAQ) was then used to determine the laser rise and decay times, 

with analogue input data from the NI-DAQ being collected using the Bonsai 

software (Lopes et al., 2015). To estimate the laser beam size, a beam profiler 

(Thorlabs, BP209-VIS) was positioned at the same distance from the laser as the 

zebrafish larvae. 
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Figure 2.1: Sample spectrum of the infrared laser used in the infrared
laser stimulation assay. Source: Thorlabs website.
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To estimate the temperature induced in larval zebrafish by the laser 

stimulus, a thermistor with similar dimension and absorption characteristics as 

larval zebrafish was used (TDK; Haesemeyer et al., 2015). The thermistor was 

first calibrated by submersing it in water at increasing temperatures, and 

recording the voltage output at each temperature using the NI-DAQ. These 

recordings were converted into resistance values and used to generate a 

calibration curve relating temperature to resistance. The thermistor was then 

embedded in the same 2% low-melting point agarose that is used for behaviour 

experiments using larval zebrafish and positioned in the same place as a fish 

would. For each stimulus used, voltage output from the thermistor was recorded 

and converted into resistance values, and temperature changes in the thermistor 

were subsequently calculated from the calibration curve using the Steinhart-Hart 

equation (Steinhart and Hart, 1968). 

 

2.3.2 Infrared laser stimulation of head-fixed zebrafish larvae 

Larval zebrafish at 6-7 dpf were anaesthetised with tricaine and embedded 

in 2% low- melting point agarose (Sigma) in a 6 cm petri dish filled with 12mL of 

fresh system water. To allow the tail to move freely, the agarose caudal to the 

swim bladder was cut at 135° to the anterior-posterior axis and removed. After a 

recovery and habituation period of at least 30 minutes, animals were inspected 

for motor responsiveness to somatosensory stimulation by gently touching the 

tail with a pipette tip. Responsive larvae were positioned below an infrared 

camera (Blackfly S BFS-U13-13Y3C) and illuminated from below with a visible 

light LED array. To avoid image pixel saturation during laser activation, which 

could interfere with the analysis, a filter (Edmund Optics, Schott KG-1, 45-648) 

was added to the camera lens. Videos were recorded at 400Hz. 

Heat stimulation was delivered using a 980 nm laser (Thorlabs, L980P200), 

focused to a beam size that allowed the targeting mainly of the head of larvae. 

Real-time thermal stimuli were generated using a high-power laser driver 

(Thorlabs, LDC240C) controlled by a NI-DAQ. Before the beginning of the assay, 

a 1-minute baseline recording was made. Each stimulation protocol consisted of 

six 500-millisecond stimulations of different intensities (selected in a random 

order from a list of pre-set intensities, 0.729 V, 0.853 V, 0.977 V, 1.1 V, 1.224 V, 
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and 1.323 V, such that each intensity was selected once and only once); and a 

2-minute interval between them. Each fish was exposed to 3 consecutive rounds 

of stimulation. The experimental pipeline was written in Bonsai (Lopes et al., 

2015). 

 

2.3.3 Infrared laser stimulation behavioural assay – analysis 

pipeline 

Initial analysis of the obtained raw data was performed using a Python script 

written by Dr Adam Kampff (Python v3.8). Briefly, the tail base was first defined 

manually and this was taken as the centre point of a 180° downwards search arc 

of fixed radius, used to find the maximum (smoothed) pixel value. This pixel was 

then taken as the centre point of the next arc and this was repeated 12 times, 

segmenting the tail into a total of 12 segments of equal length (Figure 2.2.A). The 

x and y coordinates of each centre point were extracted and different tail 

kinematics were then calculated for each video frame: cumulative tail angle (sum 

of all Δθ, where Δθ is the difference between consecutive angles, θ1 and θ2, and 

each angle is the angle between adjacent segments; tail curvature (mean of the 

absolute value of all Δθ); tail motion (sum of √𝛥𝑥2 +  𝛥𝑦2), where Δx and Δy are 

the difference in the x and y coordinates of each centre point across neighbouring 

frames n and n+1) (Figure 2.2.B). 

I then used these three kinematics (cumulative tail angle, curvature and 

motion) as a starting point to analyse the tail-flick behaviour in response to 

stimulation with different infrared laser intensities. The beginning of a response 

or bout was defined as the frame when tail motion became greater than our 

“beginning of response” threshold (baseline motion plus 10 times the standard 

deviation, SD). Only responses starting within a 1 second window of stimulus 

presentation (the frame when the laser was switched on, t=0) were recorded. The 

end of the response or bout was defined as the point in time when tail motion 

returned to values lower than our “end of response” threshold (baseline motion 

plus 2 times the SD). For a response to be recorded, tail motion must remain 

below the “end of response” threshold for 95% of the frames in the 100 ms 

window after the “end of response” frame (the frame when tail motion first 
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returned to values below the “end of response” threshold). This ensured individual 

bouts were captured. 

The following response parameters were then analysed: peak cumulative 

tail angle, curvature and motion (maximum cumulative tail angle, curvature and 

motion, respectively); response latency (time of the beginning of the first bout); 

response probability; and peak response vigour (response vigour was calculated 

as the mean absolute difference in consecutive values of cumulative tail angle 

over a full bout). 
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Frame n Frame n+1

θ1
θ2

x,y

Figure 2.2: Analysis of video recordings of zebrafish larvae during the
infrared laser stimulation behavioural assay. A: For each frame n in the
video, the tail base is first defined manually (yellow cross), and this is taken
as the centre point of a 180° downwards search arc of fixed radius (green
arc), used to find the maximum (smoothed) pixel value (red diamond). This
pixel is then taken as the centre point of the next arc and this is repeated 12
times, segmenting the tail into a total of 12 segments of equal length. The
process is repeated for the subsequent frame n+1, until the end of the video.
B: Different tail kinematics are calculated for each video frame: cumulative
tail angle (sum of all Δθ, where Δθ is the difference between consecutive
angles and each angle is the angle between adjacent segments, θ1 and θ2;
tail curvature (mean of the absolute value of all Δθ); tail motion (sum of
𝛥𝑥2 + 𝛥𝑦2 ), where Δx and Δy are the difference in the x and y coordinates

of each centre point across neighbouring frames n and n+1).

A B
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2.4 Drug experiments 

2.4.1 Free-swimming behaviour of zebrafish larvae upon 

exposure to lidocaine or AITC (Zebrabox) 

Single larvae at 3 or 5 dpf were transferred, using a Pasteur pipette, into the 

individual wells of the mesh filter plate of a MultiScreen-MESH Filter Plate (Merck, 

MANM10010), which had been placed on the up-turned plastic lid of the plate 

and filled with fresh system water. To record each animal’s behaviour, each plate 

was placed into a Zebrabox (ViewPoint Life Sciences) running quantization mode 

with the following settings: detection sensitivity, 15; burst, 50; and freezing, 4. 

Baseline swimming behaviour was recorded for approximately 1 hour (50-70 

min), at which point the mesh filter plate was transferred into the receiver 96-well 

plate, pre-filled with 400µL of different concentrations of Allyl isothiocyanate 

(AITC, commonly known as mustard oil; Sigma-Aldrich) in 0.5% 

Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO; Sigma), or lidocaine hydrochloride (from here on 

simply lidocaine; Hameln). The plate was returned to the Zebrabox and behaviour 

was recorded for at least a further 90 min. Larval behaviour was video-tracked at 

25 Hz. Raw behavioural data was acquired and analysed with support from Dr 

Declan Lyons and Dr François Kroll, using custom analysis software from 

Professor Jason Rihel’s lab at University College London, as described in Ghosh 

and Rihel (2020). Briefly, behavioural data was recorded by subtracting 

subsequent pairs of frames from each other and determining the number of pixels 

that changed intensity (within each well of the 96-well plate) between each pair 

of frames (Δ pixels). These Δ pixels values were summed into 1 s bins and 

smoothed with a running average within a 15 min sliding window. This was used 

as a proxy for movement. 

 

2.4.2 Infrared laser stimulation of head-fixed zebrafish larvae 

exposed to lidocaine or AITC 

Each individual larval zebrafish first went through the standard infrared laser 

behavioural assay (as described in 2.3.2). Then, the drug of choice was pipetted 

into each petri dish and fish were incubated in it for 45 minutes, after which they 
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went through the standard infrared laser behavioural assay again (remaining 

incubated in the drug). The drugs used were lidocaine (at either 5 mg/L or 10 

mg/L; control: water) and AITC (at either 0.015 µM or 0.06 µM in 0.1% DMSO; 

control: 0.1% DMSO). 

 

2.5 Generation of F0 knockouts using CRISPR-

Cas9 

The protocol for the generation of F0 knockout larvae was based on that 

developed by Kroll et al. (2021), as detailed below. 

2.5.1 crRNA selection 

The crRNA (Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 crRNA; Integrated DNA Technologies, 

IDT) was the only component of the Cas9/gRNA ribonucleoprotein (RNP) which 

was specific to the target locus. Three crRNAs were selected per target gene 

(Table 2.1), targeting two (prdm12b) or three (ntrk1) distinct exons (ngfa and ngfb 

are single-exon genes so all three guides targeted the same exon). They were 

selected from IDT’s database of predesigned crRNAs based on: on- target and 

off-target scores; rank according to the web tool CHOPCHOP (v3; Labun et al., 

2019; Labun et al., 2016; Montague et al., 2014); and, for genes where the same 

exon was targeted multiple times, position within the exon (to prevent guides from 

interfering with each other). 
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Table 2.1: crRNAs selected for the generation of zebrafish F0 knockouts
with CRISPR-Cas9. At least three targets per gene were selected.
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2.5.2 RNP preparation 

Unless stated otherwise, all steps were performed on ice and all reagents 

were stored at -80°C before use. The tracrRNA (Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 tracrRNA; 

IDT) and each crRNA were received as pellets, which were resuspended in 

Duplex buffer (IDT) to a concentration of 200 µM. To form the gRNA, 1 μL crRNA 

200 μM, 1 μL tracrRNA 200 μM, and 1.51 μL Duplex buffer were mixed (final 

concentration: 57 μM) and incubated at 95°C for 5 minutes. For each RNP, equal 

volumes of gRNA and Cas9 (Alt-R S.p. Cas9 Nuclease V3, 61 µM; IDT) solutions 

were mixed (typically 1 µL gRNA; 1 µL Cas9) and incubated at 37°C for 5 minutes, 

generating a 28.5 µM RNP solution. The three RNP solutions (one per target) 

were pooled in equal amounts (here termed “pooled RNP”), with the exception of 

ngf double-knockouts, where six RNP solutions were pooled (one per target for 

each of the two ngf genes, ngfa and ngfb). The resulting solution was aliquoted 

in 1.2-1.5 µL aliquots, which were stored at -80°C. 

 

2.5.3 Scrambled RNPs 

For all experiments, three scrambled crRNAs (Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 

Negative Control crRNA #1, #2, #3; IDT) were prepared into RNPs as detailed 

above. 

 

2.5.4 Injections 

On the morning of injections, one aliquot of scrambled pooled RNP and one 

aliquot of pooled RNP for a gene of interest were thawed on ice. Phenol red (1:10) 

was added to each solution. Using a glass needle, approximately 1 nL of the 

pooled RNP was injected into the yolk at the single-cell stage, except for the ngf 

double-knockouts, where approximately 2 nL of the six-RNP mix were injected so 

the amount of RNP per gene would remain equal to when a single gene is 

targeted. Two to four batches of embryos were injected each day. 
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2.6 Phenotype of mutants 

2.6.1 Viability 

The percentage of viable embryos was quantified daily from 1 dpf to 4 dpf 

(viability was not assessed at 0 dpf, as unviable eggs were likely either 

unfertilised eggs or eggs damaged by the needle). For some experiments, 

viability was also assessed at 6 dpf and 7 dpf. “Viable embryos” refers to embryos 

that were alive and showed no obvious anatomical or behavioural defects on 

each day. Common anatomical defects included, but were not limited to, heart 

oedema (assessed from 3 dpf), tail curvature (assessed from 4 dpf), visibly 

smaller size (assessed from 3 dpf), absence of an inflated swim bladder after 5 

dpf, or other obvious anatomical deformations (assessed from 3 dpf). Common 

behavioural defects included spiral swimming (along the “z axis”; assessed from 

4 dpf), and unbalanced swimming (sideways or along the “z axis”; assessed from 

6 dpf). Dead and ill embryos were removed daily, with the exception of embryos 

displaying a deflated swim bladder or behavioural defects, as pilot data 

suggested this to be a specific phenotype resulting from the mutation. The 

viability of injected embryos was compared to that of scrambled-injected (from 

here on, scrambled) and uninjected controls and, for most experiments, was 

assessed blinded to the condition (injected or scrambled). 

 

2.6.2 Imaging 

Representative brightfield images of uninjected, scrambled and injected fish 

were taken at 7 dpf using a light microscope (Leica). Generally, fish were lightly 

anaesthetised with tricaine, mounted in 1%-2% agarose on a glass slide or the 

plastic lid of a petri dish, and imaged dorsally and ventrally. Some images were 

taken on awake and unmounted fish. 

 

2.6.3 Free-swimming behaviour of mutants 

Individual larvae at 6-7 dpf were transferred, using a Pasteur pipette, into a 

square arena (10 x 10 cm) filled with fresh system water, and allowed to swim 
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freely for 20 minutes. Videos were recorded at 100-120 Hz with a camera 

(PointGrey, Grasshopper 2), with illumination from below from an infrared light 

source (Advanced Illumination, US, 880 nm) uniformly covering the whole arena. 

For looming experiments on ngfb F0 knockout fish, a series of eight looming 

stimuli were presented to the larvae after a 20 min baseline (free swimming in the 

absence of a looming stimulus). To achieve this, larvae were tracked in real time 

and a dark spot of increasing diameter (the looming stimulus), centred around the 

centroid of the fish, was projected from below every 2 min. The looming 

stimulation experimental pipeline was written in Bonsai (Lopes et al., 2015) by Dr 

Thomas Ryan, and the looming stimulation protocol, which is time-locked with the 

video recording, was saved for further analysis (see below). 

 

2.6.4 Free-swimming behaviour of mutants – analysis pipeline 

Analysis of raw data from the free-swimming behaviour experiments was 

carried out using a Python script written by Dr Thomas Ryan (unless stated 

otherwise), based on a tracking method previously established in our laboratory 

(Tunbak et al., 2020). Briefly, fish were first tracked by computing the image 

background, identifying the contour of the largest particle (i.e. the fish) and 

calculating the fish centroid, eye centroid, and body centroid for each frame. The 

x and y coordinates of each of these three points were then used for further 

analysis. 

Firstly, individual bouts were extracted using a Python script written by Dr 

Adam Kampff. Briefly, bouts are computed from a “motion signal”, which is the 

sum of the frame by frame spatial and angular velocities (calculated from the x 

and y coordinates of the body centroid). The threshold for “a bout” was set as 

10% of the median of the 100 largest motion signal values, which was determined 

by empirical observation to identify bouts accurately. Once all bouts have been 

extracted, the start frame of each individual bout (“bout start frame”) is computed. 

Secondly, the distance travelled across two frames (“distance per frame”) was 

calculated by computing the straight line distance between every frame, given the 

x and y coordinates of tracking data. 
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These two initial metrics, “bout start frame” and “distance per frame”, were 

used for further bout and swimming analysis, by computing total distance, peak 

bout velocity and average bout velocity. “Total distance” is the sum of all “distance 

per frame” values (for the full duration of the experiment). “Bout velocity” is the 

distance travelled across each frame, with “peak bout velocity” referring to the 

maximum bout velocity over a bout (that is, the 400 ms after “bout start frame”), 

and “average bout velocity” being the mean “bout velocity” over a bout. 

For looming experiments, the beginning of each looming stimulus (“loom 

start”) was identified from the looming stimulation protocol. Looming escape 

response rate was measured as the probability of a “looming escape response” 

occurring within a 1 s window of “loom start”. The latency of those responses was 

also measured. To distinguish fast looming escape responses from slower 

spontaneous bouts that simply happened to fall within 1 s of the presentation of 

a looming stimulus, a filter was applied such that only responses with a high peak 

velocity were considered, since fast escape bouts are rarely performed 

spontaneously. This threshold was set as the mean “peak bout velocity” plus two 

times the standard deviation (SD), over the 20 min baseline period (during which 

no looming stimuli were presented). Escape bouts can be reliably distinguished 

from this threshold (see also: Chapter 5). 

 

2.6.5 Vibration experiments and analysis 

The behavioural arena consisted of a 35 mm Petri dish filled with 3.5 mL of 

fresh system water, which was placed on a horizontal platform. Images were 

acquired under 850 nm illumination using a high-speed camera (Mikrotron 

MC1362, 700 fps, 500 μs shutter-time) equipped with a machine vision lens 

(Fujinon HF35SA-1) and a 850 nm bandpass filter to block visible light. A solenoid 

‘tapper’ was placed such that the piston, when extended, would contact the 

optomechanical frame of the rig. The solenoid was controlled using an Arduino 

Uno. 

Larvae acclimated to the Petri dish for at least 30 minutes, after which the 

dish was moved to the horizontal platform and they were allowed to acclimate for 

around 1 minute before starting the experiment. Mechano-acoustic ‘tap’ stimuli 
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were then delivered with an inter-stimulus interval of 15 seconds for at least 10 

minutes. During experiments, eye and tail kinematics were tracked online as 

described in Henriques et al. (2019). Accurate tracking relied on the body centroid 

being within a predefined central region (‘in middle’, 11 mm from the edge of the 

arena). Whenever the fish left this region, a concentric grating was projected 

(AAXA P2 Jr), via a cold mirror, from below, that drifted towards the centre of the 

arena to attract the fish to the central region. Only responses occurring when the 

fish was ‘in middle’ were considered. 

Camera control, online tracking and stimulus presentation were 

implemented using custom software written in LabView and MATLAB. Raw data 

analysis was performed using custom MATLAB scripts written by Dr Isaac Bianco 

at University College London. Briefly, images were first background-subtracted 

using a continuously updated background model and this was then thresholded 

to find the ‘body’ and ‘eye’ centroids. The tail was tracked by performing 

consecutive annular line-scans, starting from the body centroid and progressing 

toward the tip of the tail so as to define 9 equidistant x-y coordinates along the 

tail. Inter-segment angles were computed between the 8 resulting segments. Tail 

curvature was computed as the sum of these inter-segment angles. Swim bouts 

were identified using a velocity threshold (500∘/s) applied to smoothed cumulative 

tail angles. Escape responses to tap stimuli were identified if instantaneous speed 

of the body centroid exceeded 75 mm/s. To calculate response latencies, an LED 

is placed adjacent to the petri dish (within the camera field of view) and is 

triggered at the same time as the solenoid tapper. The response latency is 

calculated in relation to the LED being switched on (t=0). Because the LED is 

switched on almost instantaneously but there is a slight delay between the tapper 

being triggered and the tap being delivered to the bottom of the petri dish, escape 

latencies calculated in relation to the LED being switched on are overestimated. 

 

2.7 Genomic DNA extraction 

Larvae were culled by tricaine overdose and their genomic DNA (gDNA) 

was extracted from either the tail or the whole body by HotSHOT (Meeker et al., 

2007), as follows. If extracting DNA from the whole body, individual larvae were 

transferred to a 96-well PCR plate. If extracting DNA from the tail, individual 
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larvae were placed laterally on the lid of a petri dish, and a microscalpel 

(FEATHER®; type: P-730) was used to cut along the dorso-ventral axis by 

applying steady downward pressure to make the incision. The cut was done 

posterior to the swim bladder, at approximately 1/3 of the full length of the body. 

The tail was then transferred to a 96-well PCR plate using a P1000 micropipette. 

Excess liquid was removed from each well before adding 15 μL (for tail 

extractions) or 25 μL (for whole-body extractions) of base solution (25 mM KOH, 

0.2 mM EDTA in water). Plates were sealed and incubated at 95°C for 30 

minutes, then cooled down before the addition of corresponding volumes of 

neutralisation solution (40 mM Tris-HCL in water). gDNA was stored at 4°C. 

 

2.8 Genotyping with Headloop PCR 

An adaptation of the Rand et al. (2005) headloop suppression PCR protocol 

(HL-PCR) was used to determine if a target locus had been efficiently mutated in 

F0 embryos, as described in Kroll et al. (2021). For each sample, two separate 

reactions were set up: one using standard forward and reverse PCR primers and 

another one using either a forward or a reverse HL primer (combined with a 

standard reverse or forward primer, respectively) (Table 2.2). Standard PCR 

primers (“base primers”) were designed using the NCBI Primer Designing Tool, 

Primer-BLAST (Ye et al., 2012), such that the resulting amplicon included the 

sequence targeted by the crRNA. HL primers were designed using a Python-

based tool (available at: https://github.com/GTPowell21/Headloop (Powell, 

2020)). 

For the PCR, each well contained: 4 µL 5× Phusion HF buffer (New England 

Biolabs, NEB), 0.4 µL dNTPs (10 mM), 1 µL forward primer (10 µM), 1 µL reverse 

primer (10 µM), 0.2 µL Phusion® High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB), 1 µL to 

2 µL gDNA and water up to 20 µL. PCR amplification was performed using an 

Eppendorf MasterCycler Pro S PCR machine. The PCR program was: 98°C – 30 

seconds; then 25 to 35 cycles of: 98°C – 10 seconds, 66°C – 30 seconds, 72°C 

– 18 to 33 seconds, depending on amplicon length (NEB recommended 

extension time for gDNA is 30 seconds per kb); then 72°C – 5 minutes. 

Amplification was assessed by electrophoresis by loading 7.5 µL of PCR product 

with 1.5 µL of 6x loading dye on a 1% agarose gel.  
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2.9 In situ hybridisation (ISH) 

2.9.1 Probe generation 

RNA antisense probes for trpv1, trpa1b, trpm3, p2rx2, and cgrp were made. 

For trpv1, trpm3, p2rx2, and cgrp, total RNA extracted from WT adult zebrafish 

was used to generate cDNA by reverse transcription using SuperScript™ II 

Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). The cDNA was then amplified by PCR with 

Taq polymerase (Invitrogen), using forward and reverse primers shown in Table 

2.3, and cloned into an ampicillin-resistant pCRII-TOPO vector (Invitrogen). For 

trpa1b, the cDNA in a pBluescriptSK(+) plasmid was provided by Professor Ajay 

Dhaka (University of Washington). The different vectors were linearised with NEB 

restriction enzyme XbaI (trpa1b), or Promega restriction enzymes EcoRV (trpv1, 

p2x2), NotI (trpm3), BamHI (CGRP), and transcribed with either T7 (trpa1b, cgrp) 

(Promega) or SP6 (trpm3, trpv1, p2rx2) (Promega) to generate digoxigenin (DIG)-

labelled riboprobes according to manufacturer’s instructions. The trpm3 probe 

was generated by Ms Hande Tunbak. The probes were purified using Qiagen 

RNeasy Mini Kit, eluted in 30 μL of nuclease-free water and tested on 1% RNase-

free agarose gel in Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic 

acid, 1 mM EDTA). 
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2.9.2 Whole mount ISH 

Whole mount colorimetric ISH was performed as described previously 

(Thisse and Thisse, 2008), with a few modifications. Briefly, 7 dpf WT larvae (for 

NBT-BCIP in situs) or 7 dpf Tg(elavl3:jGCaMP7f)u343 larvae (Fast Red in situs) 

were fixed in 4% PFA (w/v; Sigma) in PBS and 4% sucrose (Sigma) overnight at 

4°C, and dehydrated through a graded series (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) of 

methanol/PBSTw (PBS with 0.1% TWEEN®20, Sigma), after which they were 

stored at -20°C for at least one overnight. After rehydration through a graded 

series of methanol/PBSTw (75%, 50% and 25%), larvae were washed in PBSTw, 

permeabilised with Proteinase K (100 µM/mL) for 20 minutes, bleached in the 

dark for 30 minutes with hydrogen peroxide, post-fixed in 4% PFA (w/v) in PBS 

for 30 minutes, and incubated in standard hybridisation buffer containing 50% 

formamide for at least 3 hours at 65°C. Samples were then incubated in each 

probe at 65°C, either overnight (for p2rx2, trpm3 and cgrp) or for 2.5 days (for 

trpa1b and trpv1). The next day, samples were washed at 65°C through a graded 

series of hybridisation solution (50%, 25%, 0%, 0%) and saline sodium citrate 

(SSC) (2x, 2x, 2x, 0.2%) for 10 minutes each, followed by two 10-minute PBSTw 

washes, and then they were blocked with 10% Normal Goat Serum in PBSTw for 

at least one hour at room temperature. Samples were then incubated overnight 

at 4°C with anti-DIG-AP Fab fragment (alkaline phosphatase conjugated 

antibody; 1:3000 in block solution) (Roche). The following day, they were washed 

thoroughly (at least four 15-minute washes in PBSTw). 

DIG-labelled probes were then detected either by standard Nitro Blue 

Tetrazolium (NBT) and 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (BCIP) (Roche) 

protocol for colorimetric ISH, or using Fast Red (Sigma) for fluorescent ISH 

(FISH). For NBT-BCIP staining, samples were first equilibrated in freshly 

prepared “AP buffer” (staining buffer without NBT-BCIP: 0.1M Tris buffer (pH 9.5), 

50 mM MgCl2, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.01 % TWEEN®20) by washing three times for 15 

minutes, after which they were incubated in the staining solution (1 μL NBT and 

3 μL BCIP per 1 mL of AP buffer) and allowed to develop in the dark at room 

temperature, being monitored under a light microscope regularly (at around 30- 

to 60-minute intervals) for the development of a blue precipitate. For Fast Red 

staining, the Fast Red solution was prepared by first separately dissolving one 

Fast Red TR salt tablet and one NAMP tablet in 1 mL of ddH2O each, after which 
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the resulting solutions were filtered and mixed together. Since Fast Red is a 

chromogenic substrate to alkaline phosphatase (Hauptmann et al., 2016), Fast 

Red staining also gives a colorimetric precipitate in addition to fluorescent signal, 

which allows following of the reaction while the signal develops. Thus, samples 

were incubated in the Fast Red staining solution and allowed to develop in the 

dark at room temperature, being monitored under a light microscope regularly (at 

around 30- to 60-minute intervals) for the development of a red precipitate. The 

specific staining time for both NBT-BCIP and Fast Red staining varied depending 

on the probe. If no clear staining was observed at the end of the day, staining 

was paused by replacing staining solutions with either AP buffer (NBT-BCIP) or 

PBS (Fast Red) and samples were left overnight at 4°C, with staining being 

resumed the following day by incubating samples in fresh staining solutions. 

Reactions were stopped with either PBSTw (NBT-BCIP) or PBS (Fast Red) 

washes. 

For NBT-BCIP, samples were then post-fixed in 4% PFA/PBS for 20 

minutes, dehydrated in methanol, and kept overnight at -20°C, after which they 

were rehydrated, transferred into 80% glycerol (Sigma) in PBSTw through a 

graded series, and imaged using a light microscope (Leica). For Fast Red, 

samples were examined under a light microscope for staining. IHC was then 

combined with the FISH before imaging (as described below). 

 

2.9.3 FISH/IHC 

IHC against HuC/D, a neuronal marker in larval zebrafish (Kim et al., 1996), 

was combined with the Fast Red FISH (described in 2.9.2). After stopping the 

Fast Red reaction with PBS washes, samples were incubated with a mouse anti-

HuC/D monoclonal antibody (16A11) (1:500 in PBSTw; Molecular Probes Cat# 

A-21271) overnight at 4°C, washed (at least six 30-minute washes) and 

incubated with an anti-mouse Alexa 488 (1:500 in PBSTw; Thermofisher) and 

4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (1:500 in PBSTw; Tocris Bioscience, Cat# 

5748) overnight at 4°C in the dark. After washing (at least six 30-minute washes 

in the dark), samples were transferred to 80% glycerol in PBSTw through a 

graded series, and mounted for confocal imaging. 
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2.9.4 Confocal microscope image acquisition 

Confocal imaging was carried out using a Zeiss LSM-880 with Airyscan 

(Zeiss). Whole mount FISH/IHC samples were mounted in mounting medium (1:1 

2% low melting point agarose:80% glycerol), using glass rings fitted on a slide by 

silicone grease and VWR Thickness No.1 coverslips (approximately 130‐170 

μm). Imaging was performed by scanning with 1024x1024 pixel resolution, 8-bit, 

and z-step size of approximately 0.42 μm. 
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 Chapter 3: Establishing an assay 

for the study of fast escape-like 

responses to noxious stimuli  

3.1 Introduction  

The ability to escape from and avoid potentially harmful situations is critical 

for survival and is present across the animal kingdom, from invertebrates, such 

as Aplysia californica (with its widely studied gill withdrawal reflex), 

Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster, to rodents and primates 

(Castellucci et al., 1970; Wittenburg and Baumeister, 1999; Im and Galko, 2012; 

Caterina et al., 2000, Chudler et al., 1986). Zebrafish larvae also show a variety 

of behavioural responses to noxious stimuli and stimuli that signal threats. These 

stimuli include temperature, chemicals (e.g. allyl isothiocyanate (AITC), 

commonly known as mustard oil), touch, vibration and visual (e.g. looming) stimuli 

(Gau et al., 2013; Prober et al., 2008; Lam et al., 2005; Barrios et al., 2020). With 

regards to temperature, such behaviours are necessary because temperatures 

in the natural habitat of zebrafish can fluctuate widely, since zebrafish are 

typically found in the wild in shallow pools and streams which can be heated by 

sunlight (Engeszer et al., 2007; Haesemeyer 2020). As for vibration, the ability to 

sense water motion is critical for survival, as it allows for the detection of predators 

(Odstrcil et al., 2022; Stewart and McHenry, 2010). Regarding chemicals, AITC 

is a biodegradation product used by plants from the Brassicaceae family as 

defence (Overby et al., 2015). AITC has been found to activate TRPA1 channel 

orthologs (formerly known as ANKTM1) in Drosophila and mammals, as well as 

zebrafish, leading to sensory neuron activation, pain-like sensations and 

ultimately aversive responses (Bandell et al., 2004; Jordt et al., 2004; Bautista et 

al., 2006; Prober et al., 2008; Al-Anzi et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2010). Finally, 

looming stimuli can be perceived as threatening by the fish as they may represent 

an approaching predator (Dunn et al., 2016). 

When exposed to these various stimuli, zebrafish respond with changes in 

their behaviour. For instance, zebrafish larvae increase their swimming activity in 
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response to AITC being added to the water (Prober et al., 2008). They can also 

execute very fast, stereotyped escape responses, such as fast C-starts, in 

response to both acoustic and tactile stimuli, as well as the slightly slower O-

bends, in response to visual stimuli (Wolman and Granato, 2011; Kalueff et al., 

2013; Marques et al., 2018; Lam et al., 2005; Mu et al., 2012; Budick and 

O’Malley, 2000). Finally, a variety of behaviours can be elicited by both noxious 

and innocuous heat: a generalised increase in water temperature beyond 37°C 

(considered noxious in zebrafish) leads to increased swimming activity in 

zebrafish larvae; in a place preference assay, they robustly avoid the hot (36°C) 

side of a dual heat/cool plate; and when exposed to acute innocuous heat in the 

form of an infrared laser, free-swimming larvae show escape responses and 

head-fixed larvae show tail-flick “escape-like” responses (Prober et al., 2008; Gau 

et al., 2013; Haesemeyer et al., 2018; Haesemeyer et al., 2015). In short, 

zebrafish use a wide repertoire of behaviours to escape noxious (and innocuous) 

stimuli. Together with the similarities of their nociceptive system to that of 

mammals (discussed in Chapter 1), this suggests zebrafish may be used to study 

nociception. 

As detailed in Chapter 1, there are several advantages to using zebrafish 

larvae as an animal model. In particular, their simplicity compared to mammals 

means zebrafish can help us reach a mechanistic understanding of the circuits 

sensing noxious stimuli and generating the resulting behavioural responses, with 

clear hypotheses that can then be tested in other animal models. For instance, 

Haesemeyer et al. (2018) used larval zebrafish to produce a brain-wide circuit 

model of tail-flick behaviours evoked by innocuous heat, and Wee at al. (2019) 

identified novel neuronal populations and circuits driving nocifensive behaviours 

in response to trpa1 channel activation. Moreover, zebrafish allow for higher 

throughput experiments, which is advantageous for drug discovery (Curtright et 

al., 2015). Finally, they are particularly amenable to genetic techniques, and have 

been used to perform large-scale phenotypic screens of gene variants linked to 

human disorders such as psychiatric disorders, as well as establishing models of 

various diseases, from cancer to eye and inner ear diseases (Thyme et al., 2019; 

Tang et al., 2020; Feitsma and Cuppen, 2008; Blanco-Sanchez et al., 2017; Link 

and Collery, 2015). 
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The overall aim of my project was to establish the zebrafish as a model to 

study the genetics of nociception. As such, my first goal was to set up an assay 

in our laboratory that would allow me to study fast escape-like responses to 

noxious heat in zebrafish larvae. Characterising these responses (in wild-type 

fish and mutants) would then allow me to infer a role for these genes in zebrafish. 

To be able to do that, the assay used needed to allow for the tracking of these 

fast behaviours after exposure to the stimulus and for a fine control of the 

stimulus, which needed to be short and temporally precise, and to reach 

temperatures in the noxious range. Hence, I based my behavioural assay on that 

described by Haesemeyer et al. (2018) where an infrared laser is used to deliver 

short, temporally-precise stimuli to 6-7 dpf head-fixed larvae. The laser, pointing 

to the head, generates heat, which promotes a tail-flick “escape-like” response. 

This is recorded by a high-speed camera and analysed offline. I adjusted the 

original assay, which used innocuous heat (24°C to 29°C), so that the laser 

intensities used stimulated fish with temperatures in the noxious range. In the 

zebrafish literature, the threshold for noxious heat is normally agreed to be 

between 34°C and 37°C, with exposure to temperatures of 48°C for only a few 

seconds having been shown to induce tissue and nerve damage (Gau et al., 

2013; Prober et al., 2008; Haesemeyer et al., 2015; Haesemeyer et al., 2018; 

Malafoglia et al., 2013b). 

 

In this chapter, I set up the infrared laser stimulation assay. I characterised 

the properties of the stimulus and found it to be temporally precise and to 

generate heat at temperatures which I estimate to be in the noxious range for 

zebrafish larvae. When stimulated with the laser, zebrafish show tail-flick 

responses, which I can track for further analysis. 
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3.2 Results  

3.2.1 Setting up an infrared laser assay to study the behaviour 

of zebrafish larvae in response to noxious stimuli  

To deliver temporally-precise heat stimuli of different intensities, I 

established an infrared laser stimulation assay in our laboratory (Figure 3.1) 

based on that used by Haesemeyer et al. (2018). In this assay, 6-7 dpf larvae are 

tethered (head-fixed) in agarose, with the tail free to move, and stimulated with a 

980 nm laser infrared laser (Figures 3.1.A and B). The energy of the infrared laser 

beam is absorbed by the black pigment in the skin of the fish, which generates 

heat, causing a tail-flick escape-like response. The laser beam is focused to allow 

the targeting mainly of the head. Real-time thermal stimuli are generated using a 

high-power laser driver, which provides current to the laser diode. The laser driver 

is controlled by a National Instruments Data Acquisition Device (NI-DAQ), a 

device to perform input/output electrical measurements (Figures 3.1.C and D), 

which receives digital input from a computer where the stimulation protocol is 

programmed. This allowed me to precisely control the duration and intensity of 

the laser stimulus. The experimental pipeline was written in Bonsai (Lopes et al., 

2015) by Dr Adam Kampff. Behavioural data was recorded using a camera and 

analysed offline using Python. 

Before performing the behaviour experiments, I first sought to characterise 

the properties of the laser and stimulus. My aims were to ensure: firstly that my 

stimulus was temporally precise, secondly that the infrared laser generated heat 

in the noxious range, thirdly that this was sufficient to elicit tail-flick behavioural 

responses, and finally that these responses could be tracked successfully for 

further analysis. To determine this, I started by performing a series of 

measurements of the stimulus (data summarised in Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1: The infrared laser stimulation assay. A: Zebrafish larvae are
tethered in agarose, with the tail free to move. The petri dish is placed on a
glass platform, which is illuminated from below with a visible light LED. They
are stimulated with an infrared laser (980 nm) and their behaviour is recorded
from above using a high-speed camera (to which a filter was added after pilot
experiments), which is connected to a computer (not shown). B: Picture of
the setup components represented schematically in A. C and D: The infrared
laser is controlled by a laser driver, according to voltage outputs from the NI-
DAQ. The NI-DAQ is connected to a computer and controlled through a
Bonsai script (Lopes et al., 2015). E: Picture of the full setup.
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Table 3.1: Infrared laser stimulus properties. For each voltage (in V), the
corresponding laser driver current (intensity, in mA; rounded to the nearest
5), average power (determined using an optical power meter, in mW; n=3
measurements; SEM is shown) and temperature (estimated using a
thermistor, in °C; n=1 measurement) are shown.
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First, I used a silicon biased detector to determine the temporal profile of 

the laser. My goal was to measure laser kinetics (rise and decay times), in order 

to confirm they were fast and similar between intensities. I did this for three 

different intensities: 80 mA, 120 mA and 160 mA. These intensities were lower 

than those later used in the behavioural assay due to a technical limitation of the 

silicon biased detector. To record the signal from the detector, I used NI-DAQ 

USB‐6001, which is a multifunction DAQ device that offers analogue I/O and 

digital I/O. Figure 3.2 shows the signal recorded from the detector through the NI-

DAQ plotted over time. I found the rise and decay times of the laser to be less 

than 50 µs (the sample rate of the NI-DAQ). This was the same for all three 

intensities tested. Therefore, the laser rise and decay are negligible compared to 

the 500 ms-long stimulus I apply to the fish. 

I also used an optical power metre (Thorlabs, PM100USB) connected to a 

photodiode power head with silicon detector (Thorlabs, S121C) to measure the 

relationship between laser power and current for the different current intensities 

used (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.2: Infrared laser profile over time. Analogue signal recorded from
a silicon detector using a NI-DAQ, for three different laser intensities: 80 mA
(A), 120 mA (B) and 160 mA (C). In each figure, the left panel shows the NI-
DAQ analogue signal recorded over the full 500-ms infrared laser stimulus.
The middle and right panels in each figure show the same NI-DAQ analogue
signal zoomed in around the time when the laser was switched on (“Laser
on”) and off (“Laser off”), respectively (green and purple dashed rectangles in
the left panel). As can be seen, the rise and decay times of the laser were
less than 50 µs for all intensities tested.
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between laser intensity (mA) and power (mW).
For each intensity set on the laser controller, the output power from the laser
was determined using an optical power meter. This was done three times for
each intensity. Each point on the graph represents the mean output power for
each intensity. Error bars, representing the standard error of the mean
(SEM), and a line of best fit (dashed line) are also shown.
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Then, I used a calibrated thermistor (see Chapter 2 – Methods) with 

approximately the same size as the head of a larval zebrafish (Figure 3.4.D) to 

estimate the temperatures that the fish would be exposed to when stimulated with 

different laser intensities (as done in Hasemeyer et al., 2018). To do these 

experiments, the thermistor was embedded in the same 2% low-melting point 

agarose that would be used for behaviour experiments using larval zebrafish and 

positioned in the same place as a fish would (Figure 3.4.A). The stimulation 

protocol used was identical to what I would be using in each round of the 

behaviour experiments: 1 minute of baseline; six 500-millisecond stimulations of 

different intensities (selected in a random order from a list of pre-set intensities, 

0.729 V, 0.853 V, 0.977 V, 1.1 V, 1.224 V, and 1.323 V, such that each intensity 

was selected once and only once); and 2 minutes between each stimulus. This 

was to mimic the conditions of the experiment as much as possible. For each 

stimulus used, voltage output from the thermistor was recorded and converted 

into resistance values, and temperature changes in the thermistor were 

subsequently calculated from the calibration curve using the Steinhart-Hart 

equation (Steinhart and Hart, 1968). The temperature traces obtained are shown 

in Figure 3.4.B. For each laser intensity, temperature rises non-linearly after a 

delay from when the laser is switched on, peaks, and then declines after the laser 

is switched off. The delay times (time to reach peak temperature) vary between 

~500 ms and ~740 ms but are not related to laser intensity (300 mA: 640 ms; 350 

mA: 600 ms; 400 mA: 690 ms; 450 mA: 550 ms; 500 mA: 740 ms; 540 mA: 500 

ms). Importantly, as predicted, higher laser intensities lead to higher peak 

temperatures recorded. These ranged from ~41°C to ~61°C (Figure 3.4.C and 

Table 3.1). As such, all of my estimated peak temperatures are above the noxious 

threshold of around 34°C-37°C (Hasemeyer et al., 2018). In short, using this 

setup allows me to deliver a series of noxious heat stimuli of different intensities. 
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Figure 3.4: Using a thermistor to estimate the stimulus temperature. A:
The thermistor is embedded in the same 2% low-melting point agarose that is
used for behaviour experiments using larval zebrafish and positioned in the
same place as a fish would. The standard infrared laser stimulation protocol
is carried out. Real-time thermal stimuli are generated using a high-power
laser driver, which provides current to the laser diode. The laser driver is
controlled by a NI-DAQ, which receives digital input from a computer where
the stimulation protocol is programmed. For each stimulus used, voltage
output from the thermistor is then recorded through an NI-DAQ, and later
converted into resistance values. Temperature changes in the thermistor are
subsequently calculated from a calibration curve using the Steinhart-Hart
equation (Steinhart and Hart, 1968). B: Temperature recordings (black) from
the thermistor for different laser intensities (red). Results are shown for every
laser intensity. C: The peak temperature for each laser intensity, as estimated
with the thermistor, increases with intensity. D: Diagram showing the
dimensions (in mm) of a typical thermistor (left), compared to a zebrafish
larva (right). The red rectangle represents the laser beam (approximately to
scale).
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Some pilot experiments were then carried out to test the setup and its 

ability to drive behaviour in zebrafish larvae. The stimulation protocol consisted 

of three rounds of six 500-millisecond stimulations of different intensities 

(selected in a random order from a list of pre-set intensities, 0.729 V, 0.853 V, 

0.977 V, 1.1 V, 1.224 V, and 1.323 V, such that each intensity was selected once 

and only once) at 2-min intervals. I found that the infrared laser could elicit tail-

flick behaviours in zebrafish larvae (Figure 3.5.A). These pilot experiments also 

revealed the need for a series of technical optimisation steps so that the tail of 

the fish could be tracked. Firstly, I found that pixel saturation while the laser was 

switched on covered most of the fish (Figure 3.5.A, t=0). This is problematic 

because it makes it challenging to accurately track its full tail, and fish often 

respond while the laser is still on (Figure 3.5.A, t=490, for example). To address 

this, a filter was added to the camera lens to block the infrared light, avoiding pixel 

saturation. Multiple filters, with different properties and absorbance spectra, were 

tested (Figure 3.5.B). My aim was to identify a filter that blocked the majority of 

the infrared light, while allowing a small amount to pass through, to allow for visual 

confirmation that the laser was switched on at the correct times. It would also 

need to allow most of the visible light to pass through, so that there was enough 

contrast between the fish and the background, so the tail of the fish could be 

tracked. Based on those criteria, filter 3 was selected (Edmund Optics SCHOTT 

KG-1). Secondly, the movements I elicit with the laser are too fast for the 

recording frame rate initially used (100 Hz): the tail of the fish often appears 

blurred, which would also interfere with the tracking, and “jumps” from one 

location to the other between consecutive frames (Figure 3.5.A e.g. t=850 ms and 

t=860 ms). To overcome this, my initial camera was replaced with a high-speed 

camera (400 Hz), and illumination with the visible light LED was maximised so 

that exposure time could be decreased to reduce tail blurring. Finally, the whole 

tail often hit the agarose when it was cut at the initial 90° angle. As such, the 

agarose was subsequently cut at an angle of 135° so the tail could move more 

freely. As shown in Figure 3.6, these measures largely resolved the previously 

identified issues: the tail is no longer blurred, and its movement can be clearly 

followed frame-by-frame. Therefore, I then proceeded to carry out the 

behavioural experiments. 
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Figure 3.5: Pilot experiments on the infrared laser setup revealed a need
for optimisation of the system. A: Representative images taken from a
video recording of one of the pilot experiments (taken at a recording rate of
100 Hz). The number on each image refer to time in ms, with t=0 indicating
the time when the laser is switched on. Under these assay conditions, pixel
saturation from the infrared laser covers most of the tail (e.g., see t=500 ms),
the tail sometimes hits the agarose (e.g., t=850) and it often cannot be
tracked, “jumping” between locations across frames. B: To avoid pixel
saturation in the video recordings, a filter was added to the camera lens.
Three different filters, with different properties and absorbance spectra, were
tested (1, 2 and 3, corresponding to Edmund Optics SCHOTT filters BG-38,
VG-9, KG-1, respectively).
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Figure 3.6: Representative images from a video recording of one of the
pilot experiments after optimisation of the system. Images were taken at
a recording rate of 400 Hz. The number on each image refer to time in ms,
with t=0 indicating the time when the laser is switched on. Under these
improved assay conditions, the tail of the fish can be followed across frames
and is no longer covered by the infrared laser.
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3.2.2 Head-fixed zebrafish larvae show escape-like responses 

to noxious heat delivered with an infrared laser  

Larval zebrafish at 6-7 dpf were anaesthetised and embedded in agarose 

(to allow the tail to move freely, the agarose caudal to the swim bladder was cut 

at 135° to the anterior-posterior axis and removed). After a recovery and 

habituation period of at least 30 mins, animals were inspected for motor 

responsiveness to somatosensory stimulation by gently touching the tail with a 

pipette tip. Responsive larvae were exposed to three rounds of six 500-

millisecond stimulations of different intensities (selected in a random order from 

a list of pre-set intensities, 0.729 V, 0.853 V, 0.977 V, 1.1 V, 1.224 V, and 1.323 

V, such that each intensity was selected once and only once) at 2-min intervals. 

Recordings were analysed offline and the tail was tracked (see Chapter 2 – 

Methods). Different parameters were then calculated for each frame: cumulative 

tail angle (sum of all tail angles); tail curvature (mean of the absolute value of all 

tail angles); tail motion (which compared the x and y coordinates of the edges of 

tail segments across neighbouring frames). Tail angle (here, cumulative tail angle 

and tail curvature) is routinely used in the zebrafish literature to characterise tail-

flick and swimming behaviours (e.g. Marques et al., 2018; Wee at al., 2019). Tail 

motion was used as a measure of movement. 

Representative plots of the raw traces of each of these parameters around 

the time of stimulation are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Tail-flick behaviours can 

be elicited across all six laser intensities, as shown by the changes in the tail 

cumulative angle, curvature and motion values from baseline (Figure 3.7). Bouts 

of different amplitudes are detected. Cumulative angle traces reveal fish can 

respond with unilateral or bilateral tail movements (Figure 3.7, left: blue and green 

arrows, respectively), with negative cumulative angle values corresponding to a 

tail flick to the right, and positive values to a tail flick to the left. As predicted, 

different bouts are reflected differently in each parameter. For example, unilateral 

bouts can show similar motion values to bilateral bouts, and bouts with similar 

peak motion values can have different curvatures and cumulative angles (e.g. 

Figure 3.7 at 500 mA, blue and green arrows). Tail-flick behaviours can be elicited 

reliably across all three rounds of stimulation (Figure 3.8). In short, head-fixed 

zebrafish larvae show escape-like responses to noxious heat delivered with an 

infrared laser.  
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Figure 3.7: Representative cumulative angle (left), curvature (middle)
and motion traces of a single fish over the first round of stimulation.
The red arrow indicates when the laser was switched on (t=0). Traces are
shown from 500 ms before the laser was switched on to 2 s after the laser
was switched on. The blue and green arrows indicate unilateral and bilateral
bouts. Cumulative angle y axis ranges from -200° to 200°; curvature y axis
ranges from 0° to 100°; motion y axis ranges from 0 a.u.. to 300 a.u. X axis
shows time in ms.
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Figure 3.8: Representative motion traces of a single fish over the three
rounds of stimulation. Motion y axes range from 0 a.u. to 300 a.u.. X axis
shows time in ms. The red arrow indicates when the laser was switched on
(t=0).
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Exposure of whole zebrafish larvae to temperatures of 48°C for only a few 

seconds has been shown to induce clear anatomical defects, as well as tissue 

and nerve damage; conversely, exposure to 45°C for the same period of time had 

no effects on anatomy, neuroanatomy or behaviour (Malafoglia et al., 2013b). 

According to my thermistor estimates, the peak temperature reached upon 

stimulation with the laser was equal to or greater than 48°C at the four highest 

intensities used (Table 3.1). Therefore, I visually inspected larvae after each 

experiment. I did not observe any obvious anatomical defects and I also found 

larvae to retain the ability to respond to the light touch of a pipette tip. Therefore, 

I deemed these laser intensities safe to use for subsequent experiments. 

 

3.2.3 Quality control  

A subset of the tracking videos was manually inspected for quality control 

purposes. Tracking videos show the computed tracked tail segmentation overlaid 

on top of the original video recording. I observed that, while our script usually 

successfully tracked the tail of the fish, including during movement, it occasionally 

failed to do so. Representative examples of what “failed tracking” often looked 

like on the tracking video are shown in Figure 3.9.A. I found this to be mainly 

caused by: instances where the swim bladder of the fish was not fully embedded 

in the agarose, meaning it could move slightly during fast movements, which 

disrupted the tracking; bright reflections from the infrared laser (Figure 3.9.A at 

540 mA); or dirt (e.g. dust) in the water in close proximity to the tail of the fish. 

Upon matching these videos to the resulting tail motion traces, I observed they 

corresponded to abnormally high peak motion values (e.g. Figure 3.9.C at 540 

mA), often reaching 1000 a.u., which were much higher than the usual motion 

values, normally peaking at a maximum of 300 a.u.. After plotting the distribution 

of peak motion values, I initially planned to exclude bouts where peak motion was 

greater than 400 a.u, since most peak motion values were below this cut-off. 

Nevertheless, upon manual examination of bouts that would be excluded 

according to this criterion, I found several where peak motion was greater than 

400 a.u. but tracking had not failed. Consequently, I decided to implement an 

alternative method to solve tracking failures. I next considered applying a filter to 

the data, such that abnormally high values were smoothed out. However, this did 
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not appear to be a good solution, as it would significantly alter the properties data 

(e.g. response latency). Therefore, we sought to find an alternative method. 

We observed that, as shown in Figure 3.9.A at 540 mA, “failed tracking” 

normally meant the tail was momentarily “lost” and the head of the fish was 

“found” instead. As such, a region of interest (ROI) was defined between the blue 

and orange diagonal lines shown in Figure 3.9.B, and this was set as an exclusion 

region, such that any tail coordinates falling within this ROI would be flagged as 

“failed tracking”. That ROI encompasses the agarose, so it would not be possible 

for real tail movements to fall there. The values of the x and y coordinates flagged 

as “failed tracking” were then replaced with the result of a linear interpolation 

carried out across them. The script for this was written by Dr Thomas Ryan. This 

successfully removed the abnormally high motion values caused by failed 

tracking and so I was able to include these bouts in the analysis. Strikingly, this 

method performed better than a hard motion threshold and provided us with more 

accurate data, as it successfully identified and corrected both large and small 

tracking failures (Figure 3.9.A at 540 mA and 350 mA, respectively), leaving “real” 

high motion values unaffected. For instance, as seen in Figure 3.9.A, at 350 mA, 

part of the tail was momentarily lost and entered the ROI, resulting in a slightly 

higher motion value for this particular bout. Because this was still well within a 

typical “real” motion, it would be missed by a hard threshold, but it was corrected 

by our interpolation method (Figure 3.9.C at 350 mA, green arrow). The abnormal 

peak at 540 mA was also corrected (Figures 3.9.A and C). On the other hand, 

manually inspecting the video recording after stimulation at 500 mA revealed that, 

despite the exceptionally high motion value (Figure 3.9.C at 500 mA - blue arrow), 

the tracking never actually failed. Accordingly, the high motion peak was 

unaffected by interpolation. 
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Figure 3.9: Implementation of a linear interpolation method fixes
instances where the tracking of the tail fails. A: Examples of failed
tracking. A blurred tail (left) or a spot of light (right) can affect tracking
momentarily, with the tail of the fish being partly (left) or fully (right) “lost”. B:
An exclusion ROI was defined as the pixel coordinates between the blue and
orange lines. C: Motion trace of a representative example of failed tracking
before (left) and after (right) the linear interpolation method is applied to data
points where tracking fails. This method successfully corrects the motion
artifacts generated by failed tracking (green arrow), while “real” motion data
points are not changed (blue arrow). Motion y axes range from 0 a.u. to 1000
a.u.. The red arrow indicates when the laser was switched on (t=0).
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3.3 Discussion 

The overall aim of my project was to establish the zebrafish as a model to 

study the genetics of nociception. In this chapter, I established an assay for the 

study of fast escape-like responses to noxious heat in zebrafish larvae (based on 

Haesemeyer et al., 2018). Here, an infrared laser is used to deliver short, 

temporally-precise noxious heat stimuli to 6-7 dpf head-fixed larvae. The laser 

generates heat, which induces a tail-flick “escape-like” response. 

My first aim when setting up this assay was for the stimulus used to be short 

and temporally-precise, so that I could study fast escape-like behaviours. I 

measured laser kinetics and found them to be very fast and similar between 

intensities. 

Secondly, I sought to deliver a noxious heat stimulus, since my goal was to 

study behavioural responses to noxious stimuli. To do that, I adapted the original 

assay developed by Haesemeyer et al. (2018) so that fish were stimulated with 

temperatures in the noxious range (greater than 34°C-37°C; Gau et al., 2013; 

Prober et al., 2008; Haesemeyer et al., 2015; Haesemeyer et al., 2018). Using a 

calibrated thermistor, I estimated the temperatures generated by my infrared 

laser. I found that higher laser intensities led to higher peak temperatures, and 

that peak temperatures across all intensities ranged from ~41°C to ~61°C. 

Contrary to what was described in the literature, with Malafoglia et al. (2013b) 

finding exposure to temperatures greater than 48°C-50°C to lead to severe 

damage or even death, I did not observe any obvious tissue damage after the full 

experiment, and larvae retained the ability to respond to light touch. This is to be 

expected, since my stimulus was more restricted than that used in Malafoglia et 

al. (2013b), both spatially (directed at a small area of the skin, rather than a full 

body immersion) and temporally (500 ms, less than 10% of the duration used in 

Malafoglia et al. (2013b)). 

My third and final goal was to be able to elicit and record behavioural 

responses for further analysis. Pilot experiments showed fish to perform tail-flick 

responses upon exposure to the infrared laser but revealed a need for a series 

of optimisation steps. Using a high-speed camera with a specific filter added to it, 

I was able to record high quality, high-speed videos that could be analysed offline 

by segmenting and tracking the tail to then extract three initial tail kinematics 
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(cumulative angle, curvature and motion). I found that my infrared laser stimulus 

was able to reliably elicit fast tail-flick escape-like behaviours over a range of 

stimulus intensities, across the full duration of the experiment. 

 

In short, I used an infrared laser to stimulate head-fixed zebrafish larvae 

with temperatures which I estimate to be in the noxious range, eliciting tail-flick 

behaviours (over a range of stimulus intensities) which can be successfully 

tracked for further analysis. In the following chapter, I will detail a series of 

experiments performed with this assay in order to validate it in a range of 

conditions. I will also look more closely at the behavioural responses generated 

by the infrared laser. 
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 Chapter 4: Validating the infrared 

laser stimulation setup as an assay 

for noxious thermal stimulation of 

zebrafish larvae 

4.1 Introduction 

The role of the nervous system is ultimately to generate behaviour (Gomez-

Marin and Ghazanfar, 2019; Datta et al., 2019). Indeed, behaviour is how 

nociception is functionally expressed. Animals can exhibit a variety of behaviours 

in response to noxious stimuli, from simple motor withdrawal reflexes to complex 

nocifensive behaviours. For instance, mice have been shown to respond to 

noxious stimuli with both fast withdrawal reflexes and full-body movements, and 

even stereotyped facial expressions (Schorscher-Petcu et al., 2021; Dolensek et 

al., 2020). Zebrafish larvae show increased locomotor activity upon exposure to 

noxious heat or chemicals such as allyl isothiocyanate (AITC), commonly known 

as mustard oil (Gau et al., 2013; Prober et al., 2008; Esancy et al., 2018; Ko et 

al., 2019). They are also capable of executing fast escape-like responses to acute 

noxious stimuli, with large-angle tail bends having been observed upon optovin-

based trpa1 stimulation of head-fixed larvae (Wee et al., 2019). When studying 

nociception in non-human animals (and non-verbal humans), we rely on 

behavioural outputs as a proxy for the felt experience. 

Ultimately, the overall aim of my project was to establish the zebrafish as a 

model to study the genetics of nociception. In this chapter, I sought to validate 

the infrared laser stimulation setup described in Chapter 3 as an assay for 

noxious thermal stimulation of head-fixed zebrafish larvae. I had three main aims. 

The first aim was to characterise the behaviours elicited upon infrared laser 

stimulation. This characterisation of the tail-flick responses to noxious heat in 

wild-type fish will later allow me to infer a role for different genes in zebrafish, by 

comparing the responses of wild-type fish to the responses of mutants. 
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The second aim was to verify that the infrared laser is generating these 

behaviours exclusively (or at least primarily) through noxious heat rather than 

other types of sensory stimuli (e.g. auditory or visual). This was important 

because many of the behaviours displayed by zebrafish in response to noxious 

stimuli can be elicited by other types of stimuli as well. For instance, adult 

zebrafish show increased locomotor activity following acute restraint stress 

(Ghisleni et al., 2012); free-swimming zebrafish larvae can execute very fast, 

stereotyped escape responses, such as fast C-starts (latencies of less than 10 

ms), in response to both acoustic and tactile stimuli, as well as O-bends (slightly 

slower but with latencies of still only a few hundred milliseconds), in response to 

visual stimuli (Wolman and Granato, 2011; Kalueff et al., 2013; Marques et al., 

2018); and head-fixed larvae can perform tail-flick responses upon exposure to 

acoustic stimuli (Barrios et al., 2020). 

The third and final aim was to test if my setup can be used to identify 

modulation of behavioural responses to noxious stimuli (in my case, heat). This 

would later ease the interpretation of any phenotypes I might observe in my 

mutants. To test that, I sought to modulate the response to the infrared laser using 

two chemicals: a local anaesthetic, lidocaine, and an irritant, AITC. Lidocaine, a 

sodium channel blocker, has an analgesic effect at low doses, having been 

shown to decrease sensitivity to noxious heat in mice (Binshtok et al., 2009). 

AITC has long been known to induce thermal hyperalgesia (increased sensitivity 

to heat) in both rodents and humans (Merrill et al., 2008; Albin et al., 2008). 

I found that tail-flick escape-like responses can be elicited reliably across 

the full duration of the experiment using a range of laser intensities. These 

responses have two components: a fast one with a short-latency, and a slower 

one with a long-latency. I also demonstrated that these responses are elicited by 

(noxious) thermal stimulation, with minimal to no input from auditory or visual 

sensory stimuli, and can be modulated with a chemical irritant, AITC. 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 There are two components in the tail-flick response to 

noxious heat 

With the aim of better understanding the tail-flick behaviours elicited by 

different intensities of the infrared laser across the whole population, I looked at 

the average cumulative angle, curvature and motion traces across all trials of all 

fish (Figure 4.1.A). Focusing on average cumulative angles (Figure 4.1.A, left), it 

can be seen that while no bias is observed during baseline and from 2 s after the 

stimulus (cumulative angle values are close to zero), during the response there 

seems to be a bias towards a negative cumulative angle, which here corresponds 

to a tail flick to the right. Regarding the average curvature and motion across all 

fish (Figure 4.1.A middle and left, respectively), we can see that higher laser 

intensities lead to responses which are larger in amplitude and happen sooner, 

as predicted. Strikingly, all three traces reveal that there are two components in 

the response to the laser: a fast, short-latency (SL) response (purple arrows in 

Figure 4.1.A), and a slower, long-latency (LL) response. Plotting the cumulative 

distribution of response latencies across all trials shows these responses are 

clearly separated by latency, with the SL response taking place consistently at 

around 25 ms and the LL response after 100 ms (Figure 4.1.B). The two 

components were then further analysed separately, with a response being 

classed as SL if its latency was lower than 100 ms and LL if it was longer than 

100 ms, as indicated by the purple dotted line in Figure 4.1.B. 
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Figure 4.1: There are two temporally distinct components in the tail-flick
response to the infrared laser. A: Average cumulative angle (left), curvature
(centre) and motion (right) traces across all fish (n=59 fish). At the highest
laser intensities, a short-latency (SL) response becomes apparent (purple
arrows), followed by a long-latency (LL) response. Cumulative angle y axis
ranges from -20° to 20°; curvature y axis ranges from 0° to 20°; motion y axis
ranges from 0 a.u. to 100 a.u.. X axis shows time in ms. B: Cumulative
distribution of response latencies across all three trials (n=177 trials). The x
axis is shown on a logarithmic scale. There is a clear temporal separation
between the SL (happening at approximately 25 ms) and LL responses
(happening after 100 ms). For all subsequent analysis, a threshold was
drawn at 100 ms (as indicated by the purple dotted line) to class a response
to the laser as either SL or LL. The red arrow indicates when the laser was
switched on (t=0).
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As predicted, increasing the intensity of our stimulus leads to a higher LL 

and SL response probability (Figures 4.2.A and B, respectively). Interestingly, the 

LL response probability peaks at 450 mA (0.69±0.04) and decreases at higher 

laser intensities (0.60±0.04 at 500 mA and 0.56±0.05 at 540 mA). This could be 

explained by the fact that, at higher laser intensities, there is a higher chance that 

a fish will execute a SL response (Figure 4.2.B), and so fish might not be able to 

perform a second, “LL”, bout within the 1 s response window. Indeed, at higher 

laser intensities there is a higher probability of fish executing only SL responses 

(Figure 4.2.C). I also looked at total response probability, that is, the probability 

of a fish responding to the stimulus, regardless of whether the response was a 

LL or SL response (Figure 4.2.D). I found this to also increase with laser intensity 

and peak at 450 mA, however it does not decrease noticeably beyond that and 

instead reaches a plateau (total response probability is 0.75±0.04 at 450 mA, 

0.72±0.04 at 500 mA, and 0.72±0.04 at 540 mA). This suggests a saturation of 

the response to the laser, which provides further evidence to the hypothesis that 

my stimulus is operating within the noxious range. Regarding response latency, 

LL response latencies decrease with increasing laser intensities and also reach 

a plateau from 450 mA (Figure 4.2.E: 525.3±25.6 ms at 300 mA; 455.8±17.2 ms 

at 350 mA; 416.0±19.3 ms at 400 mA; 383.5±14.7 ms at 450 mA; 378.6±16.7 ms 

at 500 mA; 379.1±18.0 ms at 540 mA). This again indicates we are saturating the 

response to the laser and that our stimulus is noxious. On the other hand, the 

latency of the SL response does not vary with laser intensity and is instead 

consistently around 25 ms, with the exception of SL responses at 300 mA 

(Figures 4.1.B and 4.2.F; 48.8±27.4 ms at 300 mA; 28.0±7.0 ms at 350 mA; 

28.0±3.6 ms at 400 mA; 25.9±1.1 ms at 450 mA; 26.5±2.3 ms at 500 mA; 

24.2±0.7 at 540 mA). This is likely because at lower intensities there are fewer 

SL responses (SL response probabilities: 0.011±7.853E-3 at 300 mA; 

0.028±0.012 at 350 mA; 0.068±0.025 at 400 mA; 0.085±0.023 at 450 mA; 

0.198±0.039 at 500 mA; 0.277±0.044 at 540 mA) and there is a mix between 

“real” SL responses and responses that simply happen to fall in the SL window, 

as suggested by the large SEM at lower intensities, especially 300 mA (Figure 

4.2.F). 
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Figure 4.2: Effect of laser intensity on response (“resp.”) probability and
response latency. LL response probability increases with increasing laser
intensity between 300 mA and 450 mA, peaks at 450 mA and then decreases
(A). This decrease is mediated by the higher SL response probability seen at
higher laser intensities (B), as shown by the higher rate of “SL-only” trials at
those intensities (C). Total response probability reaches a plateau at 450 mA
(D), which suggests a saturation of the response. The average LL response
latency decreased with increasing laser intensities and also reaches a
plateau from 450 mA (E). Conversely, the SL response latency did not
change with laser intensity (F). N=59 fish. Error bars represent SEM.
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I then looked at various metrics to characterise the LL (Figure 4.3) and SL 

(Figure 4.4) responses. Higher laser intensities elicit LL responses which are 

faster, as shown by the rightward shift in the cumulative distribution (CD) curves 

of peak motion and peak vigour as laser intensity increases (Figures 4.3.C and 

D) (vigour is calculated as the mean absolute difference in consecutive values of 

cumulative tail angle over a full bout). At higher intensities, LL responses to the 

laser appear to become more stereotyped (less variable), as indicated by the 

greater slope of the CD curves for peak motion and peak curvature (Figures 4.3.C 

and B). Peak cumulative angle, on the other hand, does not appear to be a very 

informative metric, seeing as it saturates at 180° across most trials at all laser 

intensities (Figure 4.3.A). I then focused on the SL response (Figure 4.4). To do 

that, I looked exclusively at the three highest intensities, since they elicit SL 

responses more reliably (Figure 4.2.F). Strikingly, the CD curves of all metrics 

analysed (peak cumulative angle, curvature, motion and vigour) do not appear to 

change across intensities, with the possible exception of peak motion and peak 

vigour at 450 mA (Figure 4.4). This suggests a generally stereotyped, possibly 

reflex-like, response. Finally, I sought to compare these metrics between the SL 

and LL responses. Figure 4.5 shows the CD curves of peak cumulative angle, 

curvature, motion and vigour for LL and SL responses at 540 mA (the intensity 

that elicits SL responses most reliably). The differences in the shapes of the CD 

curves of peak cumulative angle and peak curvature could suggest different bout 

types might be used in the LL and SL responses. 

In short, infrared laser stimulation of tethered zebrafish larvae can elicit tail 

flick responses over a range of intensities. These responses have two 

components which appear temporally and kinematically distinct. 
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Figure 4.3: The kinematics of LL responses change with increasing
laser intensities. Cumulative distribution plots of peak cumulative angle (A),
curvature (B), motion (C), and vigour (D) are shown. The rightward shift in the
cumulative distribution curves of peak motion (C) and peak vigour (D) at
higher intensities indicates faster responses. Peak curvature also increases
with laser intensity (B). Conversely, peak cumulative angle saturates at 180°
across most trials at all laser intensities (A). The x axis is shown on a
logarithmic scale.
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Figure 4.4: The kinematics of SL responses do not change with
increasing laser intensities. Cumulative distribution plots of peak
cumulative angle (A), curvature (B), motion (C), and vigour (D) are shown.
Here, only responses to stimulation with the three highest intensities were
analysed (450 mA, 500 mA, 540 mA), as they elicit SL responses more
reliably. No clear difference is seen in any of the metrics analysed. The x axis
is shown on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 4.5: The kinematics of LL and SL responses are different.
Cumulative distribution plots of peak cumulative angle (A), curvature (B),
motion (C), and vigour (D), for LL and LL responses are shown. Here, only
responses to stimulation with the highest intensity, 540 mA, were analysed,
as it elicits SL responses more reliably. The differences in the shapes of the
cumulative distribution curves of peak cumulative angle and peak curvature
suggest different bout types might be used in the LL and SL responses. The x
axis is shown on a logarithmic scale.
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4.2.2 Individual factors underlying response to the infrared 

laser 

It was intriguing to observe that the SL response happened reliably at 

around 25 ms (e.g. at 540 mA, 24.2±0.7 ms) and displayed little variability across 

the various bout kinematics analysed, which might suggest a stereotyped, reflex-

like response, but that the probability of the response was low (less than 30% for 

all intensities). I hypothesised that there were two populations of fish, one that 

responded with a high response rate (100%), and another with a low response 

rate (0%) (Figure 4.6.A, right, “Model”). To test this hypothesis, I looked at the SL 

response probability of each fish at the highest laser intensity (the intensity which 

elicited a SL response most reliably) across the three trials (Figure 4.6.A, right, 

“Expt”). Contrary to what was hypothesised, there appeared to be a mixed 

population within the responding fish, with some responding in one of the three 

trials, some in two, and only a small percentage in all three trials. A mixed 

population was also observed with regards to the LL response probability across 

the three trials (Figure 4.6.A, left). I then looked at whether there was an effect of 

fish age or mounting time (how long fish were mounted in agarose prior to the 

beginning of the experiment) on overall LL or SL response probability across all 

intensities and the whole experiment. There was no significant difference 

between the LL or SL response probabilities of fish that undertook the experiment 

aged 6 dpf compared to those that were 7 dpf (Figure 4.6.B). I also could not 

detect any clear effect of mounting time on LL or SL response probabilities 

(Figure 4.6.C). 
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Figure 4.6: Individual factors underlying response to the infrared laser.
A: There was a mixed population within the responding fish, with some
responding in one of the three trials, others in two, and others in all three
trials (at 540 mA; RP: response probability). This was true for both the LL
(left) and SL (right) responses. The fish number on the x axis does not
correspond to a specific fish (that is, Fish 1 on the LL response plot is not
necessarily the same as Fish 1 on the SL response plot). The dashed line on
the SL response plot illustrates a Model where two populations of fish exist,
one that responds with a high response rate (100%), and another with a low
response rate (0%). This Model did not match the data (‘Expt’). B: Fish age
does not affect the LL (left) or SL (right) response probability (n=59; LL
response: F=-1.202, p=0.234 with an Independent Samples t-Test; SL
response: F=402, p=0.848 with a Mann-Whitney U test). C: Mounting time
does not have a clear effect on LL (left) or SL (right) response probability
(n=59). Dashed lines represent a line of best fit across the data.
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4.2.3 Repeated stimulation does not impact on response 

probability 

Habituation and sensitisation to various sensory stimuli, including noxious 

stimuli, have been extensively reported across species upon repeated stimulation 

(Thompson, 2001; Purves et al, 2004; Jepma et al., 2014; Rennefeld et al, 2010). 

In larval zebrafish, for example, habituation in the acoustic startle reflex has been 

observed (Pantoja et al., 2016; López-Schier, 2019). Therefore, it was also 

important to determine whether repeated exposure to the heat stimulus could 

lead to changes in behaviour over time, for example due to sensitisation or 

habituation, which would lead to increased or decreased response probability, 

respectively. First, I looked at whether the intensity of the previous stimulus 

affected the LL or SL response probability to the current stimulus (Figure 4.7). 

The matrices in Figure 4.7 (left panel) show the LL (Figure 4.7.A) or SL (Figure 

4.7.B) response probability to each pair of previous-current stimuli. For each 

‘previous stimulus intensity’, there is a trend for increased response probabilities 

as ‘current stimulus intensity’ increases. This is true for both the LL and SL 

responses (Figures 4.7.A and B, respectively, middle panel). This can be seen 

more clearly after flattening the data along the X axis of the matrix, that is, 

averaging across ‘columns’ for each ‘current stimulus intensity’, as shown in the 

middle panel in the same figure. On the other hand, for each ‘current stimulus 

intensity’ no trend is observed in the matrix as the intensity of the ‘previous 

stimulus’ increases. Again, this is true for both the LL and SL responses. This can 

be seen clearly after flattening the data along the Y axis of the matrix, that is, 

averaging across ‘rows’ for each ‘previous stimulus intensity’ (Figures 4.7.A and 

B, respectively, right panel). 

Finally, I also looked at the responses across the duration of the experiment 

(Figure 4.8). For each individual laser intensity, no clear difference was observed 

in the cumulative distributions of response latencies across the three rounds of 

stimulation. Overall, this suggests that, under my current assay conditions, the 

response to each stimulation is independent of the preceding stimulus and is 

consistent across the experiment, with no clear sensitisation or habituation to the 

infrared laser stimulus. 
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Figure 4.7: The intensity of the previous stimulus does not affect the LL
or SL response probability to the current stimulus. The matrices (left)
show the LL (A) and SL (B) response probability for each combination of
previous/current stimulus (since each round was analysed separately, the
intensities of the previous and current stimulus can never be the same).
Averaging all response probabilities to each current stimulus (middle) shows,
as observed previously, the LL response probability (A) increases with laser
intensity up to a point where a plateau is reached (450 mA) and decreases
after that, while the SL response probability (B) increases with intensity. On
the other hand, averaging all response probabilities for each previous
stimulus shows no effect of intensity on either LL (A) or SL (B) response
probabilities, indicating the intensity of the previous stimulus doesn’t affect
the response probability to the current stimulus. N=59 fish.
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Figure 4.8: The LL and SL response probabilities do not change over the
three rounds of stimulation. Cumulative distributions of response latencies
across the three rounds of stimulation show no clear differences (blue: round
1; orange: round 2; green: round 3). The x axis is shown on a logarithmic
scale.
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4.2.4 Infrared laser elicits escape-like responses through 

thermal, not visual or auditory, stimulation 

My goal was to determine whether the infrared laser was eliciting a 

response through heat and/or other sensory stimuli, for instance auditory or 

visual. An auditory stimulus could perhaps come from the laser being switched 

on, and a visual stimulus from the light of the laser itself. In the first experiment, 

fish were first positioned immediately adjacent to the position normally targeted 

by the laser (‘off-target’; Figure 4.9.A), and underwent the regular stimulation 

protocol. Each fish was then moved to the regular ‘on-target’ position for an 

additional round of stimulation. As shown in the representative motion traces of 

an individual fish (Figure 4.9.B), the response to the infrared laser is completely 

absent, at all intensities, when the fish is placed off-target, but it is present when 

the same fish is moved to the normal on-target position. In all the fish analysed, 

I recorded no tail-flick movements across all intensities of one round of stimulation 

when they were placed off-target, but observed normal responses, with both a 

SL and LL component, when they were moved back on-target for one round of 

stimulation (Figure 4.9.C). This strongly suggests that auditory stimuli did not 

contribute towards the behaviour elicited by the infrared laser. 
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Figure 4.9: Auditory input does not contribute to the response to the
infrared laser. A: Schematic showing the off- and on-target positions of the
fish. The red rectangle represents the position targeted by the infrared laser
beam and the agarose is shown in grey. B: Representative motion traces of a
single fish across a single round of stimulation. No responses were observed
in the “off-target” position. Once the fish is moved to the regular “on-target”
position, responses can be observed again. X axis shows time in ms and
ranges from -500 ms (before laser is switched on) to 2000 ms. C: Cumulative
distributions of response latencies over one round of stimulation across the
whole population of fish (n=8 fish). No responses were recorded when the
fish were in the “off-target” position for one round of stimulation, but LL and
SL responses could be recorded once they were placed in the normal “on-
target” position for another round of stimulation. The x axis is shown on a
logarithmic scale.
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A visual response to our infrared laser was theoretically unlikely since none 

of the eight zebrafish opsins present in cones have been reported to show 

absorbance at wavelengths beyond 700 nm (Chinen et al., 2003; Nelson et al., 

2019). Nevertheless, zebrafish larvae have been shown to exhibit negative 

phototaxis to near-infrared light at 860 nm, suggesting they can perceive light 

beyond 700 nm (Hartmann et al., 2018). Additionally, recent studies in rats have 

shown conserved visual capacity under red light, despite the fact that they are 

dichromats that possess ultraviolet and green cones, but not red cones (Nikbakht 

and Diamond, 2021). Moreover, my setup uses very strong light and, for the same 

wavelength, light intensity has been shown to positively correlate with light 

detection in mice (Naarendorp et al., 2010). Therefore, in my second experiment, 

I aimed to rule out with certainty a role of vision in eliciting these responses in the 

conditions of my assay. To do that, I used the retinally-blind lakritz fish, which are 

blind as a result of complete absence of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs; Kay et al., 

2001). While lakritz mutants are normally darker than WT fish because they fail 

to adapt to bright, ambient light (hence the name “lakritz”, German for “liquorice”), 

the lakritz fish I had access to carried an additional mutation which leads to 

strongly reduced skin pigmentation, below WT levels (Lester et al., 1999). 

Therefore, to control for a potential effect of that decreased pigmentation on 

sensitivity to the laser, I performed these experiments on three groups of fish 

(Figure 4.10.A): retinally-blind fish (from here on referred to as ‘blind’), which were 

selected based on a lack of expression of RFP in the optic tectum (see Chapter 

2 – Methods); sighted controls from the same batch (from here on referred to as 

‘controls’), which were selected based on expression of RFP in the projections to 

the optic tectum and in the optic tectum; and pigmented WT fish from the same 

day (‘WT’). 

Since accurate tracking of the tail of the fish relies on the contrast between 

the tail and background, which was largely decreased in the fish lacking 

pigmentation, I carefully examined a subset of the tracking videos from these 

experiments to reassess tracking performance in these fish. Indeed, I observed 

that tracking of the tip of the tail often failed, even when fish were stationary 

(Figure 4.10.B), something I had never previously observed in my experiments 

on WT fish. Since these tracking failures were normally restricted to the tip of the 

tail, they could not be detected and corrected by the quality control we had 

implemented previously (see Chapter 3). I sought to test whether excluding the 
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last third of the tail from the analysis (for these experiments only) would still allow 

me to detect tail movements in WT pigmented fish. Excluding the last four 

segments of the tail during analysis leads to motion traces where bouts have 

smaller motion values, as seen in the individual representative traces shown in 

Figure 4.10.C. This is to be expected, since motion values result from the sum of 

the changes in the position of the segment edges across the whole tail, so taking 

into account a smaller number of points would naturally lead to smaller motion 

values. Nevertheless, the cumulative distribution of response latencies obtained 

when analysing the whole tail versus the top two thirds, for the same six WT fish, 

suggests tail-flick responses are still being largely captured after excluding the 

last third of the tail from the analysis (Figure 4.10.D). Since the aim of these 

experiments was not to characterise the escape-like responses in detail, but 

simply to assess whether blind fish were capable of executing these behaviours 

in response to the laser, I proceeded to analyse these experiments taking into 

account only the top two thirds of the tail. 

As shown in Figure 4.11, blind fish show LL response probabilities 

comparable to those of sighted controls, which suggests the LL response is not 

driven by visual cues. Focusing on the LL response at the highest intensity, 540 

mA, Kruskal-Wallis test for ranks revealed a main effect of the experimental group 

(“WT” – n=6; “Control” – n=8; “Blind” – n=8) on LL response probability (F=7.230; 

p=0.027). Importantly, this was driven by the significantly higher LL response 

probability of the “WT” group, compared to the other two: post-hoc analysis using 

Dunn's multiple comparison test revealed no significant differences between the 

LL response probability in the “Control” and “Blind” groups (p=0.588). This 

difference in the LL response probability of pigmented and non-pigmented fish 

indicates that, as expected, the pigment on the skin of WT fish is important for 

the infrared laser to produce enough heat to reliably elicit a response, under my 

assay conditions. Regarding the SL response, my data is inconclusive, as the 

response probabilities were negligible, even at the highest laser intensity 

(WT=0.06; sighted controls=0; blind=0.04 at 540 mA). At 540 mA, only one WT 

fish and one Blind fish responded with a SL response (out of six or eight fish, for 

WT fish or blind fish, respectively), and only in 1/3 trials. The low SL response 

probability of pigmented WT fish was likely due to the small sample size (n=6). 

The occurrence of a SL response in blind fish appeared promising, despite the 

low response probability, as it would suggest blind fish retain the ability to respond 
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to the infrared laser with a SL response, indicating this response is not driven by 

visual cues. Since it only occurred in one trial, I then looked more closely at the 

original video file of that trial, to confirm the response was real. Unfortunately, I 

observed that it was not. In that particular trial, the fish executed a spontaneous 

bout, which started immediately before the laser was switched on, initially with 

the movement of just the end of the tail, and continued through the stimulation, 

increasing in amplitude and eventually involving the whole tail. Normally, this 

response would have been automatically excluded from the analysis, because its 

beginning preceded the stimulus start. However, since in these experiments only 

the top two thirds of the tail were considered for the analysis, and these only 

started moving after the laser was switched on (halfway through the actual bout), 

it was mistakenly counted as a SL response. As such, I was unable to detect SL 

responses in the blind fish. This is not unexpected given the low sample size 

(n=8) and since these fish are not pigmented, which significantly decreased the 

LL response probability. Further experiments are needed. 

In short, the infrared laser elicits LL escape-like responses largely through 

thermal, not visual or auditory, stimulation. As for SL responses, I have ruled out 

a role of acoustic stimulation however, at present, I cannot conclusively rule out 

a visual contribution to the response. 
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Figure 4.10: Analysis of control experiments using blind fish. A: To rule
out a role of vision in eliciting the responses to the infrared laser, control
experiments using retinally-blind lakritz mutants were carried out. Since the
fish used in these experiments carried an additional mutation which strongly
reduces skin pigmentation, three groups of fish were used in these
experiments: retinally-blind fish (‘blind’, n=8); sighted controls (‘controls’,
n=8); and pigmented WT fish (‘WT’, n=6). B: In fish lacking skin pigmentation,
the contrast between the tail and the background is decreased, which often
leads to failed tracking, even when the fish is stationary. C: Representative
motion traces of a pigmented WT fish where either the full tail (‘12 segments’)
or the top two thirds of the tail are analysed (‘8 segments’). Motion y axes
range from 0 a.u. to 300 a.u.. X axis shows time in ms and ranges from -500
ms (before laser is switched on) to 2000 ms. D: Cumulative distribution of
response latencies obtained when analysing the whole tail versus the top two
thirds suggests tail-flick responses are still captured (n=18 trials). The x axis
is shown on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 4.11: The LL response is not visually driven, but a visual
contribution to the SL response cannot be ruled out. LL (left) and SL
(right) response probabilities for WT (n=6), control (n=8) and blind (n=8) fish.
The LL response is not visually driven, but skin pigmentation affects the
response to the infrared laser: Kruskal-Wallis test for ranks revealed a main
effect of experimental group on LL response probability (F=7.230; p=0.027),
driven by the significantly higher LL response probability of the “WT” group,
compared to the other two. Post-hoc analysis with Dunn's multiple
comparison test revealed no significant differences between the LL response
probability in the “Control” and “Blind” groups (p=0.588), which suggests the
LL response is not visually driven. The data on the SL response is
inconclusive, as the SL response probability was too low across all groups.
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4.2.5 Sensitivity to the infrared laser can be changed using an 

irritant chemical 

To test if my setup can be used to identify modulation of behavioural 

responses to noxious heat, I used two different chemicals: a local anaesthetic, 

lidocaine, and an irritant chemical, allyl isothiocyanate (AITC). They are known to 

have opposite modulatory effects on the sensitivity to noxious stimuli in humans, 

rodents, and zebrafish. Lidocaine has been shown to decrease sensitivity to 

noxious heat in mice and to prevent the behavioural changes induced by a 

noxious stimulus (acetic acid) in 5 dpf zebrafish fish (Binshtok et al., 2009; Lopez-

Luna et al., 2017). AITC has long been known to induce thermal and mechanical 

hyperalgesia (increased sensitivity to heat or mechanical stimuli, respectively) in 

both rodents and humans, and it has been shown to lead to increased locomotor 

activity in zebrafish larvae (Koltzenburg et al., 1992; Merrill et al., 2008; Albin et 

al., 2008; Kroll et al., 2021; Prober et al., 2008). For both substances, the doses 

tested were selected after first performing a literature search to identify a 

preliminary range of concentrations, and then performing some pilot experiments, 

as detailed below. 

For lidocaine, administration of 2 or 5 mg/L lidocaine 45 mins before a 

stressor (e.g. fin clipping) has been shown to reduce post-nociceptive 

behavioural patterns in adult fish, and administration of 5 mg/L lidocaine 40 mins 

before a noxious stimulus (acetic acid) prevented the behavioural changes 

induced by that noxious stimulus in 5 dpf fish (Schroeder and Sneddon, 2017; 

Lopez-Luna et al., 2017). Therefore, I selected 5 mg/L as my preliminary dose. 

Since lidocaine acts predominately by blocking voltage-gated sodium channels, 

having been shown to also block motor fibres (Gokin et al., 2001; Hermanns et 

al., 2001), it was important to first confirm that it did not have any general effects 

on locomotor activity at the concentration used. This was so that, should I observe 

a decreased response to the laser, this could be attributed with confidence to 

decreased sensitivity to noxious heat, rather than a generalised decrease in 

motility. To perform these experiments, I used a commercially available setup 

called Zebrabox (see Chapter 2 – Methods), which allows for high-throughput 

behavioural analysis of up to 96 free-swimming zebrafish larvae at any one time 

(one fish per well of a standard 96-well plate) (Lee et al., 2017, Lee et al., 2022), 

and studied the free-swimming activity of larvae after treatment with 5 mg/L 
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lidocaine. I also tested two other doses: 0.1 mg/L and 500 mg/L. 0.1 mg/L was a 

much lower dose which should show mild effects on behaviour, if any. 

Conversely, 500 mg/L was a much higher dose which should lead to a strong 

decrease of swimming behaviour due to anaesthesia or death. Indeed, lidocaine 

has been shown to abolish ventricular action potentials recorded from 

spontaneously beating hearts isolated from 48 hpf zebrafish embryos (Alday et 

al., 2014), and to induce light sedation or anaesthetic overdose in adult zebrafish 

at concentrations of 300 mg/L or 350 mg/L-1 g/L, respectively (Collymore et al., 

2014; Collymore et al., 2016; von Krogh et al., 2021). The ability to induce death 

by overdose in larvae has not been as widely reported and remains a 

controversial issue in the literature (Collymore et al., 2016), but some studies 

have been able to demonstrate this (Mocho et al., 2022). Thus, treatment with 

500 mg/L worked as a positive control to confirm the batch of lidocaine used was 

working. I performed these experiments on fish aged 5 dpf, since they are of 

similar age to those used in the infrared laser experiments (6-7 dpf) and show 

high basal levels of activity, which should allow me to detect an effect of lidocaine 

on free-swimming behaviour. 

Figure 4.12 shows fish activity over the course of the experiment for each 

dose of lidocaine tested (water was used as negative control). This preliminary 

analysis of the raw data was performed with support from Dr Declan Lyons and 

Dr François Kroll, using custom analysis software from Professor Jason Rihel’s 

lab at University College London, as described in Ghosh and Rihel (2020). To 

determine whether lidocaine affected locomotor activity, I compared total activity 

after exposure to the drug across groups (that is, after the time point indicated by 

the black arrow, t=0). “Total activity” was defined as the total area under the curve 

after fish were moved into the solution containing lidocaine (or water for the 

control). Kruskal-Wallis test for ranks revealed a main effect of lidocaine dose on 

total activity post drug (F=18.582; p=3.335E-4). As expected, post-hoc analysis 

using Dunn's multiple comparison test revealed that the highest concentration of 

lidocaine caused a significant and sharp decrease in locomotion (likely due to 

anaesthesia/death), which confirms that the lidocaine batch used was working. 

In contrast, the two lower doses showed no changes in locomotor activity 

compared to the water control. As such, 5 mg/L lidocaine may be used to test if 

lidocaine can modulate responses to infrared laser stimulation.   
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Figure 4.12: Effect of lidocaine on the locomotor activity of 5 dpf
zebrafish larvae in the free-swimming Zebrabox assay. Grey traces
represent the locomotor activity of individual fish over time; black or coloured
traces represent the averages of all fish (n=8 fish per dose). The black arrow
indicates t=0, when fish were treated with different doses of lidocaine (or
water, for the controls). X axes show time in seconds; Y axes show Δ pixels
(Δpx; total/second). Behavioural data was recorded by subtracting
subsequent pairs of frames from each other and determining the number of
pixels that changed intensity between each pair of frames (Δ pixels). These Δ
pixels values were summed into 1 s bins and smoothed with a running
average within a 15 min sliding window. Total activity post drug (total area
under the curve after the black arrow) was compared across groups. Kruskal-
Wallis test for ranks revealed a main effect of lidocaine dose on total activity
post drug (F=18.582; p=3.335E-4). Post-hoc analysis using Dunn's multiple
comparison test revealed the highest concentration of lidocaine caused a
significant and sharp decrease in locomotion (p=0.002), while the two lower
doses showed no changes in locomotor activity compared to the water
control (p=0.9787 for 0.1 mg/L and p=0.3509 for 5 mg/L).
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In this experiment (Figure 4.13.A), each fish first underwent three rounds of 

stimulation (‘First half’), after which water (n=14 fish) or lidocaine were added to 

the dish (to a final concentration of 5 mg/L; n=14 fish; fish from five different 

clutches over five days of experiments were used). Following a 45 min incubation 

period, fish were put through another three rounds of stimulation (‘Second half’). 

Surprisingly, no difference in LL response probability was detected during the 

second half of the experiment between fish treated with 5 mg/L lidocaine and 

water controls. Additionally, fish in the lidocaine-treated group had 

uncharacteristically low SL response probabilities (close to zero across all laser 

intensities, even at the highest intensities: 0.02 at 540 mA) during the first half of 

the experiment. As such, it would not be possible for me to test my hypothesis 

that 5 mg/L lidocaine would decrease the SL response to the laser. I was also 

unable to detect a clear effect of 5 mg/L lidocaine on the LL response probability. 

Consequently, I next decided to test a higher dose of lidocaine, 10 mg/L 

(n=10 fish). In addition, I focused only on the responses to the four highest laser 

intensities (400 mA, 450 mA, 500 mA and 540 mA), because they elicit more 

reliably a response in untreated WT fish, meaning I should be able to more clearly 

detect an effect of lidocaine at these intensities. The experimental design was 

otherwise identical to that used to test 5 mg/L lidocaine. It is worth noting that, 

due to time constraints of the project, I did not carry out the preliminary testing of 

10 mg/L lidocaine on the Zebrabox setup to look for potential effects of this dose 

on free-swimming locomotor behaviour. Instead, I decided to only perform these 

experiments if an effect on the sensitivity to the infrared laser were detected. 

Surprisingly, I was unable to detect any clear effect of 10 mg/L lidocaine on the 

response to the infrared laser: there was no clear change in the LL or SL response 

probability across all intensities (Figure 4.13.B). Additionally, there was a lot of 

variability across fish, particularly in the lidocaine-treated group, as shown by the 

large error bars (SEM). In my assay, lidocaine was administered by pipetting it 

into the water. I sought to do this consistently across fish, but there could have 

been small differences in exactly where and how it was pipetted, which might 

underlie part of this variability. In short, I tested two doses of lidocaine and was 

unable to detect an effect of either on the response to the infrared laser stimulus. 

This was unexpected since previous studies (Schroeder and Sneddon, 2017; 

Lopez-Luna et al., 2017) reported an effect of lidocaine in reducing behavioural 

responses to noxious stimuli. Compared to those studies, I administered 
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lidocaine using a similar method (diffusion in the water), with the same incubation 

time (45 min), and at the same (5 mg/L) or even higher (10 mg/L) concentration 

than those reported. The same strain of fish were used, and at similar ages (6-7 

dpf in my study, compared to 5 dpf in Lopez-Luna et al., 2017). Strikingly, 

Schroeder and Sneddon (2017) used adult fish and still reported an effect at 5 

mg/L. Future experiments testing higher concentrations are needed. For this, it 

would be interesting to first create a dose-response curve of the effect of different 

concentrations of lidocaine on the free-swimming behaviour of zebrafish larvae 

on the Zebrabox setup, and then selecting the highest doses that did not affect 

their behaviour to be tested on the infrared laser setup. 
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Figure 4.13: Combining infrared laser stimulation experiments with
lidocaine treatment. A: Each experiment consists of a first half, during which
fish go through the three rounds of laser stimulation, followed by a 45 min
incubation in lidocaine (or water for controls), followed by a second half,
during which fish go through another three rounds of laser stimulation. The LL
and SL response probabilities in the second half of the experiment are then
compared between fish treated with lidocaine and water controls. B:
Incubation with 10 mg/L lidocaine has no clear effect on LL or SL response
probability (n=10 for 10 mg/L lidocaine; n=14 for controls). Here, only the four
highest intensities are shown, as they more elicit a response more reliably
and, as such, any effect of lidocaine on decreasing the response probability
should be more noticeable. Error bars represent SEM.
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For AITC, the concentrations reported in the literature to affect the 

locomotor activity of larval zebrafish vary widely, from as low as 0.66 µM to 100 

µM (Kroll et al., 2021; Prober et al., 2008). Importantly, since I wanted to explore 

the modulatory effect of AITC on the behavioural response to the laser, my aim 

was to select a subthreshold dose of AITC, that is, a dose that did not have an 

effect on behaviour on its own, but which might still potentiate the response to 

heat. With that in mind, I first tested seven different doses of AITC on 3 dpf fish 

using the same Zebrabox setup described above. I used 3 dpf fish as they have 

very low basal levels of locomotor activity, due to their swim bladders not being 

fully inflated at that developmental stage (Winata et al., 2009; Robertson et al., 

2007). This would allow me to more clearly detect changes induced by AITC in 

their swimming behaviour. I selected both doses known to have an effect on 

behaviour (1 µM, 4 µM and 10 µM), which I used as positive control, and doses 

below that range (0.5 µM, 0.125 µM, 0.0625 µM, 0.03125 µM). To account for 

variability within clutches, I measured the activity of two batches of fish, collected 

on different days (for each dose of AITC, n=3 for batch 1 and n=4 for batch 2). 

Responses to each dose of AITC are shown in Figure 4.14. As predicted, 10 µM 

reliably increased the locomotor activity of fish (3/3 fish in batch 1 and 3/4 fish in 

batch 2), whereas the lowest doses (0.125 µM and below) did not induce any 

behavioural changes in any of the fish tested. Based on these results, I then 

proceeded to test the two lowest doses (0.03125 µM and 0.0625 µM) on 5 dpf 

fish, with the aim of confirming whether these doses still had no effect on the 

behaviour of larvae which are closer in age to those used in the infrared laser 

setup. As predicted, these fish have much higher basal levels of activity, which 

are maintained throughout the experiment (Figure 4.15). One-way ANOVA was 

unable to detect a main effect of AITC dose on total activity, defined as the total 

area under the curve after fish were moved into the solution containing AITC (or 

0.5% DMSO; F=1.884271; p=0.177; n=8 fish per group), suggesting 0.03125 µM 

and 0.0625 µM do not lead to clear increases in the locomotor activity of 5 dpf 

larvae. To ensure that a sub-threshold concentration of AITC was used in the 

infrared laser experiments, I was conservative in my final selection of the doses 

to test on the infrared laser setup. As such, I selected 0.06 µM AITC and an even 

lower dose, 0.015 µM AITC. 
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Figure 4.14: Effect of different doses of AITC on locomotor activity of 3
dpf zebrafish larvae in the free-swimming Zebrabox assay. Light grey
traces represent the locomotor activity of individual fish over time; black or
coloured traces represent the averages of all fish for two batches of embryos
from two different days (n=3 per dose per batch). The black arrow indicates
t=0, when fish were treated with different doses of AITC (or DMSO, for the
controls). X axes show time in seconds; Y axes show Δ pixels (Δpx;
total/second). Behavioural data was recorded by subtracting subsequent
pairs of frames from each other and determining the number of pixels that
changed intensity between each pair of frames (Δ pixels). These Δ pixels
values were summed into 1 s bins and smoothed with a running average
within a 15 min sliding window. Total activity post drug (total area under the
curve after the black arrow) was compared across groups. 10 µM AITC
reliably increased the locomotor activity of fish (3/3 fish in batch 1 and 3/4 fish
in batch 2), whereas the lowest doses (0.125 µM and below) did not induce
any behavioural changes in any of the fish tested.
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Figure 4.15: Low doses of AITC do not affect the locomotor activity of 5
dpf zebrafish larvae in the free-swimming Zebrabox assay. Light grey
traces represent the locomotor activity of individual fish over time; black or
coloured traces represent the averages of all fish (n=8 fish per dose). The
black arrow indicates t=0, when fish were treated with different doses of AITC
(or DMSO, for the controls). X axes show time in seconds; Y axes show Δ
pixels (Δpx; total/second). Behavioural data was recorded by subtracting
subsequent pairs of frames from each other and determining the number of
pixels that changed intensity between each pair of frames (Δ pixels). These Δ
pixels values were summed into 1 s bins and smoothed with a running
average within a 15 min sliding window. Total activity post drug (total area
under the curve after the black arrow) was compared across groups. One-
way ANOVA was unable to detect a main effect of AITC dose on total activity
(F=1.884; p=0.177; n=8 fish per group), suggesting 0.03125 µM and 0.0625
µM do not lead to increases in the locomotor activity of 5 dpf larvae.
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Strikingly, treating zebrafish larvae with 0.015 µM AITC (n=9 fish), a very 

low concentration of AITC, led to a modest increase in the LL response probability 

at some laser intensities compared to controls (n=9 fish) (Figure 4.16.A, left), 

which was significant at 450 mA (with a Mann-Whitney U test: F=16.5, p=0.02), 

but not at 500 mA (with a Mann-Whitney U test: F=23, p=0.119). No clear effect 

was observed on the SL response probability (Figure 4.16.A, right). Therefore, I 

then tested a slightly higher (still subthreshold) dose, 0.06 µM AITC (n=10 fish). 

As predicted, treating zebrafish larvae with 0.06 µM AITC led to a stronger 

increase in the LL response probability (Figure 4.16.B, left). This increase was 

now significant across more laser intensities, from 400 mA to 500 mA (with a 

Mann-Whitney U test: F=20.5, p=0.038 at 400 mA, F=13.5, p=7.807E-3 at 450 

mA; F=9.5, p=2.668E-3 at 500 mA). Interestingly, while there was now a trend 

towards an increase in the LL response probability at 540 mA, this was still not 

significant (with a Mann-Whitney U test: F=28, p=0.156). Regarding the SL 

response (Figure 4.16.B, right), while there appeared to be a slight trend towards 

a higher SL response probability at 540 mA, this was not significant (with a Mann-

Whitney U test: F=26.5, p=0.115). As detailed previously, I was conservative in 

my selection of AITC doses to test, so it is likely that higher (still subthreshold) 

doses would significantly increase the SL response probability. 

Looking more closely at the LL response probabilities of control fish (Figures 

4.16.A and B), I observed these appeared lower than usual. For instance, my 

previous experiments had shown LL response probabilities of 0.69±0.04 at 450 

mA, 0.60±0.04 at 500 mA, and 0.56±0.05 at 540 mA, which were much higher 

than those now shown by the control fish in these experiments (0.11±0.05, 

0.26±0.09 and 0.48±0.11, respectively). To determine if this was due to these fish 

belonging to a particularly unresponsive batch of fish, I looked at the LL response 

probabilities of control fish during the first half of the experiment (rounds 1-3, 

before any drug was added), and compared them to those of fish that would later 

be treated with AITC, also during the first half of the experiment (before any drug 

treatment) (Figure 4.16.C). I did not observe any clear differences between 

groups. Therefore, it is likely that the low response probabilities of control fish in 

the second half of the experiment (Figures 4.16.A and B) are due to the length of 

the experiment, and not an unresponsive batch of fish. 
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Figure 4.16: AITC sensitises the response to the infrared laser in a dose-
dependent manner. Each experiment consists of a first half, during which
fish go through the three rounds of laser stimulation, followed by a 45 min
incubation in AITC (or DMSO for controls), followed by a second half, during
which fish go through another three rounds of laser stimulation. In A and B,
the LL and SL response probabilities in the second half of the experiment
were compared between fish treated with AITC and DMSO controls. In C, the
LL response probabilities in the first half of the experiment (rounds 1-3) were
compared between fish that would later be treated with AITC and those that
would be DMSO controls; this was to assess variability across batches. n=9
fish for DMSO controls, n=9 fish for 0.015 µM AITC; n=10 for 0.06 µM AITC.
Error bars represent SEM. A: Incubation with 0.015 µM AITC led to a modest
increase in the LL response probability at some laser intensities, which was
significant at 450 mA (with a Mann-Whitney U test: F=16.5, p=0.02), but not
at 500 mA (with a Mann-Whitney U test: F=23, p=0.119). No clear effect was
seen on the SL response probability. B: Incubation with 0.06 µM AITC led to
an increase in the LL response probability, which was significant from 400 mA
to 500 mA (with a Mann-Whitney U test: F=20.5, p=0.038 at 400 mA, F=13.5,
p=7.807E-3 at 450 mA; F=9.5, p=2.668E-3 at 500 mA). There was a trend
towards an increase in the LL and SL response probabilities at 540 mA,
however these were not significant (with a Mann-Whitney U test: F=28,
p=0.156 for the LL response; F=26.5, p=0.115 for the SL response). C: In the
first half of the experiment, no clear differences between any of these groups
were observed.

A

B

C
First half
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In short, I was able to modulate the response to the infrared laser using 

AITC. Very low, sub-threshold concentrations of AITC significantly increased the 

LL response to the infrared laser, in a dose-dependent manner. I could not 

observe a significant effect of these doses on the SL response probability, but a 

trend was observed with the highest AITC dose tested. As such, it would be 

interesting to test the effect of higher doses of AITC on the SL response 

probability in future experiments. This suggests that my setup can be used to 

detect modulation of behavioural responses to noxious heat. 
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4.3 Discussion 

In this chapter, I have characterised the tail-flick escape-like behaviours 

elicited in tethered zebrafish larvae by infrared laser stimulation. I found zebrafish 

larvae respond reliably to a range of infrared laser intensities over the full course 

of the experiment. I have shown for the first time that these responses have two 

components: a fast, short latency (SL) response, which happens less frequently 

but at constant latencies, when elicited; and a slower, long latency (LL) response, 

which happens more frequently, at variable latencies. Importantly, my data 

strongly suggests the infrared laser induces a response through thermal 

stimulation, with minimal to no input from other sensory stimuli (auditory or 

visual), and that this can be modulated with an irritant chemical, AITC. This, 

together with the temperature estimates from the thermistor experiments shown 

in the previous chapter, indicates this behavioural setup can be used to study and 

characterise fast escape-like responses to noxious stimuli in zebrafish larvae. 

 

4.3.1 Infrared laser-induced escape-like responses in zebrafish 

larvae 

As predicted, increasing the intensity of the infrared laser increased the 

response probability and elicited responses that were faster and larger (Figure 

4.1). Zebrafish larvae have been shown to execute 13 distinct swim bout types, 

which are used in different contexts (Marques et al., 2018). Since my experiments 

were carried out in a head-fixed preparation, it is not possible to directly compare 

the kinematics of the bouts elicited with the infrared laser to those observed in 

freely swimming fish. Nevertheless, the large values of cumulative tail angles I 

describe (between 145.25± 7.03° at the lowest intensity and 171.39± 2.74° at the 

highest intensity, for the LL response) are consistent with those seen in swim 

bouts typically associated with escape behaviours, such as long- and short-

latency C-starts (LLC and SLC). Indeed, Wee et al. (2019) reported similar values 

(100.11 ± 1.93°) in head-fixed fish in response to an aversive stimulus (optovin-

based trpa1 stimulation). Interestingly, while cumulative angle values average out 

to zero (across the whole population of fish) during baseline and from 2 s after 

the stimulus (indicating a straight tail), there seems to be a bias towards a 
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negative cumulative angle during both the SL and LL response to the laser. This 

would indicate an overall bias towards a tail flick to the right (Figure 4.1.A). 

Individual zebrafish larvae have been shown to display an internal bias towards 

the left or the right in their initial response to heat (Li, 2012). This internal bias 

has also been observed in other behaviours, such as dark-induced circling and 

acoustic startle reflexes evoked in the dark (Horstick et al., 2020). However, if 

there were an equal probability of each individual fish having an internal bias 

towards the left or the right, there would be equal chances of each of them turning 

left or right in that first response to the laser, and so cumulative angle values 

would in principle be averaged out to zero over the whole population of fish, which 

is not what we observed. Instead, there appears to be a group bias. This could 

be explained by two main reasons. The first one would be experimental bias, for 

example, due to a bias in how the fish were mounted or positioned in relation to 

the laser. The second one would be that zebrafish have a collective bias 

(laterality) in their initial response to heat. Indeed, behavioural laterality in 

response to other sensory stimuli, particularly visual, has been widely studied in 

zebrafish larvae and it has been shown to partly correlate with neuroanatomical 

asymmetries in the brain (Miklosi et al., 1997; Watkins et al., 2004; Sovrano and 

Andrew, 2006; Barth et al., 2005). 

 

4.3.2 Modulating the infrared laser-induced escape-like 

responses with lidocaine and AITC 

I could not detect an effect of lidocaine on the response to the infrared laser, 

using concentrations previously reported to show an analgesic effect in both 

zebrafish larvae and adults (Schroeder and Sneddon, 2017; Binshtok et al., 2009; 

Lopez-Luna et al., 2017). I also tested a higher concentration (10 mg/L) and still 

observed no effect. As detailed previously, I was conservative in my dose 

selection, because lidocaine is a sodium channel blocker, which has been shown 

to block motor (as well as sensory) fibres (Gokin et al., 2001; Hermanns et al., 

2001), which would be a confounding factor in my experiments. Higher doses of 

lidocaine should be tested in the future. 

Conversely, I was able to modulate the response to my infrared laser 

stimulus using AITC, with larvae treated with AITC showing increased LL 
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response probabilities over a range of laser intensities. This was striking, because 

I was very conservative in my dose selection and used only sub-threshold 

concentrations (0.015 μM and 0.06 μM AITC) that were much lower than those 

reported to have a noxious effect (0.66 μM and higher - Kroll et al., 2021; Prober 

et al., 2008). This observed AITC-induced sensitisation to heat in zebrafish larvae 

is in line with previous work by Curtright et al. (2015), who found that free-

swimming larvae showed sensitised temperature aversion upon incubation with 

0.5 μM AITC. Compared to controls, they displayed increased avoidance of 

temperatures greater than or equal to 31.5°C and preferred normally neutral 

cooler (26.5°C) and aversive cooler (22.5–24.5°C) temperatures compared to 

28.5°C. In the future, it would be interesting to test whether higher concentrations 

of AITC can also lead to changes in the SL response probability. 

In short, I demonstrated my setup can be used to identify modulation of 

behavioural responses to noxious heat. 

 

4.3.3 Understanding the two-component response to infrared 

laser stimulation 

Cumulative distributions of response latencies to the laser revealed two 

components in the response: a fast, short latency (SL) response, only occurring 

in some of the trials; and a slower, long latency (LL) response, occurring in a 

higher number of trials. There was a clear temporal separation between the two 

components of the response, with the SL happening at around 25 ms, and the LL 

occurring in the hundreds of milliseconds range. To understand these responses 

and the mechanisms behind them, I first looked to determine whether they were 

at least partly driven by other sensory stimuli. 

 

LL responses 

An auditory contribution is ruled out. I first wanted to rule out conclusively a 

possible auditory contribution to the LL response that might originate from the 

laser being switched on. To do that, I placed the fish immediately adjacent to the 

position normally targeted by the laser during the assay. I found that this 
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completely abolished the LL response (Figure 4.9), which rules out an auditory 

contribution. 

A retinal visual contribution is ruled out. A visual response to our infrared 

laser was theoretically unlikely since none of the eight zebrafish opsins present 

in cones have been reported to show absorbance at wavelengths beyond 700 

nm (Chinen et al., 2003; Nelson et al., 2019), and the emission spectrum of our 

laser was restricted to 980 nm (as per the information on the supplier’s website; 

see Chapter 2 – Methods). Nevertheless, it was important to completely rule out 

a visual contribution for the LL response under my specific assay conditions. This 

is because my assay uses strong light and, for the same wavelength, light 

intensity has been shown to positively correlate with light detection in rodents 

(Naarendorp et al., 2010). Moreover, zebrafish larvae show negative phototaxis 

to near-infrared light at 860 nm, suggesting they can perceive light beyond 700 

nm (Hartmann et al., 2018), and they have been shown to perform visually-

evoked responses to other wavelengths of light with latencies comparable to the 

LL response (Antinucci et al., 2020; Burton et al., 2017). Therefore, I performed 

the infrared laser stimulation assay on retinally-blind lakritz fish, which lack retinal 

ganglion cells (RGCs) (Kay et al., 2001). Since these blind fish showed LL 

response probabilities and latencies identical to those of sighted controls from the 

same batch, I have demonstrated that these responses are not visually-mediated. 

It is worth mentioning that both control and blind fish showed lower LL response 

probabilities than those of WT fish. This can likely be explained by their reduced 

skin pigmentation, which results from the mitfaw2/w2 mutation that they also carried 

(Lester et al., 1999). Indeed, Haesemeyer et al. (2015) previously reported that 

the heat stimulus induced by an infrared laser normally acts by directly heating 

the fish pigmentation, rather than the water around it. The reduced LL response 

probability in non-pigmented fish, compared to WT controls, provides further 

evidence to the hypothesis that the LL response is elicited by heating the skin of 

the fish. Importantly, however, the fact that I still observed reliable responses in 

fish lacking pigmentation, particularly at the highest laser intensities, opens 

promising avenues for future work, by allowing for the infrared laser stimulation 

assay to be combined with whole-brain calcium imaging experiments (which 

require the use of non-pigmented fish). These experiments will be crucial to 

identify the key brain areas involved in the processing of noxious stimuli, similarly 

to what Haesemeyer et al. (2018) did for innocuous heat. 
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A non-retinal visual contribution is unlikely. It has to be noted that LL 

responses could also be driven by other visual, RGC-independent processes. For 

instance, deep brain photoreceptors have been shown to respond to light and 

drive behaviour, largely through the photopigment melanopsin (opn4; which is 

also the canonical marker of intrinsically photosensitive RGCs (ipRGCs); Berson 

et al., 2002). In fact, the pineal "light on'' response is preserved in the retinally-

blind lakritz mutants, with opn4xa+ projection neurons in the pineal of dark-

adapted embryos showing induced c-fos expression after exposure to a 30 min 

pulse of white light. Moreover, photosensitive neurons in the preoptic area (likely 

those expressing opn4a) can drive light-seeking behaviour triggered by loss of 

illumination (“dark photokinesis”) in larvae lacking eyes and pineal (Sapède et al., 

2020; Fernandes et al., 2012). However, there are no records of visually evoked 

fast escape responses that do not involve the retina. For example, fast escape 

responses to looming stimuli have been shown to be completely abolished in the 

lakritz mutants, and the startle response observed when lights are abruptly 

switched off is abolished in chokh (chk) mutants, which completely lack eyes from 

early in development, as well as fish whose eyes have been surgically removed 

(Temizer et al., 2015; Emran et al., 2008; Easter and Nicola, 1996). Moreover, 

none of the zebrafish melanopsins have been reported to show absorbance at 

wavelengths beyond 700 nm (Davies et al., 2011; Matos-Cruz et al., 2011). 

Integration of temperature information. Finally, previous reports have 

suggested that free-swimming larval zebrafish integrate temperature information 

over timescales of 400 ms, which would be compatible with our observed LL 

response times (Haesemeyer et al., 2015). 

Taken together, this strongly suggests that the LL response was primarily, 

if not fully, driven by the heat stimulus. 

 

SL responses 

An auditory contribution is ruled out. With regards to the SL response, 

zebrafish have been shown to execute fast escape responses to acoustic, 

mechanical and visual stimuli, with latencies of less than 12 ms (Medan and 

Preuss, 2014). Moving the fish offset from the position targeted by the laser 
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completely abolished the SL response to the laser (Figure 4.9), which rules out 

an auditory component. 

Possible retinal visual contribution. However, data from the blind fish 

experiments did not allow us to completely rule out a role of vision in generating 

the SL response, since the SL response probability was too low across all 

experimental groups. This was not unexpected, given the lack of pigmentation of 

these fish and the low probability of this response even in pigmented larvae. 

While I have largely ruled out a visual component in the LL response, it would be 

theoretically conceivable for a visual, RGC-dependent pathway driving the SL 

response to co-exist with the somatosensory pathway driving the LL response. 

Indeed, RGC-dependent fast C-start escapes to visual (looming) stimuli have 

been observed, with latencies as low as 9 ms (Temizer et al., 2015). 

Nevertheless, previous reports have also shown that free-swimming larval 

zebrafish can respond to heat stimuli within 50 ms, which would be compatible 

with my observed SL response times and suggest this response may be driven 

by heat (Haesemeyer et al., 2015). In the future, it would be interesting to carry 

out these experiments on large cohorts of pigmented blind fish, in order to 

conclusively rule out a visual contribution to this response. 

 

4.3.4 A proposed nociceptive circuit in zebrafish larvae 

The described two-component response to noxious heat suggests a 

complex, multi-pathway circuit underlying these behaviours. While it is beyond 

the scope of this thesis to identify and study this circuitry, a few potential regions 

of interest are identified below, and a simple circuit is proposed. Briefly, I propose 

that the noxious heat stimulus activates somatosensory neurons with cell bodies 

in the trigeminal ganglia, which project to different neurons in the hindbrain, which 

then either directly elicit the fast SL response, or elicit the slower LL response via 

the midbrain and forebrain (Figure 4.17). Some key neurons, nuclei and brain 

areas are highlighted schematically in Figure 4.18 and detailed below. 
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Figure 4.17: Proposed step-by-step processing of noxious stimuli in
zebrafish larvae to generate behaviour. A noxious heat stimulus activates
somatosensory neurons with cell bodies in the trigeminal ganglia (TG; 1),
which project to different neurons in the hindbrain (2) which then either
directly elicit the fast SL response (3 in orange) or elicit the slower LL
response via the midbrain and forebrain (3-5 in green).
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Figure 4.18: Schematic showing a selection of neurons, nuclei and brain
areas that are key for the processing of noxious stimuli. Arrows indicate
known spinal projections. SPN = ventral spinal projection neurons (including
nMLF, in the midbrain), M = M-system (top to bottom: M-cell, MiD2cm,
MiD3cm), P = prepontine neurons, TG = trigeminal ganglia, DRN = dorsal
raphe nucleus. For bilateral structures (e.g., TG, M-system), only one is
shown. Locations are approximate and sizes are not to scale. The original
drawing of the brain was adapted from Gil Costa at SciDraw.
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The M-system as a potential key player driving SL responses 

The first component in the response to the infrared laser, which we termed 

SL response, was observed with increasing frequency at higher laser intensities 

(Figure 4.2.B), showed latencies of around 25 ms (Figure 4.2.F) and appeared 

stereotyped (Figure 4.4). The most promising candidate pathway to be mediating 

the SL response is that involving descending projections from Mauthner cells (M-

cells), a bilateral pair of giant reticulospinal neurons that can trigger ballistic C-

start escape responses with a single action potential, and their two homologs, 

MiD2cm and MiD3cm (from here on referred to collectively as the M-system). 

They have been extensively studied in various teleost fish (particularly goldfish 

and zebrafish) and shown to be at the centre of the fast escape behaviours 

executed by zebrafish in response to acoustic, mechanical and visual stimuli 

(Chang et al., 1987; Korn and Faber, 2005; Medan and Preuss, 2014). M-cell 

axons exit the medulla through the spinal cord to make direct contact with primary 

motoneurons and indirect contact with other motoneurons through a set of 

interneurons (Medan and Preuss, 2014). Reciprocal inhibition between the two 

M-cells, mediated by the excitatory cranial relay neurons (Ta1 and Ta2), is 

required for good escape performance (Shimazaki et al., 2019). Calcium imaging 

has revealed the M-cell responds during the large escapes produced by 

mechanical stimulation of the tail, and all three cells respond together upon 

stimulation on the head (O'Malley et al., 1996). Accordingly, laser ablating M-cells 

abolishes fast C-start responses to tail- (but not head-) directed tactile stimuli, 

while ablating all three cells abolishes fast C-start responses to both head- and 

tail-directed stimuli (Liu and Fetcho, 1999). With regards to the acoustic startle 

response, hair cells in the otic vesicle stimulate eighth (VIII) nerve fibres that 

directly activate the M-cell (at mixed chemical and electrical synapses), which in 

turn activates motor neurons, leading to the initiation of the stereotyped C-start 

response (Yao et al., 2014; Marsden and Granato, 2015). Finally, an escape 

response to threatening visual stimuli mediated by the M-system has also been 

described, where information is conveyed from the retina to the optic tectum (the 

zebrafish homolog to the mammalian superior colliculus), which sends afferents 

that contact both M-cells to then generate fast C-start escapes (Medan and 

Preuss, 2014; Preuss et al., 2006; Yao et al., 2016; Dunn et al., 2016; Marquez-

Legorreta et al., 2020). 
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Importantly for us, the M-cell has long been known to receive input from 

trigeminal ganglia (TG) sensory neurons, which are pseudounipolar neurons, with 

peripheral axons arborising on the surface of the head and central axons 

projecting to the hindbrain (Kimmel et al., 1990; Metcalfe et al., 1990; Takahashi 

et al., 2002). Interestingly, while earlier studies suggested TG fibres enter the 

hindbrain at stereotypically defined points at the level of rhombomere 2 (Yeo et 

al., 2004; Metcalfe et al., 1990), more recent studies have found subtypes of TG 

sensory neurons, namely those expressing trpa1b, to project to rhombomeres 5 

and 6, where the two M-cell homologs are located, as well as directly to the spinal 

cord (Pan et al., 2012). While trpa1b is not thought to play a significant role in 

heat sensation in zebrafish larvae (Prober et al., 2008), contrary to what is seen 

in rodents (Vandewauw et al., 2018), the existence of these projections 

nevertheless suggests that TG sensory neurons carrying information about 

aversive stimuli project to hindbrain regions that would be relevant for the 

generation of fast escape behaviours. Importantly, Haesemeyer et al. (2018) also 

identified a prominent cluster of heat-sensing cells in rhombomeres 5/6. Finally, 

indirect evidence from laser ablation experiments suggests that stimulation of TG 

neurons may be involved in generating fast responses. In these experiments, 

ablating one TG in zebrafish larvae resulted in the abnormal expansion of the 

trigeminal sensory arbour of the remaining TG across the midline of the head, 

and this led to behavioural defects in the laterality of the response to mechanical 

stimulation to the head (Sagasti et al. 2005). This demonstrates TG neurons can 

mediate stereotyped escape behaviours to somatosensory stimulation. 

Our observed response latencies (25 ms) were longer than those typically 

elicited by the M-system (4-10 ms; Marquart et al., 2019, Temizer et al., 2015). 

However, this could easily be explained by the differences between the types of 

sensory stimuli used: while the acoustic and visual stimuli are almost 

instantaneous, our heat stimulus is not, and a delay is to be expected between 

the laser being switched on and the temperature of the skin of the fish reaching 

the threshold that would activate nociceptors (see also Chapter 3). Indeed, our 

response latencies are in line with previous experiments, where photoactivation 

of somatosensory neurons using channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) triggered escape 

behaviours with latencies of around 30 ms (Douglass et al., 2008). 
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Our SL response probability was relatively low across the whole population 

of WT fish, even at the highest laser intensities (0.277±0.044 at 540 mA – Figure 

4.2.B). Further, I found variability in the SL response probability within each SL 

responding fish, with some responding in one of the three trials, some in two, and 

only a small percentage in all three trials (Figure 4.6.A). Conversely, Lacoste et 

al. (2015) found that a tap stimulus could elicit fast escape-like responses in 

tethered zebrafish larvae with almost 100% probability (99.7%), with over 90% of 

those showing short latencies (12 ms or less) and the others slightly longer 

latencies (13-25 ms). There are many factors that could explain my results. 

Firstly, there could have been slight inconsistencies when mounting the fish (e.g. 

depth along the agarose) or positioning them under the infrared laser, but this is 

unlikely to explain the variability seen within each fish. Instead, this suggests that 

the SL response may be modulated by other factors or circuits. This is not 

unexpected. Indeed, variability in the probability of a noxious stimulus eliciting a 

reflex withdrawal response has been seen in mice (Browne et al., 2017; 

Schorscher-Petcu et al., 2021). Moreover, internal states can affect behaviour in 

zebrafish. For instance, Johnson et al. (2020) found that the bout types and 

interbout intervals selected by free-swimming fish can be affected by internal 

hunger states, as well as behavioural history. Interestingly, in zebrafish, 

neuromodulatory input from serotonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus 

(DRN) has been found to mediate inter-individual variability in short-term 

habituation to the M-cell-mediated acoustic startle response (Pantoja et al., 

2016). Pantoja et al. (2016) found that both M-cells and DRN neurons, which 

project into the vicinity of M-cells, are activated by the acoustic stimulus. DRN 

neuron responses were evoked more frequently when the sound stimulus also 

induced an acoustic startle response, suggesting a possible causal link between 

DRN neuron activation and behaviour. DRN neuron responses varied widely 

across individuals, with individuals with low habituation to the acoustic stimulus 

showing sound-evoked activity in a larger number of DRN neurons than 

individuals with high habituation. Overall, this suggests that DRN neuron 

activation by the acoustic stimulus suppresses acoustic startle response 

habituation, and inter-individual variability in this activity mediates inter-individual 

variability in habituation to the stimulus. It would be interesting to explore whether 

this or other circuits are also modulating the SL response to the infrared laser. 
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In short, the M-system appears to be a promising candidate pathway driving 

the SL response, which may also be modulated by other circuits. Future 

experiments could help clarify this. These include: imaging c-fos expression in M-

cells after the infrared laser assay (c-fos is an immediate early gene whose 

expression is associated with increased neural activity – Herrera and Robertson, 

1996); performing the infrared laser stimulation experiments on zebrafish 

transgenic lines expressing genetically encoded calcium indicators in the M-

system, such that the activity of the M-system in response to the laser can be 

monitored in real time (Tian et al., 2012; O'Malley et al., 1996); and performing 

laser ablations of the M-system prior to exposure to our assay, to determine a 

causal link between M-system activity and SL responses (Liu and Fetcho, 1999). 

 

Other promising nuclei possibly driving SL responses 

The circuitry mediating escape behaviours is complex and is known to 

involve various interconnected reticulospinal neurons in the hindbrain other than 

the M-system. Their role in controlling behaviour has been extensively studied 

(Mendelson 1986; Orger et al., 2008; Lau et al., 2019). Indeed, in the M-system 

laser ablation studies by Liu and Fetcho (1999) mentioned above, “escape” 

responses with sharply increased response latencies (tens of ms) were still 

observed, with bend angle and angular velocities that otherwise resembled those 

of normal C-starts. Accordingly, it has since been found that the majority of 

descending brainstem neuronal subtypes respond to escape-eliciting mechanical 

stimuli (Gahtan et al., 2001). Additionally, dark-flash stimuli have been shown to 

evoke large angle C-start (O-bend) responses which are M-cell-independent 

(Burgess and Granato, 2007a). Finally, Bhattacharyya et al. (2017) found that 

slow looming stimuli were less likely to recruit the M-system than fast looms, and 

instead recruited other ventral spinal projecting nuclei, such as RoV3, MiR1, 

MiM1, MiV1, MiR2, and MiV2, which resulted in escapes that were more delayed 

and more variable in their kinematics. All of these nuclei could potentially be 

driving or contributing towards the SL response. 
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Promising brain/spinal areas driving LL responses 

The second component in the response to the infrared laser, which we 

termed LL response, was observed with increasing probability at higher laser 

intensities, up to a point where a plateau was reached (Figure 4.2.A), showed 

decreasing latencies for increasing laser intensities (again up to a point where a 

plateau was reached – Figure 4.2.E), and appeared less stereotyped than the SL 

response, showing shifts in the CD curves of different kinematics with increasing 

laser intensity (Figure 4.3). There are a number of possible brain regions that 

could be involved in its generation. The ventral spinal projecting nuclei 

mentioned above may be playing a role in this response. A particularly promising 

candidate would be the nucleus of the medial longitudinal fascicle (nMLF), a 

nucleus of projecting neurons located in the midbrain that synapse onto motor 

neurons in the spinal cord (Severi et al., 2014). Cells in the nMLF show increased 

calcium activity in response to taps to the head, which correlate with fast “escape-

like” behaviours in head-fixed larvae (Gathan et al., 2002; Sankrithi and O'Malley, 

2010). The activity of these neurons has also been shown to correlate with 

locomotor kinematics and to modulate the duration and oscillation frequency of 

tail movements, with laser ablation of these cells leading to a decrease in 

maximum swimming speed in response to visual stimuli, which was not seen 

upon ablation of M-cells (Severi et al., 2014). Most importantly, their activity 

correlates strongly with heat-induced swimming behaviours (Haesemeyer et al., 

2018). Other promising ventral spinal projecting nuclei include RoM2, RoM3, 

RoL3, MiV1 and MiV2 (based on data by Wee et al., 2019 – see below). 

It is unclear whether trigeminal nucleus motor neurons themselves could 

be mediating our behavioural responses. On the one hand, Haesemeyer et al. 

(2018) found “motor-related” cells in the trigeminal in a cluster distinct from the 

“(innocuous) heat-sensitive” cluster, perhaps corresponding precisely to 

trigeminal motor neurons. On the other hand, TG motor neurons project 

stereotypically from rhombomeres 2 and 3 to innervate a small number of target 

muscles in the mandibula (Pan et al., 2012; Higashijima et al., 2000; Tanaka et 

al., 2007; Moens and Prince, 2002). So far, no other direct targets of these 

neurons have been identified. 

There are a number of higher-order brain areas that could be involved in the 

generation of the LL responses. Indeed, Haesemeyer et al. (2018) found the 
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forebrain to display widespread (innocuous) heat-related activity, particularly in 

the sub-pallium, habenula and preoptic areas. The latter is of particular 

interest to us, since optogenetic activation of hypothalamic dopaminergic neurons 

promoted locomotor behaviour in timescales comparable to our LL responses 

(hundreds of ms), likely through neurons in the preoptic area, which send long-

range projections to spinal projection neurons in the midbrain (nMLF) and 

hindbrain (RoL1 and RoM1). Interestingly, a subset of neurons in this area 

responded to acoustic/vibrational stimuli, and optogenetic stimulation of the 

whole dopaminergic population was found to reduce acoustic startle reflex 

threshold (Barrios et al., 2020). Moreover, oxytocin neurons in the preoptic area 

have been found to be strongly activated by several noxious stimuli, namely 

mustard oil (AITC), electric shock and noxious (37°C) heat (Wee et al., 2019). 

Optogenetic activation of these neurons was sufficient to generate defensive 

behaviours (large-angle tail bends) via the recruitment of brainstem reticulospinal 

neurons, including RoM2, RoM3, RoL3, MiV1 and MiV2. Interestingly, the M-cell 

was one of the downstream targets detected. However, bilateral M-cell ablation 

had no effect on most behavioural parameters in response to optogenetic 

stimulation of oxytocin neurons or optovin-based trpa1 stimulation. It only led to 

an increase in response latency to optogenetic stimulation but not optovin-based 

trpa1 stimulation (Wee et al., 2019). This suggests that, in a naturalistic scenario, 

the M-cell might not play a significant role in the generation of these responses. 

This would strengthen our hypothesis that it might be more important for faster 

responses that do not require involvement of higher order brain areas. 

 

Modulation of SL and LL responses 

Finally, it would be interesting to consider whether the integration of other 

sensory modalities can modulate the SL and/or LL responses to noxious heat. As 

described previously, serotonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus could 

be a promising pathway to be modulating the SL response (Pantoja et al., 2016). 

Further, the nMLF and other reticulospinal cells have been proposed by some 

as attractive candidates for playing a role in sensorimotor integration (Severi et 

al., 2014). For instance, escape responses to acoustic stimuli may be modulated 

by, and result from the integration of, multiple sensory cues: prepontine neurons 

in rhombomere 1 have been shown to drive “delayed”, long latency (16-50 ms) 
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C-start escapes to acoustic stimuli, the trajectories of which are guided by visual 

information, in parallel with the M-system-driven short latency C-starts, which 

happen within 12 ms of the stimulus and are more stereotyped (Marquart et al., 

2019). Higher order brain areas could also be involved. For example, light-

responsive dopaminergic neurons in the caudal hypothalamus have been shown 

to be required for the visual enhancement of M-cell-mediated auditory escape 

responses (Mu et al., 2012), and a reduction in the number of dopaminergic cells 

in the diencephalon correlated with a weaker and shorter-lasting response to 

touch to the head (Lam et al., 2005). Interestingly, posterior tubercular 

dopaminergic neurons have been shown to innervate the TG, with 

catecholaminergic fibres in the skin showing arborization patterns that seem to 

overlap with those of sensory free nerve endings. Moreover, specific subgroups 

of these neurons have been shown to respond to sensory stimuli, with some far-

projecting neurons responding to mechanosensory stimuli and others to visual 

stimuli (Haehnel-Taguchi et al., 2018; Reinig et al., 2017). 

 

In short, in this chapter, I have characterised the tail-flick escape-like 

behaviours elicited in tethered zebrafish larvae by infrared laser stimulation. I 

have shown for the first time that these responses have two components that are 

temporally separated. This raises interesting questions about the circuitry 

underlying them, which could be addressed in future work. Importantly, my data 

strongly suggests that the infrared laser induces a response through thermal 

stimulation and that this can be modulated with an irritant chemical, AITC. As 

such, this behavioural setup can be used to study and characterise fast escape-

like responses to noxious stimuli in zebrafish larvae, as well as allowing for the 

detection of changes in the properties of these responses. Therefore, with the 

overall aim of establishing the zebrafish as a model to study the genetics of 

nociception, I next sought to generate zebrafish knockouts of various genes and 

to characterise their responses to the infrared laser. This is discussed in the 

following chapter. 
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 Chapter 5: Generation and 

characterisation of zebrafish F0 

knockout of genes involved in 

human genetic pain disorders 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Human genetic pain disorders 

Human Mendelian disorders of pain sensing are extreme phenotypes 

characterised by either painlessness or paroxysmal (excess) pain, with or without 

sensory neuropathy. They are usually caused by one or two mutations in a single 

gene and are fully penetrant. Even though they are quite rare, studying these 

disorders is extremely valuable for pain research, as it can help us gain insight 

into the role of these genes and their pathways. This can ultimately aid the 

development of new drugs (Cox et al., 2019). For instance, mutations in NGF 

have been found to lead to congenital insensitivity to pain, and drugs targeting 

NGF have emerged as promising clinical targets for various forms of chronic pain 

over the past few years (Einarsdottir et al., 2004; Watson et al., 2008; Denk et 

al., 2017; Dakin et al., 2019). Many of these disorders have been studied in rodent 

models, which has helped elucidate the role of some of these genes in 

nociception (Crowley et al.,1994; Smeyne et al., 1994; Desiderio et al., 2019; 

Landy et al., 2021; see more below). Nevertheless, a lot is still unknown about 

these processes, which is highlighted by the fact that many promising drugs fail 

to produce an analgesic effect in clinical trials. For instance, mutations in SCN9A, 

encoding the α-subunit of the voltage-gated sodium channel, Nav1.7, have been 

shown to lead to congenital insensitivity to pain, but specific Nav1.7 antagonists 

have weak analgesic activity (Cox et al., 2006; Emery et al., 2016). As detailed in 

previous chapters, the zebrafish is an attractive animal model. Its simplicity, 

compared to mammals, means zebrafish can help us reach a mechanistic 

understanding of the circuits underlying sensing noxious stimuli. 
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The overall aim of my PhD is to establish the zebrafish as a model to study 

the genetics of nociception. In this chapter, I describe the generation and 

characterisation of F0 knockout of zebrafish orthologs of genes known to be 

involved in human genetic pain disorders. First, I selected promising candidate 

genes that have been shown to play a role in those disorders. Then, I generated 

zebrafish F0 knockouts of the zebrafish orthologs of those genes. Finally, I 

characterised the phenotype of the resulting mutants. 

The first step was to select the target genes. Upon researching a 

combination of review articles and primary research articles, a comprehensive 

but not exhaustive list of potential candidate genes was compiled. This was 

summarised in Table 1.1 (see Chapter 1 – Introduction). In order to narrow down 

this list on a few promising candidates, three criteria were employed sequentially, 

as outlined in the flowchart in Figure 5.1. Firstly, only genes associated 

exclusively with a loss of pain in humans were considered. Secondly, I selected 

genes based on their expression pattern and function. Finally, to confirm the 

suitability of the remaining genes as targets, sequence homology analysis was 

performed. Each step is outlined in more detail below. 
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Literature search

24 genes

Loss of pain 
disorders

17 genes

Expression
&

Function

4 genes

Sequence homology

Figure 5.1: Selecting target genes for mutant generation. A literature
search was performed to compile a list of potential candidate genes (see
Table 1.1 in Chapter 1 – Introduction). Then, two criteria were applied
sequentially to narrow down the search: only genes involved exclusively in
loss of pain disorders were selected; genes with very widespread expression
and function (particularly those known a known role in locomotion) were
excluded. Finally, sequence homology analysis was performed to confirm the
suitability of the final candidates.
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5.1.2 Selecting genes associated with loss of pain 

As detailed above, the majority of human pain disorders fall into one of two 

categories: extreme (paroxysmal) pain or painlessness (loss of pain). I chose to 

focus on the latter category because those disorders have been extensively 

studied in rodent models, which provides a useful framework for what phenotypes 

to expect (Crowley et al.,1994; Smeyne et al., 1994; Desiderio et al., 2019; Landy 

et al., 2021). Additionally, reductions in sensitivity to noxious stimuli such as heat 

(Gau et al., 2013) and chemicals (Prober et al., 2008) have already been 

achieved in zebrafish by knocking down different genes. This again provides a 

useful reference for my experiments. 

According to this criterion, genes implicated in human pain disorders of 

extreme pain were excluded from this study: ATP1a2, CACNA1A, SCN1A, 

SCN9A, SCN10A, SCN11A, and TRPA1. As shown in Table 1.1, these genes 

have been associated with Familial Hemiplegic Migraine (FHM) type I 

(CACNA1A), FHM type II (ATP1a2), FHM type III (SCN1A), Familial Episodic 

Pain Syndrome-1 (FEPS-1: TRPA1), FEPS-2 (SCN10A), FEPS-3 (SCN11A), 

small fibre neuropathy (SFN: SCN9A, SCN10A and SCN11A), primary 

erythromelalgia (PEM: SCN9A), and paroxysmal extreme pain disorder (PEPD: 

SCN9A) (Cregg et al., 2010; Cox et al. 2019). 

 

5.1.3 Selecting genes based on expression and functional role 

Then, I selected genes based on their expression pattern and function (in 

humans and, if known, rodent and zebrafish). I decided to focus on genes known 

to be expressed primarily in sensory neurons, and, importantly, to exclude those 

that lead to motor defects when mutated. This is because knocking out genes 

with widespread expression throughout the body could result in unexpected side 

effects, and mutating those with a known effect on behaviour would constitute a 

confounding factor (since we use behavioural changes as the main readout for 

changes in sensitivity to noxious stimuli). Based on these two criteria, the 

following genes were excluded: ATL1, ATL3, CLTCL1, DNMT1, DST, ELP1, 

FLVCR1, KIF1A, RETREG1, SPTLC1, SPTLC2 and WNK1. This is outlined 

below. 
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ATL1 and ATL3 (atlastin GTPase 1 and atlastin GTPase 3, respectively) are 

members of the dynamin superfamily of large GTPases. In mammals, ATL1 is 

expressed primarily in the brain, particularly in the hippocampus and pyramidal 

neurons (Zhu et al., 2003). Mutations in this gene have been shown to cause 

autosomal dominant hereditary spastic paraplegia in humans (Zhao et al., 2001). 

In zebrafish, it has been shown to control motility and spinal motor axon 

architecture, with knockdown of atl1 inducing a loss of motility of zebrafish larvae, 

associated with increased branching of spinal motor axons (Fassier et al., 2010). 

In humans, mutations in ATL3 have been linked to destruction of distal bones of 

the lower extremities (Kornak et al., 2014), with some patients also showing a 

decrease in motor nerve conduction velocities, indicative of axonal damage 

(Fischer et al., 2014). 

CLTCL1 (Clathrin Heavy Chain Like 1) encodes CHC22 (Clathrin Heavy 

Chain 22), which is upregulated in the developing human brain (Nahorski et al., 

2015b) and expressed post-natally in high levels in skeletal muscle, heart and 

testes (Drissi et al., 2020). It is responsible for trafficking the glucose transporter 

4 (GLUT4) in skeletal muscle and fat (Vassilopoulos et al., 2009) and has 

increased expression during myogenesis and muscle regeneration (Towler et al., 

2004). In humans, mutations in this gene can lead to severe non-progressive 

learning disability and a delay in central nervous system myelination, with no 

motor defects (Nahorski et al., 2015a). 

DNMT1 (DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 1) is the main DNA 

methyltransferase in mammalian cells (Svedružić 2011). In humans, mutations in 

DNMT1 also cause autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxia, deafness and 

narcolepsy (Winkelmann et al., 2012). In zebrafish, dnmt1 is required for the 

development and maintenance of the lens (Tittle et al., 2010). 

DST (dystonin) is an adhesion junction protein involved in intracellular 

transport and the maintenance of cytoskeletal integrity (Cox et al., 2019). In 

humans, mutations in DST lead to a loss of autonomic neurons (Manganelli et 

al., 2017) and a range of dysautonomic symptoms, as well as muscle hypotonia 

and severe psychomotor retardation (Edvardson et al., 2012). 

ELP1 (Elongator Acetyltransferase Complex Subunit 1, also known as 

IKBKAP) is a scaffolding protein. In humans, mutations in ELP1 leading to 
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decreased levels of ELP1 protein have been linked to sympathetic neuron death 

and sympathetic nervous system dysfunction (Li et al., 2020). In zebrafish, 

morpholino-induced depletion of elp1 leads to aganglionosis and a reduced 

number of enteric neurons (Cheng et al., 2015). 

FLVCR1 (Feline Leukemia Virus subgroup C Receptor 1) encodes a broadly 

expressed heme exporter. Mutations in this gene have been linked to vision 

impairment and posterior column ataxia in humans (Rajadhyaksha et al., 2010). 

In mice and zebrafish, the two heme exporters encoded by flvcr1, flvcr1a and 

flvcr1b, have been shown to control erythropoiesis (Mercurio et al., 2015). 

KIF1A (Kinesin family member 1A) is a neuron-specific motor protein 

responsible for the transport of membranous organelles and synaptic vesicles. In 

humans, some mutations in KIF1A have been associated with a range of 

disorders, including hereditary spastic paraparesis (Citterio et al., 2015) and 

cerebellar atrophy (Lee et al., 2014). In zebrafish, a rare kif1a mutation detected 

in patients with epilepsy was shown to result in epileptic seizure-like activity (Guo 

et al., 2020). 

RETREG1 (Reticulophagy Regulator 1, also known as FAM134B), encodes 

a Golgi protein responsible for apoptosis regulation (Khaminets et al., 2015). 

While its function in zebrafish is unknown (Subedi et al., 2021), it has been shown 

to be necessary for the survival of autonomic neurons in humans, with loss-of-

function mutations in this gene leading to autonomic dysfunction (Kurth et al., 

2009). 

SPTLC1 and SPTLC2 (Serine Palmitoyltransferase Long Chain Base 

Subunit 1 and 2, respectively) encode the long chain base subunit 1 and 2 of 

serine palmitoyltransferase, respectively. Serine palmitoyltransferase is the key 

enzyme in sphingolipid biosynthesis (Murphy et al., 2013). In humans, mutations 

in SPTLC1 lead to progressive degeneration of motor neurons, with symptoms 

including distal muscle wasting and weakness (Dawkins et al., 2001; Bejaoui et 

al., 2001), and mutations in SPTLC2 can lead to gait difficulties (Rotthier et al., 

2010), motor weakness, muscle atrophy and slow motor conduction velocities 

(Murphy et al., 2013; Suriyanarayanan et al., 2019). 

WNK1 (with-no-lysine protein kinase 1) is a ubiquitous serine-threonine 

kinase. It has been shown to be essential for angiogenesis and heart 
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development in mice (Xie et al., 2009) and angiogenesis in zebrafish (Lai et al., 

2014). 

 

After applying the above criteria, four genes remained: NGF, NTRK1, 

PRDM12 and ZFHX2. From these, NGF, NTRK1, and PRDM12 seemed 

particularly promising, due to the role of the NGF/TRKA pathway in the 

specification of nociceptors (see Chapter 1 – Introduction). NGF (Nerve Growth 

Factor) is a member of the family of neurotrophins, structurally related proteins 

required for the development and function of the vertebrate nervous system, 

particularly sensory neuron specification (Fitzgerald, 2005). Closely-related 

members of this family include BDNF (Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor), NT-3 

(Neurotrophin-3) and NT-4/5 (Neurotrophin-4/5). Each neurotrophin preferentially 

binds to and activates one of the three tyrosine kinase receptors: NGF to TRKA 

(encoded by NTRK1; Kaplan et al., 1991); BDNF and NT-4/5 to TRKB (encoded 

by NTRK2; Klein et al., 1991, Klein et al., 1992); and NT-3 to TRKC (encoded by 

NTRK3; Lamballe et al., 1991). In humans, mutations in NGF, NTRK1 and 

PRDM12 (a transcription factor that regulates the expression of TRKA) have been 

shown to lead to developmental pain insensitivity disorders, namely Hereditary 

Sensory and Autonomic Neuropathy Types V, IV and VIII, respectively 

(Einarsdottir et al., 2004; Mardy et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2015; Cox et al., 2019). 

In mice, mutations in all three of these genes have also been found to lead to 

decreased sensitivity to noxious stimuli and loss of sensory neurons (Crowley et 

al.,1994; Smeyne et al., 1994; Desiderio et al., 2019; Landy et al., 2021). To 

confirm their suitability as targets for our study, sequence homology analysis was 

performed to determine the similarities between these genes in human, mouse 

and zebrafish. 

 

5.1.4 Sequence homology analysis confirms NGF, NTRK1 and 

PRDM12 as good candidate genes 

The amino acid sequences of the human (Homo sapiens) proteins encoded 

by NGF, NTRK1 (TRKA), and PRDM12 were compared to the mouse (Mus 

musculus) and zebrafish (Danio rerio) sequences. There are two zebrafish 
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orthologs of the human NGF gene, ngfa and ngfb. This is commonly seen across 

many zebrafish genes as a result of a teleost-specific whole-genome duplication 

event (Meyer and Schartl, 1999; Howe et al., 2013). Each of the amino acid 

sequences of interest was also compared to several known phylogenetically 

related proteins (Lanave et al., 2007; Hohenauer and Moore, 2012). This was to 

confirm that the sequences of the zebrafish orthologs of interest were more 

similar to those of the corresponding human protein than those of closely related 

proteins, which would further support their evolutionary proximity and 

conservation. To do that, the amino acid sequences were obtained using 

Ensembl (version 99; Cunningham et al., 2019) and UniProtKB (The UniProt 

Consortium, 2021) (Table 5.1). Identity matrices (Figure 5.2.A) and phylogenetic 

trees (Figure 5.2.B) were then obtained through the EMBL-EBI online 

ClustalOmega Multiple Sequence Alignment tool (Sievers et al., 2011; Madeira 

et al., 2019). As predicted, for every gene analysed, the human and mouse 

orthologs are evolutionarily closer to each other than to the zebrafish ortholog(s), 

as indicated by the phylogenetic trees (Figure 5.2.B). They also have higher 

identity scores (Figure 5.2.A), which measure the number of identical residues 

(“matches”) in relation to the length of the alignment. For instance, when 

compared to human NGF, mouse Ngf scores 85.06%, while the two zebrafish 

orthologs, ngfa and ngfb, score 49.77% and 50.79%, respectively. This was also 

true for NTRK1 (mouse TrkA score: 86.81%; zebrafish trkA score: 53.51%) and 

PRDM12 (mouse Prdm12 score: 98.63%; zebrafish prdm12b score: 84.59%). 

Importantly, the score of our zebrafish orthologs of interest, when compared to 

the corresponding human protein, was generally higher than when compared to 

other closely related proteins. For example, zebrafish ngfa scored 49.77% 

against human NGF, but only 35.60% against human BDNF and 38.83% against 

human NTF-3. This was also true for ngfb (score against human NGF: 50.79%; 

score against human BDNF: 35.26%; score against human NT-3: 41.36%), and 

prdm12b (PRDM12: 84.59%; PRDM14: 32.58%; PRDM6: 33.43%), but not for 

trkA (TRKA (NTRK1): 53.51%; TRKB (NTRK2): 50.19%; TRKC (NTRK3): 

53.56%). Most importantly, I also checked whether the specific amino acids that 

are mutated in the corresponding human pain disorders are conserved in 

zebrafish. This is because it is likely that those amino acids are key for the 

function of each protein, seeing as a single amino acid change can have such a 

dramatic phenotypic effect. To do this comparison, the amino acid sequences 
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were aligned using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990). I found that all those amino 

acids were conserved across the three species for all genes (Figure 5.2.C). This 

conservation again indicates that those amino acids are key for protein function 

and also provides support to the use of zebrafish as an animal model for 

nociception. 

Taken together, the expression pattern, known function and amino acid 

sequence conservation between human NGF, NTRK1 and PRDM12 and the 

zebrafish orthologs made these three genes attractive targets to mutate. 
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Figure 5.2: Sequence homology analysis confirms NGF, NTRK1 and
PRDM12 as good candidate genes. The amino acid sequences of the
human (Homo sapiens) proteins encoded by NGF, NTRK1 (TRKA), and
PRDM12 were compared to the mouse (Mus musculus) and zebrafish (Danio
rerio) sequences. Each sequence was also compared to phylogenetically
related proteins (BDNF, NTF-3, TRKB (encoded by NTRK2), TRKC (encoded
by NTRK3), PRDM6, PRDM8). A: Percent Identity Matrices created by
Clustal2.1. ID and name refer to the UniProtKB ID and name, respectively. B:
Phylogenetic trees created by Clustal2.1. C: Alignment of the amino acid
sequence of NGF (A), TRKA (B), and PRDM12 (C) in human (h), mouse (m)
and zebrafish (zf). The amino acids mutated in different human pain
disorders, shown in red, are conserved in the mouse and zebrafish orthologs.
Dashed lines represent omitted amino acids.
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5.1.5 Generation of transient F0 knockouts 

Since its first implementation, CRISPR-Cas9 has been extensively used to 

generate zebrafish mutant lines, often with the aim of gaining a mechanistic 

understanding into the role of genes known to be associated with various human 

disorders (Hwang et al., 2013; Thyme et al., 2019). However, traditional CRISPR-

Cas9 strategies require two generations of adult animals to generate 

homozygous mutants, which can take up to six months to achieve. This places 

time and ethical constraints on screens of several genes (Sorlien et al., 2018). 

Recently, Kroll et al. (2021) developed a method for reliably generating biallelic 

knockouts directly in the injected embryos, termed the F0 generation. Using a set 

of three synthetic gRNAs per gene, this protocol allows for the generation of 

biallelic F0 knockouts with fully penetrant phenotypes in >90% of injected 

animals, and can be adapted to generate biallelic mutations simultaneously in up 

to three genes per animal. 

 

In this chapter, I use CRISPR-Cas9 to generate F0 knockouts of NGF, 

NTRK1 and PRDM12 zebrafish orthologs (ngfb, ntrk1, prdm12b). These three 

genes are known to play a critical role in human pain, both physiologically and 

pathologically. My aim was to study their role in the sensitivity of zebrafish larvae 

to noxious heat. Single knockouts of ntrk1 or prdm12b lead to a subset of 

zebrafish larvae showing severe developmental defects which affect locomotion, 

but sensitivity to noxious heat is not abolished in these mutants. Single knockouts 

of ngfb lead to mutants with no obvious anatomical, developmental or locomotor 

defects. These fish show normal LL responses to stimulation with the infrared 

laser but nearly completely absent SL responses. These results open several 

promising avenues of future work and help establish the zebrafish as a model to 

study the genetics of nociception. 
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5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Using CRISPR-Cas9 to generate F0 knockouts of 

zebrafish orthologs of NGF, NTRK1 and PRDM12 

The experimental pipeline is shown in Figure 5.3. To generate F0 knockouts 

of ngfa, ngfb, ntrk1 and prdm12b, crRNA was designed to target three different 

loci in each gene (see Table 2.1 for the crRNA sequences – Chapter 2, Methods). 

As mentioned previously, there are two zebrafish orthologs of the human NGF 

gene (ngfa and ngfb); crRNA was designed separately for each ortholog. 

Embryos were then injected at single-cell stage and checked daily for viability 

between 1 and 4 days post-fertilisation (dpf). At 6-7 dpf, the phenotype of injected 

embryos was assessed, both anatomically and behaviourally (in free-swimming 

and/or infrared laser experiments). Finally, they were genotyped individually to 

confirm mutations were successful (only embryos with at least one successful 

mutant locus were included in the analysis). 

crRNA was designed as described in Chapter 2 (Methods). Three crRNAs 

were selected per target gene (Table 2.1). They were selected from IDT’s 

database of predesigned crRNAs based on on-target and off-target scores, and 

rank according to the web tool CHOPCHOP (v3; Labun et al., 2019; Labun et al., 

2016; Montague et al., 2014). Where possible, each target locus was on a distinct 

exon (while proceeding down the list from the best predicted crRNAs), as this 

might negate any potential compensatory mechanisms (such as skipping of the 

mutated exon), thus further decreasing the likelihood of production of a functional 

protein in the F0 knockouts (Anderson et al., 2017; Lalonde et al., 2017; Kroll et 

al., 2021). Moreover, previous studies where F0 knockouts are generated by 

simultaneously targeting multiple loci of the same gene have shown that this 

method sometimes leads to large deletions between two targeted sites (Wu et 

al., 2018; Kroll et al, 2021). As such, I typically targeted exon 1, with the second 

and third targets falling towards the middle and/or end of the gene. Finally, for 

ntrk1, exons 13 and 17 were selected since, in humans, exons 13 to 17 encode 

the tyrosine kinase domain of TRKA, which is phosphorylated in response to NGF 

and is critical for the intracellular signalling of the NGF/TRKA pathway (Mardy et 

al., 1999). 
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For each gene, the exons targeted by each crRNA are shown in Figure 

5.4.A. Two distinct exons were targeted when mutating prdm12b, and three 

distinct exons when mutating ntrk1. ngfa and ngfb are single-exon genes so all 

three guides targeted the same exon. For all genes (apart from ngfa), three 

crRNA per gene were initially designed and their ability to induce mutations was 

tested, before carrying out any further experiments, using headloop PCR (HL-

PCR) (Figure 5.4.B; Rand et al., 2005; Kroll et al., 2021). In WT or scrambled-

injected controls (S1, S2 and S3 in Figure 5.4.C), normal amplicon amplification, 

obtained using a pair of standard PCR primers (std in Figure 5.4.C) is suppressed 

when one of the primers is replaced with a primer containing a headloop tag, 

complementary to the target locus (HL in Figure 5.4.C). If the target locus is 

mutated, the tag is no longer complementary to it, and so normal amplicon 

amplification can occur (HL in sample N1 in Figure 5.4.C). If the mutation is not 

successful, amplicon amplification will be suppressed, like in WT fish, when one 

of the primers is replaced with a primer containing a headloop tag (HL in sample 

N2 in Figure 5.4.C). This preliminary testing was used to optimise the HL-PCR 

conditions for each headloop primer pair, which were later used when genotyping 

mutants. It also allowed me to select which crRNA were effective at generating 

mutations. 
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Figure 5.3: Pipeline of F0 knockout experiments. First, three crRNA per
gene are designed. Embryos are injected at single-cell stage and their
viability is monitored from 1 to 4 dpf. At 6 or 7 dpf, behavioural experiments
are carried out and embryos are examined for gross anatomical defects.
Then, gDNA is extracted and used for genotyping.
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Figure 5.4: Designing and testing crRNA for the generation of F0
knockouts. A: Schematic illustrating the exons targeted by each crRNA.
Orange rectangles represent exons. Each arrow represents one crRNA
(green: crRNA successfully generates mutations; blue: efficiency of crRNA
could not be confirmed; red: crRNA not successful at generating mutations).
For all genes, the reverse strand is shown. Not to scale. B: Principle of HL-
PCR. A headloop tag complementary to the target locus is added to one PCR
primer. During PCR, the first elongation incorporates the primer and its
overhang; the second elongation synthesises the headloop tag. (left) If the
template is wild-type, the complementary tag base-pairs with the target locus
and directs elongation (hatched sequence). The amplicon forms a hairpin
secondary structure, which prevents its subsequent use as template. (right) If
the targeted locus is mutated, the tag is no longer complementary to the
locus. The amplicon remains accessible as a template, leading to exponential
PCR amplification. Image retrieved from Kroll et al. (2022). C: Target locus D
of ntrk1 amplified with the standard (std) PCR primers or when one is
replaced by a headloop primer (HL). For each DNA sample, S represents
DNA extracted from a single scrambled-injected fish and N from a fish
injected with 3 guides targeting the ntrk1 gene. Orange arrowheads mark the
500 bp ladder (L) band. D: Target locus of ngfa amplified with std PCR
primers or when one is replaced by a HL primer. Three primer annealing
temperatures were tested: T1= 58°C; T2= 62°C; T3= 66°C. Image courtesy of
Ms Connie Whiting. E: 5’ to 3’ nucleotide sequence of part of the ngfa exon.
Highlighted nucleotides represent variants registered on ensemble.org, as of
April 2022. The nucleotides underlined and in bold indicate the sequence that
one of the failed headloop tags is complementary to. Dashed lines represent
omitted nucleotides.
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For ngfb and prdm12b, all three crRNA initially designed were successful at 

inducing mutations and were therefore used for the following experiments. For 

ntrk1, two of the three crRNA were successful at reliably inducing mutations (the 

third one only generated one mutant out of 45 injected fish); therefore, a fourth 

crRNA was designed with the aim of identifying a third working crRNA. Due to 

time constraints, I was unable to test the fourth crRNA in preliminary experiments 

and simply used it alongside the two whose efficiency had been confirmed for 

subsequent experiments. Indeed, Kroll et al., (2021) showed that using only two 

crRNA per gene can be sufficient to achieve a high rate of F0 biallelic knockouts 

(> 75%). 

For ngfa, I was also unable to carry out the preliminary testing, due to time 

constraints, and simply used the three crRNA initially designed in subsequent 

experiments. I found that one of the three crRNAs injected was not successful at 

generating mutations (zero mutants generated out of 14 injected fish). 

Unfortunately, I could not successfully use the HL-PCR method to genotype the 

other two targets on ngfa. This is because the headloop tag in both our forward 

and reverse headloop primers was unable to suppress DNA amplification in WT 

fish, even after extensive optimisation of various PCR parameters, largely carried 

out by Ms Connie Whiting (Figure 5.4.D). One possible explanation for this could 

be the presence of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the sequence the 

headloop tag would normally be complementary to. HL-PCR has been shown to 

be highly sensitive, detecting even 1-bp deletions in stable mutant lines (Kroll et 

al., 2021). This means that SNPs in WT fish could affect the ability of the headloop 

tag to suppress DNA amplification, preventing its use as a genotyping method for 

those specific target sites. Indeed, for the third crRNA targeting ngfa, subsequent 

analysis did reveal a record on Ensembl of a synonymous mutation located within 

the sequence the tag should be complementary to (Figure 5.4.E). 

 

5.2.2 F0 knockout of ntrk1 or prdm12b leads to reduced embryo 

viability and severe anatomical defects 

To assess whether mutating these genes affected embryo survival, embryo 

viability after injections was monitored from 1 to 4 dpf across three groups: 

“uninjected” (WT embryos from the same batch that did not receive any 
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injections), “scrambled” (embryos injected with ‘scrambled’ crRNA, as detailed in 

Chapter 2 - Methods), and “ntrk1-inj” or “prdm12b-inj” (embryos injected with 

crRNA targeting ntrk1 or prdm12b, respectively). The percentage of viable fish at 

4 dpf was lower in the ntrk1-inj and prdm12b-inj groups, compared to scrambled 

controls (Figures 5.5 A and C). The striking drop in viability from 3 to 4 dpf was 

due to some developmental defects only becoming apparent at that age – 

namely, the “curved spine” phenotype, which made up the majority of unviable 

embryos at 4 dpf in the ntrk1-inj and prdm12b-inj groups. This refers to fish whose 

spine was curved, either along the dorso-ventral axis or along the left-right axis, 

as well as those with abnormal (“spiral-like”) swimming. This phenotype was still 

observed at 7 dpf. As well as that, several fish showed defects in the inflation of 

their swim bladder at 7 dpf. Brightfield images of a subset of larvae from each 

group (“scrambled”, “ntrk1-inj” and “prdm12b-inj”) were taken. Then, each larva 

was euthanised and its gDNA was extracted for genotyping. As predicted, many 

of the fish with anatomical defects were mutants. A representative image of three 

“curved spine” ntrk1 F0 knockout fish is shown in Figure 5.5.B (under “ntrk1 F0 

knockout”), with the top and bottom images showing a spine bent along the left-

right, and the middle image showing a spine bent along the dorso-ventral axis. 

Additionally, ntrk1 and prdm12b F0 knockout fish often showed defects in the 

inflation of their swim bladder at 7 dpf, as indicated by the arrows in Figures 5.5.B 

and D. In ntrk1 mutants this was usually a deflated swim bladder, but some 

prdm12b mutants actually showed an overinflated swim bladder, as shown in the 

bottom panel of Figure 5.5.D (under “prdm12b F0 knockout”). In short, F0 

knockout of ntrk1 or prdm12b leads to reduced embryo viability and severe 

anatomical defects in some fish. 
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Figure 5.5: F0 knockouts of ntrk1 and prdm12b lead to reduced embryo
viability and severe anatomical defects. A and C show the percentage of
injected embryos that were viable on each day (Day 0: injection day). The
percentage of viable fish at 4 dpf was lower in the ‘ntrk1-inj’ and ‘prdm12b-inj’
groups, compared to scrambled controls. The striking drop in viability from 3
to 4 dpf was due to some developmental defects becoming apparent at that
age. B and D show representative brightfield images of scrambled controls
(B, D), ntrk1 mutants (B) or prdm12b mutants (D) at 7 dpf. Several ntrk1
mutants and prdm12b mutants show a bent spine and swim bladder inflation
defects (arrowhead). ‘Uninj.’: uninjected controls; ‘Scr.’: controls injected with
scrambled crRNA; ‘ntrk1-inj’: embryos injected with crRNA targeting ntrk1;
‘prdm12b-inj’: embryos injected with crRNA targeting prdm12b; ‘Scrambled-
injected’: controls injected with scrambled crRNA; ‘ntrk1 F0 knockout’:
confirmed ntrk1 F0 knockout; ‘prdm12b F0 knockout’: confirmed prdm12b F0
knockout.
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5.2.3 F0 knockout of ntrk1 or prdm12b leads to swimming 

defects in a subset of larvae, but sensitivity to noxious 

stimuli is not abolished 

To assess the effect of the observed anatomical defects on swimming 

behaviour, ntrk1 and prdm12b F0 knockout fish were allowed to freely explore an 

open arena for 20 minutes and their behaviour was analysed. Only genotyped 

fish with at least one confirmed successful mutation were included in the analysis. 

Regarding ntrk1 mutants, a mixed population was found. Some ntrk1 F0 

knockouts lacked obvious anatomical abnormalities and resembled scrambled-

injected fish in their swimming behaviour. They maintained their balance 

throughout the experiment (Figure 5.6.A, “Normal ntrk1 F0 knockout”, top panel) 

and explored the whole arena (Figure 5.6.A, “Normal ntrk1 F0 knockout”, bottom 

panel). I refer to these fish as “Normal ntrk1 F0 knockout”. Conversely, other ntrk1 

F0 knockout fish showed the “curved spine” phenotype and abnormal swimming 

behaviour (“Curved spine” ntrk1 F0 knockout). They could not maintain an upright 

position and often swam sideways (Figure 5.6.A, “Curved spine ntrk1 F0 

knockout”, top panel), which translated into decreased exploration of the arena 

(Figure 5.6.A, “Curved spine ntrk1 F0 knockout”, bottom panel). A mixed 

population of mutants was also observed for prdm12b F0 knockout fish (Figure 

5.6.B), with similar characteristics: prdm12b mutants lacking obvious anatomical 

abnormalities showed normal swimming (“Normal prdm12b F0 knockout”), while 

those with the “curved spine” phenotype (which was often coupled with swim 

bladder inflation defects) had abnormal swimming (“Curved spine” prdm12b F0 

knockout”). 
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Figure 5.6: F0 knockouts of ntrk1 (A) and prdm12b (B) lead to swimming
defects in a subset of larvae. Two populations of mutants emerge. Mutants
with no obvious anatomical deformities (“Normal” ntrk1 KO and “Normal”
prdm12b KO) resemble scrambled-injected fish in their swimming behaviour:
they maintain their balance throughout the experiment (top panel of each
figure) and explore the whole arena (bottom panel of each figure, which
shows the tracked positions of a single fish over the course of the
experiment). On the other hand, mutants with the anatomical defects
(“Curved spine” ntrk1 KO and “Curved spine” prdm12b KO) showed abnormal
swimming behaviour: they could not maintain an upright position (top panel of
each figure) which translated into decreased exploration of the arena (bottom
panel of each figure).
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Focusing on prdm12b F0 knockouts first, I then sought to quantify their 

locomotor activity in the free-swimming assay, to assess whether the apparently 

normal fish showed no defects in locomotion. This is because we rely on 

behavioural outputs (tail flick) as a readout for an animal’s ability to sense noxious 

stimuli, and so using fish with locomotion defects would be a confounding factor. 

I observed their phenotypes were actually very heterogeneous: 7/15 fish showed 

different combinations of the “curved spine” phenotype (abnormal swimming, 

bent spines, and overinflated or deflated swim bladders); 5/15 fish appeared 

visually normal but performed erratic swims when touched with a pipette tip prior 

to the infrared stimulation assay; only 3/15 fish looked completely normal. Given 

there were only very few normal fish, and that the phenotypes of abnormal fish 

were so variable, I was unable to quantify their locomotor activity and compare it 

to scrambled controls, as my numbers within each group would be too low. 

My ultimate goal was to determine whether mutations in prdm12b led to 

changes in sensitivity to noxious heat in our infrared laser assay. In mice, Prdm12 

conditional knockout from DRG neurons during embryogenesis causes defects 

in nociception, including to noxious heat, and defects in the proliferation of 

nociceptors (Landy et al., 2021). Unfortunately, as detailed above, the majority of 

prdm12b F0 knockouts (12/15 fish) did not appear normal and instead showed 

various anatomical defects. Since behavioural outputs are used as a readout for 

an animal’s ability to sense noxious stimuli, I would be unable to properly quantify 

and characterise the response of these mutants to the laser, or to draw any 

conclusions from that data regarding their ability to sense noxious heat. However, 

I sought to understand whether some response to the laser was still observed. 

Strikingly, despite their anatomical defects, “curved spine” prdm12b mutants still 

consistently showed tail-flick behaviours when stimulated with the infrared laser 

(Figure 5.7.A). This was seen across different infrared laser intensities and the 

three rounds of stimulation. The latencies of these tail flicks were largely 

incompatible with a SL response (Figure 5.7.B) but this cannot be interpreted due 

to the developmental defects of these fish. Further, as mentioned, I did identify a 

small subset of prdm12b F0 knockouts (3/15 fish) that lacked overt anatomical or 

swimming abnormalities. These fish were also tested on the infrared laser setup 

and were found to reliably respond to the stimulus (Figure 5.8). 
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Figure 5.7: prdm12b mutants with severe anatomical defects retain the
ability to sense heat. A: Representative motion traces of three different
“curved spine” prdm12b mutant fish across different rounds of the infrared
laser stimulation assay (round 1 is shown for fish 1; round 2 for fish 2; and
round 3 for fish 3). X axis shows time in ms and ranges from -500 ms (before
laser is switched on) to 2000 ms. B: Cumulative distribution of response
latencies to the infrared laser (n=21 trials). The x axis is shown on a
logarithmic scale.
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Figure 5.8: prdm12b mutants lacking anatomical defects retain the
ability to sense heat. A: Representative motion traces of three different
“normal” prdm12b mutant fish across different rounds of the infrared laser
stimulation assay (round 1 is shown for fish 1; round 2 for fish 2; and round 3
for fish 3). X axis shows time in ms and ranges from -500 ms (before laser is
switched on) to 2000 ms. B: Cumulative distribution of response latencies to
the infrared laser (n=9 trials). The x axis is shown on a logarithmic scale.
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Due to time constraints of the project and the small proportion of the mutant 

population they represented, I was unable to increase the sample size enough to 

be able to characterise their responses to the laser. Further studies on these 

prdm12b mutants are needed. 

I then focused on ntrk1 F0 knockouts. I sought to quantify the free-swimming 

behaviour of the population of “normal” ntrk1 F0 knockouts, to confirm whether 

the apparently normal fish showed no defects in locomotion. I also examined the 

free-swimming behaviour of fish showing the “curved spine” phenotype as 

positive control, to determine whether differences in anatomy translated into 

quantifiable differences in locomotion. As predicted, I found that ntrk1 F0 

knockouts with a “curved spine” swam significantly less over the course of the 

experiment than scrambled controls (Figure 5.9.A), as shown by the lower value 

of total distance covered (Figure 5.9.B; p=0.003). Additionally, they performed 

smaller bouts (Figure 5.9.C), both in terms of peak bout velocity (Figure 5.9.D; 

p=0.004) and average bout velocity (Figure 5.9.E, right; p=0.003). On the other 

hand, and most importantly, ntrk1 mutants without anatomical defects (“normal”, 

n=3) only showed a trend towards a decrease in total distance covered compared 

to scrambled controls (Figure 5.10.A), but this was not significant (Figure 5.10.B; 

p=0.210). Accordingly, no significant differences were detected with regards to 

bout size (Figure 5.10.C), both in terms of peak bout velocity (Figure 5.10.D; 

p=0.776) and average bout velocity (Figure 5.10.E; p=0.433). In short, there were 

two populations of ntrk1 F0 knockout fish: one with anatomical and locomotion 

defects (“curved spine”), and another that seemed normal, showed no obvious 

anatomical defects and displayed locomotor activity that was indistinguishable 

from controls. 
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Figure 5.9: ntrk1 F0 knockouts with severe anatomical defects show
swimming defects. A: Cumulative distance covered by “curved spine” ntrk1
mutants (‘ntrk1’, n=5), compared to scrambled-injected controls (‘Scr’, n=8).
B: The total distance covered over the course of the experiment is
significantly lower in “curved spine” ntrk1 mutants than scrambled-injected
controls (F=39, p=0.003 with a Mann-Whitney U test). C: Bout velocity of
“curved spine” ntrk1 mutants compared to scrambled-injected controls. D-E:
Peak bout velocity (D) and average bout velocity (E) of “curved spine” ntrk1
mutants are significantly lower than scrambled-injected controls (peak bout
velocity: F=3.55, p=0.005 with an Independent Samples t-Test; average bout
velocity: F=3.65, p=0.004 with an Independent Samples t-Test)
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ntrk1

ntrk1ntrk1

Figure 5.10: ntrk1 F0 knockouts without anatomical defects show
locomotor activity indistinguishable from controls. A: Cumulative
distance covered by “normal” ntrk1 mutants (‘ntrk1’, n=3), compared to
scrambled-injected controls (‘Scr’, n=8). B: There is a trend towards a lower
total distance covered by “normal” ntrk1 mutants, compared to scrambled-
injected controls, however this is not significant (F=1.35, p=0.210 with an
Independent Samples t-Test). C: Bout velocity of “normal” ntrk1 mutants
compared to scrambled-injected controls. D-E: No significant differences
could be detected on peak bout velocity (D) and average bout velocity (E)
when comparing “normal” ntrk1 mutants to scrambled-injected controls (peak
bout velocity: F=10, p=0.776 with a Mann-Whitney U test; average bout
velocity: F=0.82, p=0.433 with an Independent Samples t-Test).
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The second population of ntrk1 mutants was particularly promising, since 

the lack of obvious defects meant I could test those fish on the infrared laser 

setup to determine whether mutations in ntrk1 led to changes in sensitivity to 

noxious heat. As shown in Figure 5.11.A, ntrk1 mutants respond to a range of 

infrared laser intensities with both SL and LL responses. When compared to 

scrambled controls, no clear differences were observed in the LL response 

latency (Figure 5.11.B), LL response probability (Figure 5.11.C) or SL response 

probability (Figure 5.11.D). This was unexpected and contradicted what is seen 

in the mouse literature, where mice lacking Ntrk1 show loss of responses to 

noxious stimuli (Smeyne et al., 1994). Therefore, I then looked more closely at 

the various response kinematics (peak cumulative angle, curvature, motion and 

vigour), for both the LL (Figure 5.12) and SL (Figure 5.13) responses, with the 

aim of detecting more subtle changes in the response to the laser. I focused on 

the five or two highest intensities, as they more reliably induced LL or SL 

responses, respectively. Using a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, I was unable to 

detect any significant differences in the CDs of each of these kinematics when 

comparing scrambled controls to ntrk1 F0 knockouts. In short, in ntrk1 F0 

knockout fish that were otherwise normal, I was unable to detect any differences 

in their behavioural responses to noxious heat in the form of an infrared laser, 

compared to controls. 
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Figure 5.11: “Normal” ntrk1 F0 knockouts respond to a range of infrared
laser intensities with both SL and LL responses. A: Cumulative
distribution of response latencies of scrambled-injected controls (grey, n=39
trials) and ntrk1 (orange, n=24 trials) to the infrared laser. The x axis is shown
on a logarithmic scale. B-D: “Normal” ntrk1 F0 knockouts show LL response
latencies (B), LL response probabilities (C) and SL response probabilities (D)
that are indistinguishable from controls (scrambled: n=13 fish; ntrk1: n=8
fish). Error bars represent SEM.
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Figure 5.12: “Normal” ntrk1 F0 knockouts show LL responses which are
kinematically indistinguishable from those of scrambled controls.
Kernel density estimate plots of LL peak cumulative angle (A), peak curvature
(B), peak motion (C) and peak vigour (D) are shown for the five highest
infrared laser intensities (350 mA – 540 mA), for both ntrk1 mutants (orange,
n=24 trials) and scrambled-injected controls (grey, n=39 trials). A
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was unable to detect significant differences in the
distributions of controls and mutants. This was true for all kinematics and
laser intensities (peak cumulative angle: F=0.470, p=0.139 (350 mA);
F=0.208, p=0.867 (400 mA); F=0.346, p=0.144 (450 mA); F=0.216, p=0.602
(500 mA); F=0.349, p=0.105 (540 mA); peak curvature: F=0.479, p=0.115
(350 mA); F=0.25, p=0.684 (400 mA); F=0.337, p=0.166 (450 mA); F=0.296,
p=0.259 (500 mA); F=0.345, p=0.112 (540 mA); peak motion: F=0.222,
p=0.898 (350 mA), F=0.167, p=0.977 (400 mA); F= 0.346, p=0.144 (450 mA);
F=0.232, p=0.542 (500 mA); F=0.365, p=0.081 (540 mA); peak vigour:
F=0.385, p=0.325 (350 mA); F=0.25, p=0.684 (400 mA); F=0.197, p=0.757
(450 mA); F=0.280, p=0.288 (500 mA); F=0.198, p=0.690 (540 mA)).
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Figure 5.13: “Normal” ntrk1 F0 knockouts show SL responses which are
kinematically indistinguishable from those of scrambled controls.
Kernel density estimate plots of SL peak cumulative angle (A), peak
curvature (B), peak motion (C) and peak vigour (D) are shown for the two
highest infrared laser intensities (500 mA and 540 mA), for both ntrk1
mutants (orange, n=24 trials) and scrambled-injected controls (grey, n=39
trials). A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was unable to detect significant
differences in the distributions of controls and mutants. This was true for all
kinematics and laser intensities (peak cumulative angle: F=0.278, p=0.740
(500 mA); F=0.275, p=0.823 (540 mA); peak curvature: F=0.389, p=0.343
(500 mA); F=0.25, p=0.898 (540 mA); peak motion: F=0.3, p=0.637 (500
mA); F=0.325, p=0.602 (540 mA); peak vigour: F=0.189, p=0.975 (500 mA);
F=0.3, p=0.723 (540 mA)).
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The F0 method for the generation of mutants can lead to mosaicism in the 

mutations generated, both across the population of mutants and within each 

animal (Kroll et al., 2021). Indeed, we could already see that, across our mutants, 

some looked anatomically normal while others didn’t, potentially due to these 

differences. I hypothesised that mutants that appeared normal might have less 

severe mutations, which could perhaps explain why no changes in heat sensitivity 

were observed. Therefore, I then sought to test whether “curved spine” ntrk1 

mutants responded to noxious heat in the infrared laser setup. As explained 

previously, a detailed characterisation of any behaviours seen would not be 

possible due to the anatomical defects in these fish, but it might still be possible 

to understand whether noxious heat sensitivity is abolished in fish with potentially 

more disruptive mutations in the ntrk1 gene. Strikingly, “curved spine” ntrk1 F0 

knockouts still consistently showed tail-flick behaviours when stimulated with the 

infrared laser (Figure 5.14.A). This was seen across different infrared laser 

intensities and throughout the three rounds of stimulation. These tail-flicks appear 

smaller than those performed by “normal” ntrk1 mutants (Figure 5.14.B), and 

none of them occur in latencies compatible with a SL response (Figure 5.14.C) 

but, as mentioned, this cannot be interpreted due to their developmental defects. 

In short, ntrk1 F0 knockout fish with clear anatomical effects, suggesting the 

occurrence of severe mutations, retained the ability to respond to noxious heat. 

In conclusion, F0 knockout of ntrk1 or prdm12b leads to severe anatomical 

and swimming defects in a subset of larvae, but sensitivity to noxious stimuli is 

not abolished. Additionally, ntrk1 mutants without anatomical or swimming 

abnormalities show preserved responses to noxious heat, comparable to those 

of controls. 
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Figure 5.14: ntrk1 mutants with severe anatomical defects retain the
ability to sense heat. A and B: Representative motion traces of three
“curved spine” ntrk1 F0 knockout fish (fish 1, 2, and 3) across different
rounds of stimulation (A), and one “normal” ntrk1 F0 knockout fish (fish 4)
across one round of stimulation (B) (round 1 is shown for fish 1; round 2 for
fish 2; round 3 for fish 3; and round 3 for fish 4). X axis shows time in ms and
ranges from -500 ms (before laser is switched on) to 2000 ms. R1, R2 and
R3 represent rounds 1, 2 and 3, respectively. C: Cumulative distribution of
response latencies of “curved spine” ntrk1 F0 knockout fish to the infrared
laser (n=12 trials). The x axis is shown on a logarithmic scale.
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5.2.4 Single knockout of ngfb does not lead to reduced embryo 

viability or severe anatomical defects 

In zebrafish, there are two orthologs of the human NGF gene, ngfa and ngfb. 

This is seen across many zebrafish genes as a result of a teleost-specific whole 

genome duplication event (Meyer and Schartl, 1999; Howe et al., 2013). In the 

early stages of development, ngfb is expressed in the TG and in the brain; it is 

also widely expressed across the brain and spinal cord of adult zebrafish (Nittoli 

et al., 2018; Cacialli et al., 2019; Hui et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018). To the best of 

my knowledge, no studies have reported the expression pattern of ngfa. 

However, some studies have indirectly pointed towards a possible role of ngfa in 

sensory neuron development in zebrafish. For instance, Wu et al. (2019) showed 

that zebrafish embryos treated with Aflatoxin B1 display aberrant morphology of 

TG neurons and significantly down-regulated the expression of ngfa, amongst 

other genes. Therefore, I first targeted ngfa and ngfb simultaneously with the aim 

of generating double knockouts (where ngf function was completely abolished), 

and then targeted each ortholog separately to disentangle the role of each 

ortholog. Embryo viability was monitored from 1 to 4 dpf across the different 

groups: “uninjected” (WT embryos from the same batch that did not receive any 

injections), “scrambled” (embryos injected with ‘scrambled’ crRNA); and “ngfa/b-

inj”, “ngfa-inj” and “ngfb-inj” (embryos injected with crRNA targeting both ngfa and 

ngfb, only ngfa, or only ngfb, respectively). In the “ngfa/b-inj” group, similar results 

were observed as to those seen after targeting ntrk1 or prdm12b: the percentage 

of viable fish at 4 dpf was lower in “ngfa/b-inj” fish, compared to scrambled 

controls (Figure 5.15.A), and the “curved spine” phenotype, underlying the drop 

in viability from 3 to 4 dpf, was also present. On the other hand, viability in both 

the “ngfa-inj” group and the “ngfb-inj” group was slightly lower than in “scrambled” 

fish, but this difference was not as noticeable as when both orthologs were 

targeted simultaneously, and neither was the drop in viability between 3 and 4 

dpf (Figures 5.15.C and E). 

Brightfield images of a representative subset of larvae from each group 

(“scrambled”, “ngfa/b-inj”, “ngfa-inj” and “ngfb-inj”) were taken. Then, each larva 

was euthanised and its gDNA was extracted for genotyping. Since I was unable 

to use the HL-PCR method to test the efficiency of crRNA targeting ngfa, I could 

not genotype fish in the “ngfa/b-inj” and “ngfa-inj” groups. Consequently, we 
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cannot be sure about whether individual fish have been mutated. However, I 

successfully genotyped fish in the “ngfb-inj” group and found that most ngfb F0 

knockout fish looked normal (Figure 5.15.F). Conversely, most fish in the “ngfa/b-

inj” group showed anatomical defects at 7 dpf, particularly the “curved spine” 

phenotype and deflated swim bladders, and these defects often appeared more 

severe than in ntrk1 or prdm12b mutants (Figure 5.15.B). This strongly suggests 

that, on a population level, at least one of the crRNA targeting ngfa was often 

successful at inducing mutations: in ngfb F0 knockout fish, the presence of a 

functional ngfa would compensate for the loss of ngfb, leading to fish with no 

defects (Figure 5.15.F); in “ngfa-inj fish, the presence of a functional ngfb would 

compensate for the loss of ngfa, leading to fish with no defects (Figure 5.15.D); 

in “ngfa/b-inj” fish, the loss of both genes would lead to the observed anatomical 

defects (Figure 5.15.B). Indeed, Kroll et al. (2021) showed that using only two 

gRNA is sufficient to achieve a high rate of F0 biallelic knockouts (> 75% per 

gene). 

However, since I was not able to genotype individual “ngfa-inj” or “ngfa/b-

inj” fish, I was unable to analyse the behavioural experiments carried out on these 

fish. Instead, I focused on the ngfb F0 knockout fish. In the future, using 

alternative genotyping techniques, such as Sanger sequencing or MiSeq, would 

allow me to genotype “ngfa-inj” and “ngfa/b-inj” fish and pursue the behavioural 

experiments on confirmed mutants with those genotypes. Both Sanger 

sequencing and MiSeq have been successfully used by Kroll et al. (2021) to 

genotype F0 embryos following CRISPR-Cas9. 

In short, F0 knockouts of ngfb do not show reduced embryo viability or 

severe anatomical defects, but embryos injected with gRNA targeting both ngf 

orthologs do. 
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Figure 5.15: Viability of embryos injected with crRNA targeting ngfa,
ngfb or both ngfa and ngfb. A, C, and E show the percentage of injected
embryos that were viable on each day (Day 0: injection day). Compared to
scrambled-injected controls, the percentage of viable fish at 4 dpf was lower
in the ngfa/b-inj group (A), but not in the ngfa-inj (C) or ngfb-inj groups (E).
The striking drop in viability from 3 to 4 dpf in the ngfa/b-inj group was due to
some developmental defects becoming apparent at that age. B, D, and F
show representative brightfield images of scrambled controls (B, D, F), ngfb
mutants (F), or fish injected with crRNA targeting ngfa (D), or both ngfa and
ngfb (B). Several embryos injected with crRNA targeting both ngfa and ngfb
showed a bent spine and swim bladder inflation defects (arrowhead). This
was rarely seen in ngfb mutants or fish injected with crRNA targeting only
ngfa. ‘Uninj.’: uninjected controls; ‘Scr.’ and ‘Scrambled-injected’: controls
injected with scrambled crRNA; ‘ngfa/b-inj’: embryos injected with crRNA
targeting both ngfa and ngfb; ‘ngfa-inj’: embryos injected with crRNA targeting
ngfa; ‘ngfb-inj’: embryos injected with crRNA targeting ngfb; ‘ngfb F0
knockout’: confirmed ngfb F0 knockout.
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5.2.5 ngfb F0 knockouts show normal swimming behaviours 

and normal LL responses to the laser but almost 

completely abolished SL responses 

While ngfb F0 mutants showed no obvious anatomical defects, I first looked 

to confirm that their basal levels of locomotor activity were also unaffected before 

performing the infrared laser experiments. To do that, ngfb mutant fish (n=6 fish) 

and scrambled-injected controls (n=8 fish) were allowed to freely explore an open 

arena, as described previously. As predicted from their normal anatomy, ngfb F0 

knockout fish resembled scrambled-injected fish in their swimming behaviour: 

they maintained their balance throughout the experiment (Figure 5.16.A, top 

panel) and explored the whole arena (Figure 5.16.A, bottom panel). Quantifying 

this behaviour across the whole population, I was unable to detect any significant 

differences between ngfb mutants and scrambled controls regarding total 

distance covered (Figures 5.16.B and C; p=0.711), or bout size (Figure 5.16.D), 

both in terms of peak bout velocity (Figure 5.16.E; p=0.460) and average bout 

velocity (Figure 5.16.F; p=0.833). This suggests that the locomotor activity of ngfb 

mutants is not deeply affected by the mutations. 

Encouraged by these results, I proceeded to test these fish on the infrared 

laser setup to assess whether noxious heat sensitivity was altered in ngfb F0 

knockouts. ngfb mutants (n=21 fish) show LL responses across all intensities 

tested (Figure 5.17.A), with response probabilities similar to those of scrambled 

controls (n=29 fish) (Figure 5.17.C). At the highest laser intensity there seemed 

to be a trend towards higher LL response probabilities in ngfb mutants, however 

this was not statistically significant (Figure 5.17.C; F=218.5; p=0.078 with a 

Mann–Whitney U test). This preserved response to the infrared laser in the ngfb 

mutants was not unexpected, since the presence of a functional ngfa in these fish 

could be compensating for the loss of ngfb. Moreover, these results would be in 

accordance with what I observed for the “normal” ntrk1 F0 knockout fish, where 

no effect on LL response probability was seen (ntrk1 encodes trka, the receptor 

that ngfb primarily binds to). Strikingly, however, the SL response was nearly 

completely abolished in ngfb mutants, with a Mann–Whitney U test revealing a 

statistically significant decrease in the SL response probability in ngfb mutants at 

the highest intensity, compared to controls (Figure 5.17.D; F= 394; p=0.016).  
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Figure 5.16: ngfb F0 knockouts show locomotor activity
indistinguishable form controls. A: Mutants show no obvious anatomical
deformities and resemble scrambled-injected fish in their swimming
behaviour: they maintain their balance throughout the experiment (top panel)
and explore the whole arena (bottom panel, which shows the tracked
positions of the fish in the corresponding top panel over the course of the
experiment). B: Cumulative distance covered by ngfb mutants (‘ngfb’, n=6),
compared to scrambled-injected controls (‘Scr’, n=8). C: No significant
differences could be detected between the total distance covered by ngfb
mutants and controls (F=0.380, p=0.711 with an Independent Samples t-
Test). D: Bout velocity of ngfb mutants compared to scrambled-injected
controls. E-F: No significant differences were detected on peak bout velocity
(E) and average bout velocity (F) when comparing ngfb mutants to
scrambled-injected controls (peak bout velocity: F=-0.762, p=0.460; average
bout velocity: F=-0.216, p=0.833, both with an Independent Samples t-Test).
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Figure 5.17: ngfb F0 knockouts respond to a range of infrared laser
intensities with LL responses but largely lack SL responses. A:
Cumulative distribution of response latencies of scrambled-injected controls
(grey, n=87 trials) and ngfb (orange, n=63 trials) to the infrared laser. The x
axis is shown on a logarithmic scale. B-D: ngfb mutants show LL response
latencies (B) and LL response probabilities that are indistinguishable from
controls but show significantly decreased SL response probabilities (e.g., at
540 mA: F=394, p=0.016 with a Mann-Whitney U test, as indicated by the
asterisk) (scrambled: n=29 fish; ngfb: n=21 fish). Error bars represent SEM.

*
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This nearly complete absence of a SL response suggested possible defects 

in heat sensation, which was unexpected given the normal LL response 

probability and latencies I observed in the mutants. As such, I first sought to 

determine whether there were more subtle defects in the LL response to heat. To 

do that, I compared the various LL response kinematics (peak cumulative angle, 

curvature, motion and vigour) in scrambled and ngfb mutants (Figure 5.18). Using 

a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, I was unable to detect any significant differences in 

the CDs of each of these kinematics, suggesting the LL response is preserved in 

mutants. Looking more closely into the SL responses of individual fish, I found 

that while the population of scrambled fish showed a mix of SL response 

probabilities at 540 mA, with fish responding in 0/3, 1/3, 2/3 or 3/3 trials, the 

population of ngfb mutants actually contained a single responding fish at 540 mA, 

with all other 20 fish showing 0/3 SL responses (Figure 5.19.A). Interestingly, this 

fish actually drove the majority of the SL responses seen across all laser 

intensities: it responded reliably across multiple intensities and across all three 

rounds of stimulation (Figure 5.19.C), showing a SL response in a total of 8/18 

trials (SL response probability = 0.44; Figure 5.19.B, right, Fish number 21). Apart 

from this fish, only two other ngfb mutants showed at least one SL response 

across the whole experiment (three rounds of six intensities), with one of them 

responding in 1/18 trials (SL response probability = 0.06) and the other in 2/18 

trials (SL response probability = 0.11). The F0 method for the generation of 

mutants can lead to mosaicism in the mutations generated, both across the 

population of mutants and within each animal (Kroll et al., 2021). As such, it is 

possible that there was a mix between WT ngfb and mutated ngfb within the 

strongly responding fish shown in Figure 5.19.C: enough WT ngfb for the 

production of functional ngfb, but also enough mutated ngfb for the HL primers to 

fail to suppress DNA amplification (Figure 5.4.B), which would lead to a “mutant” 

outcome on the HL-PCR. 

In short, ngfb F0 knockouts show LL responses to the laser that are 

indistinguishable from controls, but almost completely abolished SL responses. 

This was unexpected and suggested a specific impairment in the circuitry driving 

the SL response. Further experiments were carried out to address this, as 

detailed below. 
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Figure 5.18: ngfb F0 knockouts show LL responses which are
kinematically indistinguishable from those of scrambled controls.
Kernel density estimate plots of LL peak cumulative angle (A), peak curvature
(B), peak motion (C) and peak vigour (D) are shown for both ngfb mutants
(orange, n=63 trials) and scrambled-injected controls (grey, n=87 trials). A
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was unable to detect significant differences in the
distributions of controls and mutants. This was true for all kinematics and
laser intensities (peak cumulative angle: F=0.436, p= 0.336 (300 mA);
F=0.399, p=0.062 (350 mA); F=0.204, p=0.571 (400 mA); F=0.274, p=0.105
(450 mA); F=0.160, p=0.688 (500 mA); F=0.225, p=0.168 (540 mA); peak
curvature: F=0.385, p=0.438 (300 mA); F=0.343, p=0.151 (350 mA);
F=0.246, p=0.344 (400 mA); F=0.233, p=0.234 (450 mA); F=0.158, p=0.699
(500 mA); F=0.247, p=0.103 (540 mA); peak motion: F=0.295, p=0.765 (300
mA); F=0.222, p=0.624 (350 mA); F=0.111, p=0.985 (400 mA); F=0.277,
p=0.099 (450 mA); F=0.168, p=0.627 (500 mA); F=0.103, p=0.941 (540 mA);
peak vigour: F=0.231, p=0.931 (300 mA); F=0.298, p=0.279 (350 mA);
F=0.236, p=0.393 (400 mA); F=0.179, p=0.536 (450 mA); F=0.090, p=0.995
(500 mA); F=0.208, p=0.245 (540 mA)).
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Figure 5.19: The SL response is completely abolished in most ngfb F0
knockouts. A: In scrambled-injected fish, at 540 mA, there was a mixed
population within the responding fish, and 13/29 fish (SL response probability
= 0.45) responded in at least one trial. Conversely, only 1/21 ngfb mutant fish
(SL response probability = 0.05) showed at least one SL response. B: The
only ngfb mutant that showed SL responses at 540 mA responded reliably
across several laser intensities and all three rounds of stimulation, with an
overall response rate of 0.44 (over three rounds of six intensities). C:
Representative motion traces of the responsive ngfb mutant shown in A
across rounds 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right). The red arrow indicates when
the laser was switched on (t=0). A SL response is seen in all three rounds,
across many intensities (purple arrows).
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5.2.6 ngfb F0 knockouts can perform fast escape responses 

and visually-mediated escape responses 

As detailed in Chapter 4, zebrafish larvae can perform very fast escape 

responses when exposed to acoustic/vibrational stimuli, with latencies of only a 

few tens of milliseconds. To understand if the absence of a SL response to the 

laser was due to an overall impairment in their ability to perform fast escapes, 

ngfb mutants were exposed to a ‘tap’ vibration assay. Here, a tap is delivered 

every 15 s to the bottom of the petri dish where larvae are freely swimming. Fish 

are tracked online (Figure 5.20.A) and the properties of their escape responses 

are measured. ngfb mutants were capable of executing fast escape responses 

with comparable probability to scrambled controls (Figure 5.20.B; p=0.277). 

Importantly, these responses were very fast, with latencies typically below 25 ms 

and comparable to those of controls (Figure 5.20.C; p=0.916), and angular 

velocities that were not significantly different to those displayed by scrambled-

injected fish (Figure 5.20.D; p=0.279). This suggests ngfb mutants do not have 

an overall impairment in their ability to perform fast escapes. 
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Figure 5.20: ngfb F0 knockouts retain the ability to perform fast escape
responses. ngfb mutants (n=4 fish) and scrambled controls (n=3 fish)
underwent a ‘tap’ vibration assay. Here, a tap is delivered every 15 s to the
bottom of the petri dish where larvae are freely swimming. Fish are tracked
online, and the properties of their escape responses are measured. A:
Tracked positions of representative fish over the course of the experiment.
Green traces indicate successful tracking. Grey traces indicate failures in
tracking, which occur when fish approach the edge of the dish. During frames
where tracking fails, no behavioural data is recorded. For a fish to be included
in the analysis, escape data from at least ten ‘taps’ must have been
successfully recorded (Fish 1, 3, and 4). Otherwise, fish are discarded (Fish
2). Scr: scrambled-injected; ngfb KO: ngfb F0 knockout. B: ngfb mutants
executed fast escape responses with comparable probability to scrambled
controls (F=-1.219, p=0.277 with an Independent Samples t-Test). C: The
responses performed by ngfb mutants were fast, with latencies typically
around 25 ms, which were also comparable to those of controls (F=0.110,
p=0.916 with an Independent Samples t-Test). ‘Overest. resp. latency’:
Overestimated response latency. In this setup, to calculate response
latencies, an LED is placed adjacent to the petri dish (within the camera field
of view) and is triggered at the same time as the solenoid tapper. The
response latency is calculated in relation to the LED being switched on (t=0).
Because the LED is switched on almost instantaneously but there is a slight
delay between the tapper being triggered and the tap being delivered to the
bottom of the petri dish, escape latencies calculated in relation to the LED
being switched on are overestimated. D: Angular velocities of ngfb mutants
were not significantly different to those displayed by scrambled-injected fish
(F=1.213, p=0.279 with an Independent Samples t-Test).
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Alternatively, there was a possibility that the SL response was absent in 

ngfb knockouts due to visual deficits present in these mutants. Indeed, ngfb is 

expressed early in development in visual areas such as the optic tectum (Nittoli 

et al., 2018) (although no expression could be found in the adult – Cacialli et al. 

(2019)), and, as detailed in Chapter 4, my control experiments using blind fish did 

not allow me to conclusively rule out a visual component partly or fully underlying 

the SL response to the laser. Therefore, my next aim was to assess whether ngfb 

mutants could execute escape responses to visual stimuli. To do that, freely 

swimming larvae were exposed to a series of looming stimuli and their escape 

response rate was measured. Firstly, it was important to distinguish fast escape 

responses from spontaneous bouts that simply happened to fall within 1 second 

of the presentation of a looming stimulus. This was necessary because larvae 

exhibited a high basal rate of swimming. Indeed, when looking at a 1 s window 

30 seconds before stimulus presentation, both scrambled and ngfb mutants 

showed a high “response” rate (Figure 5.21.A, “unfilt.”). Therefore, a filter was 

applied such that only responses with a high peak velocity were considered 

escape responses (see Chapter 2 – Methods). When this filter was applied to the 

1 s window 30 seconds before stimulus presentation, virtually no “responses” 

were detected (Figure 5.21.A, “filt.”), but responses were still recorded when 

looking at a 1 s window after stimulus presentation (Figure 5.21.A, “loom”). These 

were therefore considered visually-evoked escape responses. ngfb mutants were 

found to reliably perform escape responses to the looming stimuli, with response 

probabilities (Figure 5.21.B; p=0.362) and latencies (Figures 5.21.C and D; 

p=0.263) that were similar to those of scrambled-injected controls. This strongly 

suggests ngfb mutants can perform escape responses to visual stimuli. 

Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the latencies of these responses were 

greater than those of SL responses (> 200 ms vs ~ 25 ms), both in scrambled 

controls and ngfb mutants. As such, escape responses to these looming stimuli 

are not directly comparable to SL responses to the laser. It would be theoretically 

possible for different pathways to mediate each of them. This will be further 

discussed below. This data nevertheless indicates that ngfb mutants have 

preserved escape responses to visual stimuli. 

Taken together, these results suggest that ngfb mutants can perform fast 

escape responses, with latencies compatible with those of SL responses, as well 

as visually-mediated escape responses.  
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Figure 5.21: ngfb F0 knockouts retain the ability to perform escape
responses to visual stimuli. Free-swimming larvae were exposed to a
series of looming stimuli and their escape response rate and latency were
measured. A: Looking at a 1 s window 30 seconds before stimulus
presentation, both scrambled controls (n=8) and ngfb mutants (n=6) showed
a high “response” rate (“Unfilt.” – unfiltered, that is, before a filter was
applied). Therefore, a filter was applied such that only responses with a high
peak velocity were considered escape responses. When this filter was
applied to the same 1 s window 30 seconds before stimulus presentation,
virtually no “responses” were detected (“Filt.” – filtered, that is, after a filter
based on peak velocity was applied), but responses were recorded when
looking at a 1 s window after stimulus presentation (“Loom”). These were
therefore considered visually-evoked escape responses. B-D: ngfb mutants
reliably performed escape responses to the looming stimuli, with response
probabilities (B) and latencies (C and D) that were indistinguishable from
those of scrambled-injected controls (escape probability: F=-0.947, p=0.362;
escape latency: F=1.175, p=0.263 both with an Independent Samples t-Test).
A histogram of the distribution of response latencies of scrambled controls
(grey) and ngfb mutants (orange) is shown in C.
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5.3 Discussion 

In this chapter, I generated F0 knockouts of ngfb, ntrk1 and prdm12b, the 

zebrafish orthologs of NGF, NTRK1 and PRDM12. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the first time ntrk1 and ngfb have been mutated in zebrafish. F0 knockout 

of ntrk1 or prdm12b leads to severe anatomical defects in a subset of larvae, 

particularly a curved spine and/or lack of inflation of the swim bladder at 6-7 dpf, 

which affect their swimming. Nevertheless, these fish retain the ability to respond 

to infrared laser stimulation with tail-flick behaviours. On the other hand, F0 

knockouts of ngfb lead to mutants with no obvious anatomical or locomotor 

defects. These fish show normal LL responses to stimulation with the infrared 

laser but SL responses are almost completely abolished. 

 

5.3.1 Generation of F0 knockouts 

To generate F0 knockouts, I used a recently developed method in which the 

injection of three synthetic crRNAs per gene allows for the generation of biallelic 

knockouts with fully penetrant phenotypes in >90% of injected animals (Kroll et 

al., 2021). I then used HL-PCR to test their ability to induce mutations (Figure 

5.4.B; Rand et al., 2005; Kroll et al., 2021). For ngfb and prdm12b, all three crRNA 

initially designed were successful at inducing mutations; for ntrk1, two of the three 

crRNA were successful at reliably inducing mutations, and a fourth crRNA was 

designed with the aim of identifying a third working crRNA. 

Regarding ngfa, I found that one of the three crRNAs injected was not 

successful at generating mutations. This could potentially be due to 

undocumented single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) affecting the ability of 

the crRNA to recognise our DNA target sequence of interest. As for the other two 

crRNAs targeting ngfa, I was unable to use HL-PCR to determine their efficiency, 

since the headloop tag in my primers was not able to suppress DNA amplification 

in WT fish. ngfa is a short, single exon gene, meaning that all the crRNA target 

sequences within only a few dozen base pairs of each other. Therefore, one 

possible explanation for this could be that the mutations generated by the other 

gRNA disrupted the sequence that the headloop tag would normally be 

complementary to. Another possible explanation could be the presence of SNPs 
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in the sequence the headloop tag would normally be complementary to. HL-PCR 

has been shown to be highly sensitive, detecting even 1-bp deletions in stable 

mutant lines (Kroll et al., 2021). This means that SNPs in WT fish could affect the 

ability of the headloop tag to suppress DNA amplification, preventing its use as a 

genotyping method for those specific target sites. Indeed, for the third crRNA 

targeting ngfa, subsequent analysis did reveal a record on Ensembl of a 

synonymous mutation located within the sequence the tag should be 

complementary to (Figure 5.4.E). On the other hand, no SNPs were reported for 

the sequence relating to the second crRNA targeting ngfa, but as described 

previously, there could be undocumented SNPs in that area. Going forward, a 

possible solution would be to sequence the parents used to generate the embryos 

prior to designing the crRNA and HL-PCR primers. This is more time-consuming 

but would ensure there were no SNPs in my sequences of interest. 

Nevertheless, the survival and anatomical results observed across ngfa-

injected fish, ngfa/b-injected fish, and ngfb mutants suggest that at least one of 

the crRNA targeting ngfa was successful at inducing mutations. In fact, while 

most successful ngfb F0 knockouts looked normal (Figure 5.15.F), most fish 

injected with gRNA targeting simultaneously ngfa and ngfb showed severe 

anatomical defects at 7 dpf (Figure 5.15.B), alike those observed in ntrk1 or 

prdm12b mutants. This strongly suggests that, on a population level, at least one 

of the crRNA targeting ngfa was successful at inducing mutations: in ngfb F0 

knockout fish, the presence of a functional ngfa would compensate for the loss of 

ngfb, and vice-versa, resulting in largely normal fish; conversely, in fish where 

both isoforms are targeted, the loss of both genes leads to the observed 

anatomical defects. Indeed, the chances of designing three crRNA that are not 

effective are low, and injecting even just two functional crRNA already leads to a 

high mutation probability (Kroll et al., 2021). In the future, it would be interesting 

to explore the effect of a loss of ngfa on noxious heat sensation. Based on the 

HL-PCR technical difficulties described above, alternative genotyping techniques 

should be used for this gene, such as Sanger sequencing or MiSeq. Both have 

been successfully used by Kroll et al. (2021) to genotype F0 embryos following 

CRISPR-Cas9. 
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5.3.2 prdm12b F0 knockouts and ntrk1 F0 knockouts display a 

similar phenotype 

PRDM12 mutants 

PRDM12 mutations in mammals. In mammals, PRDM12 encodes a 

transcription factor which regulates the expression of TRKA (encoded by 

NTRK1), the receptor that NGF preferentially binds to (Kaplan et al., 1991; Klein 

et al., 1991; Marmigère and Ernfors, 2007). In humans, PRDM12 is expressed 

exclusively in the peripheral nervous system, and mutations in PRDM12 have 

been shown to lead to HSAN8 (Chen et al., 2015). In rodents, Prdm12 can also 

be found in some brain areas and is necessary for the development of nociceptive 

neurons by regulating the expression of TrkA, with loss of Prdm12 during 

development causing defects in pain sensation (Kinameri et al., 2008; Desiderio 

et al., 2019; Landy et al., 2021; Imhof et al., 2020). 

Effect of zebrafish prdm12b mutations on survival. In zebrafish, prdm12b 

expression is restricted to the hindbrain and spinal cord at 36 hpf (hours post-

fertilisation) and 50 hpf. However, its expression in earlier stages is more 

widespread, including the forebrain (both telencephalon and diencephalon) at 24 

hpf (Zannino et al., 2014). This could suggest a broader role of prdm12b in 

zebrafish. However, contrary to what is seen in mice, where animals in which 

Prdm12 is constitutively knocked out die within a few hours from birth (Desiderio 

et al., 2019; Landy et al., 2021), I found prdm12b F0 knockouts to survive until at 

least 6-7 dpf, some of which without clear developmental abnormalities. This is 

consistent with what was previously reported in the zebrafish literature: studies 

using antisense morpholino oligonucleotides to knock down the expression of 

prdm12b, as well as those using CRISPR-Cas9 to generate germline mutants for 

prdm12b, found larvae to survive until at least 4 dpf (Zannino et al., 2014; Yildiz 

et al., 2019). Nevertheless, prdm12b homozygous mutants do not survive until 

adulthood and normally die by juvenile stages (~21 dpf) (Yildiz et al., 2019). 

Effect of zebrafish prdm12b mutations on anatomy, neuroanatomy and 

behaviour. The majority of prdm12b F0 knockouts showed various anatomical 

defects, such as the “curved spine” phenotype (which includes defects in swim 

bladder inflation and/or a bent spine) and abnormal swimming. Surprisingly, 

neither Zannino et al. (2014) nor Yildiz et al. (2019) reported anatomical defects 
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resembling those. Indeed, Yildiz et al. (2019) were unable to detect any defects 

in the structure of tail/trunk musculature of prdm12b mutants, and Zannino et al. 

(2014) mainly reported mild differences in the number of abducens neurons, the 

migration of facial neurons and the number of oligodendrocyte precursor cells 

(the latter only in the very early stages of development) in prdm12b morphants. 

This could perhaps be explained by the fact that these defects become more 

apparent from 6-7 dpf, and these studies largely focused on younger larvae. 

Interestingly, however, both Zannino et al. (2014) and Yildiz et al. (2019) found 

mutations in prdm12b to lead to a loss of V1 interneurons in the hindbrain and 

spinal cord, and subsequent disruption of the stereotyped touch-evoked C-bend 

escape response, with M-cells remaining unaffected. This raises interesting 

questions about the circuitry underlying motor responses to somatosensory 

stimuli in zebrafish larvae. Importantly, the “curved spine” prdm12b mutants 

generated in the present study consistently showed tail-flick behaviours when 

stimulated with the infrared laser (Figure 5.7.A), which suggests that mutations in 

prdm12b do not lead to a complete loss of noxious heat sensing. Moreover, a 

small subset of prdm12b F0 knockouts (3/15) lacked overt anatomical or 

swimming abnormalities. As such, future studies on healthy prdm12b F0 

knockouts could help elucidate the basis of these circuits underlying behavioural 

responses to noxious and (innocuous) sensory stimuli. For instance, it would be 

particularly interesting to assess whether healthy prdm12b F0 knockouts retain 

the ability to execute SL responses to noxious heat in the infrared laser assay.  

 

NTRK1 mutants 

NTRK1 mutations in mammals. In humans, various mutations in NTRK1 

have been shown to lead to congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis (CIPA), 

also known as HSAN4 (Indo et al., 1996; Mardy et al., 1999; Indo 2001). This 

phenotype is mostly replicated in rodents: mice lacking Ntrk1 show loss of 

responses to noxious stimuli and a complete loss of nociceptors in the DRG, as 

well as loss of sympathetic ganglia neurons and cholinergic neurons of the basal 

forebrain (Smeyne et al., 1994; Snider, 1994). Ntrk1 homozygous mutants 

survive longer than Prdm12 mutants, but also do not reach adulthood (Smeyne 

et al., 1994). In mice, Ntrk1 is expressed in the DRG and some sensory cranial 

ganglia, including the TG (Martin-Zanca et al., 1990).  
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ntrk1 expression in zebrafish. There are some key differences between 

neurotrophin receptors in zebrafish, compared to rodents. Firstly, while ntrk1 is 

expressed in RB neurons and TG in zebrafish larvae, expression in DRG neurons 

has not been detected (Gau et al., 2017; Pan et al., 2012; Hahn et al., 2020; 

Martin et al., 1995; Palanca et al., 2013). This provides further support to our 

targeting of the head (which is innervated by the TG) in our infrared laser 

experiments. Secondly, there are two zebrafish orthologs to each of the other two 

main TRK receptors found in mammals, TRKB and TRKC: ntrk2a and ntrk2b 

encode trkB1 and trkB2, and ntrk3a and ntrk3b encode trkC1 and trkC2, 

respectively (Martin et al., 1995). Of these, ntrk2a and ntrk3a seem to be the most 

relevant orthologs for our work, since they have been consistently found to be 

expressed in TG and RB neurons (Martin et al., 1995; Gau et al., 2017; Nittoli et 

al., 2018). ntrk2b has mainly been detected in the brain, with mutations in this 

gene affecting subsets of the dopaminergic and serotonergic neuronal 

populations that correlate with anxiety-like behaviours (Nittoli et al., 2018; Martin 

et al., 1995; Hahn et al., 2020; Sahu et al., 2019), and ntrk3b has been detected 

in the TG by some (Pan et al., 2012) but not others (Martin et al., 1995; Martin et 

al., 1998). 

However, the expression of these genes in different TG subpopulations 

does not resemble that of mouse sensory neurons. Broadly speaking, during 

mouse development, expression of TrkA specifies nociceptors, expression of 

TrkC and Runx3 (without TrkB) specifies proprioceptors, and expression of TrkB 

(or a few other factors) specifies mechanoreceptors (Fitzgerald 2005; Marmigère 

and Ernfors, 2007; Lallemend and Ernfors, 2012; for more detail, see Chapter 1 

– Introduction). In adult DRG, expression of Trpv1 and Trpa1 can only be found 

in nociceptors, which do not express TrkB or TrkC at any point in development 

(Usoskin et al., 2015). In zebrafish, on the other hand, trpa1b and trpv1 have both 

been found in a subset of trkC1+ TG neurons, and trpv1 has been found to co-

localise with trkB1 (Pan et al., 2012; Gau et al., 2017). Importantly for us, 

however, a subset of trpv1+ neurons (and a small subset of trpa1b+ neurons) in 

the zebrafish larvae TG has been found to also express trkA, replicating what is 

seen in peptidergic and non-peptidergic unmyelinated DRG neurons in adult mice 

(Gau et al., 2017; Usoskin et al., 2015). This suggests that, despite the other 

differences reported, mutating ntrk1 could potentially affect the development of 

trpv1+ neurons, which are known to play a role in heat sensation in zebrafish 
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(Gau et al., 2013), and therefore lead to changes in their response to the infrared 

laser. Indeed, the expression of ntrk1 and ntrk2a has recently been found to 

precede that of other ntrk genes in the zebrafish embryo (Hahn et al., 2020), 

suggesting they might be key developmental players. Alternatively, it would be 

possible for no differences in heat sensitivity to be detected, even if zebrafish trkA 

is involved in the differentiation and maintenance of the neurons where it is 

expressed. This is because, contrary to what is seen in mice, trpv1 is expressed 

in other, trkA-, subpopulations of zebrafish TG neurons, which could in principle 

remain unaffected in ntrk1 mutants (Gau et al., 2017). Indeed, the nociceptive 

system is particularly known for its redundancy, with mice retaining robust 

responses to somatosensory heat in the presence of only one of the three TRP 

channels involved in noxious heat sensation, Trpv1, Trpa1, and Trpm3 

(Vandewauw et al., 2018). Additionally, the F0 method for the generation of 

mutants can lead to mosaicism in the mutations generated, both across the 

population of mutants and within each animal (Kroll et al., 2021). 

Zebrafish ntrk1 F0 knockouts retain the ability to sense heat. In accordance 

with my second prediction, I was unable to detect any clear differences in the LL 

response latency (Figure 5.11.B), LL response probability (Figure 5.11.C) or SL 

response probability (Figure 5.11.D) of “normal” ntrk1 F0 mutants, compared to 

scrambled controls, in the infrared laser assay. There were also no significant 

differences in the other response kinematics analysed (peak cumulative angle, 

curvature, motion and vigour – Figure 5.12 and 5.13). Moreover, “curved spine” 

mutants still retained the ability to respond to heat. In the future, it would be 

interesting to explore whether any of these mutants show changes in the number 

of trpv1+ neurons, which could be addressed by performing in situ hybridisation. 

This could help elucidate the developmental pathways underlying the 

differentiation and specification of both trpv1+ neurons and other TG neuron 

subtypes in zebrafish. 

 

Developmental defects of ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants 

A subset of ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants show abnormal swimming. ntrk1 

and prdm12b F0 knockouts, as well as the ngfa/b-injected fish, often displayed 

abnormal (spiral) swimming. This could potentially result from the swim bladder 
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inflation deficits, the curved spines, and/or other factors. Indeed, dozens of genes 

have been reported to lead to various abnormal swimming patterns, when 

mutated (Granato et al., 1996). 

Mutations in different genes can lead to swim bladder inflation defects. 

Swim bladder inflation is a critical developmental stage for zebrafish, as it 

decreases body density, allowing fish to obtain neutral buoyancy. This relies on 

the “swim-up” behaviour, whereby fish swim towards the surface for initial inflation 

of the swim bladder (Lindsey et al., 2010). Defects in swim bladder inflation upon 

mutation of certain genes have been reported in the literature. For instance, 

homozygous mutants for gbx1 and gbx2 (genes important for cerebellum 

development) fail to form a swim bladder and die during early larval stages (Su 

et al., 2014). Moreover, dolk mutants, which have mutations in dolichol kinase (a 

broadly expressed regulator of the glycoprotein biosynthesis pathway), show no 

obvious morphological defects by 5 dpf except for failure to inflate their swim 

bladders, and die by 14 dpf, although the underlying mechanism was not 

investigated (Meserve et al., 2021). Finally, gsx2 mutant zebrafish show swim 

bladder inflation failures and this also seems to prevent survival past larval 

stages, although again no causal relationships were established (Coltogirone et 

al., 2021). Gsx2 and closely related Gsx1 encode homeobox transcription factors 

expressed in the CNS, with roles in promoting regional neuronal identity in mice. 

Gsx2 mutant mice show disrupted hindbrain and forebrain morphology and die 

shortly after birth (Szucsik et al., 1997). Interestingly, a recent study by Baba et 

al. (2022) has shown Gsx2 expression to be decreased in Prdm12-knockout P19 

cells (mouse embryonic tumour cells used as a model for neural differentiation). 

It would be interesting to study whether zebrafish prdm12b mutants also show 

decreased expression of gsx2, and whether that could partly explain the swim 

bladder inflation defects I report. However, other factors are likely to be involved, 

seeing as my ntrk1 F0 knockouts, as well as fish injected with gRNA 

simultaneously targeting ngfa and ngfb, also showed those defects, which 

suggests this might be a consequence of disrupting the NGF/TRKA pathway in 

zebrafish. 

The “curved spine” phenotype. It is unclear if the bent spines seen in a 

subset of ntrk1 F0 knockouts, prdm12b F0 knockouts, and ngfa/b-injected fish 

are a consequence of the swim bladder inflation defects, or a direct consequence 
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of mutations in ntrk1, prdm12b or ngfa/b. For instance, Goolish and Okutake 

(1999) found that zebrafish larvae raised in the absence of an air–water interface 

fail to inflate their swim bladders and show increased spine curvature. On the 

other hand, Coltogirone et al. (2021) and Hageter et al. (2021) reported a lack of 

gross morphological abnormalities in gsx2 mutants, despite the defects in swim 

bladder inflation. Interestingly, several toxins, such as TBBPA 

(tetrabromobisphenol A), TDCPP (tris(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl) phosphate) and 

chlorpyrifos, have also been found to lead to a “curved spine” (deflated swim 

bladder and/or bent tail) phenotype, with some suggesting thyroid disruption to 

be underlying the deflated swim bladder (Chen et al., 2016; Godfrey et al., 2017; 

Qiao et al., 2021; Richendrfer et al., 2012; Li et al., 2018; Noyes et al., 2015; Fu 

et al., 2013). Strikingly, exposure to TDCPP has been found to lead to decreased 

expression of ntrk1 in Chinese rare minnow (Gobiocypris rarus) adults (Yuan et 

al., 2016), and rats treated with chlorpyrifos showed decreased levels of TrkA 

protein the prefrontal cortex (Terry et al., 2007), suggesting decreased ntrk1 

expression could be a possible link between toxin exposure and a “curved spine”. 

However, Chen et al. (2016) actually found increased ntrk1 expression in 

zebrafish after exposure to TBBPA. 

Additional effects of mutating ntrk1 cannot be ruled out. For instance, ntrk1 

variants have been detected in patients with Hirschsprung's disease (which 

results from a failure of enteric nervous system progenitors to migrate, proliferate, 

differentiate, or survive), and zebrafish has been successfully used to model this 

disease by mutating other disease genes, suggesting similarities in the zebrafish 

ENS, compared to that of mammals (Yang et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2015; Pu et 

al., 2017; Gui et al., 2017). In short, it is unclear what could be underlying the 

“curved spine” phenotype we observe in prdm12b and ntrk1 mutants. However, 

as argued previously with regards to the swim bladder inflation defects, it seems 

likely that it results from a failure of the NGF/TRKA pathway, since a similar 

phenotype is found in prdm12b mutants, ntrk1 mutants, and fish injected with 

gRNA targeting both ngf orthologs. This again suggests a key role of this pathway 

in zebrafish development. 

Finally, it is worth noting that, as detailed, there were a range of phenotypes 

amongst ntrk1 F0 knockouts and prdm12b F0 knockouts, with some mutants 

appearing normal and others showing a range of anatomical defects of various 
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degrees of severity. This may be explained by the fact that the F0 method can 

lead to mosaicism in the mutations generated (Kroll et al., 2021). It is possible 

that mutants with the most severe phenotypes had mutations in sequences of the 

gene that are more important for protein function, such as specific functional 

domains. In the future, it would be interesting to perform deep sequencing of ntrk1 

F0 knockouts and prdm12b F0 knockouts, for instance by Illumina MiSeq (Kroll 

et al., 2021), in order to establish these connections between each induced 

mutation and the resulting mutant phenotype. This may give us insight into which 

gene sequences are critical for protein function. 

 

5.3.3 Understanding the phenotype of ngfb mutants 

In humans, NGF is required for sensory neuron specification, and mutations 

in the NGF gene have been shown to lead to HSAN5, a developmental pain 

insensitivity disorder (Fitzgerald, 2005; Einarsdottir et al., 2004). Mice lacking Ngf 

fail to respond to noxious stimuli and show loss of sensory and sympathetic 

neurons (Crowley et al., 1994). Homozygous mutants for Ngf often survive for a 

few weeks, but show defects in food intake and are developmentally delayed. In 

zebrafish, there are two ngf orthologs, ngfa and ngfb, although previous studies 

in the zebrafish literature strikingly often fail to acknowledge this, and instead 

focus simply on ngfb, referring to it as “ngf”. As detailed previously, I was unable 

to genotype fish where ngfa had been targeted and therefore focused on ngfb for 

subsequent experiments. In the early stages of development, ngfb can be found 

in the TG and in the brain, including in the optic tectum and otic vesicle; it is also 

widely expressed across the brain and spinal cord of adult zebrafish, and it is 

strongly expressed in rod photoreceptors of zebrafish larvae, juvenile and adult 

fish (Nittoli et al., 2018; Cacialli et al., 2019; Hui et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018). 

ngfb F0 mutant larvae appeared anatomically normal and did not have the 

“curved spine” phenotype seen in ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants. This is likely due 

to the presence of a functional ngfa gene, since the “curved spine” was again 

found in fish injected with gRNA targeting both ngf orthologs simultaneously. I 

could not detect any differences in the LL response of these mutants to the 

infrared laser. This is not unexpected, since it is in accordance with what I 

observed for the “normal” ntrk1 F0 knockout fish (ntrk1 encodes trka, the receptor 
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that ngf primarily binds to), and the presence of a functional ngfa could be 

compensating for the loss of ngfb. Fast escape responses to vibrational stimuli 

and escape responses to looming stimuli were also unaffected, suggesting ngfb 

is not involved in these behaviours. However, the SL response was largely 

abolished. 

It is unclear what might be underlying these results. The fact that these 

mutants can execute normal responses to vibrational stimuli (Figure 5.20), with 

latencies of less than 25 ms, suggests that there is not an overall impairment in 

the circuitry driving fast escape responses in these fish. Moreover, in Chapter 4 I 

showed the LL response to be driven by heat, rather visual or acoustic stimuli. A 

preserved, normal, LL response in the ngfb mutants therefore strongly suggests 

that there is not an overall impairment in the circuitry underlying escape-like 

responses to heat in these fish. Taken together, these results suggest there are 

two independent heat-sensing pathways, one driving the “LL heat response” and 

the other the “SL heat response”, with only the latter being affected in the 

mutants. One limitation to these conclusions is that I have not been able to 

conclusively rule out a visual contribution to the SL response in WT fish. It is true 

that ngfb F0 mutants showed normal responses to visual (looming) stimuli, which 

suggests their vision is not impaired, but these can be mediated by a variety of 

circuits, depending on the properties of the looming stimulus (Bhattacharyya et 

al., 2017). Indeed, the latencies observed were too long for these responses to 

be classed as a SL response, so it would be theoretically possible for an “ngfb-

independent looming escape circuit” to be unaffected, and an “ngfb-dependent 

fast visual circuit” to be impaired. In the future, a detailed analysis of the TG 

subpopulations of ngfb F0 mutants should provide further insight on this matter 

(see below: Future work). 
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5.3.4 Future work 

In the future, it would be especially interesting to explore the 

neuroanatomical basis of the loss of the SL response in ngfb mutants. A 

particularly promising avenue would be to assess whether there are changes in 

the overall population (or specific subpopulations) of TG sensory neurons. To that 

end, I have designed and tested (in WT fish) RNA probes for several genes which 

are known to play a role in nociception in mammals (and zebrafish). In WT larvae, 

I was able to use these probes to detect TG expression of several of these genes 

(trpv1, cgrp, p2rx2, and trpa1b but not trpm3) (Figure 5.22.A-E; also Gau et al., 

2013; Pan et al., 2012; Appelbaum et al., 2007; Prober et al., 2008; Kastenhuber 

et al., 2013). Additionally, I optimised a protocol to combine fluorescent in situ 

hybridisation (FISH) with immunohistochemistry (Figure 5.22.F). Using these 

probes and protocols in the future will allow us to understand if the loss of the SL 

response is due to a loss of specific populations of TG neurons. Further, 

combining FISH with c-fos staining, a marker of neural activity (Herrera and 

Robertson, 1996), would give us an understanding of which cell populations are 

responding to the heat stimulus. 

By advancing our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying noxious heat 

sensation in zebrafish larvae, and the role played by different genes in these 

processes, this will help further establish the zebrafish as a model to study the 

genetics of nociception. 
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Figure 5.22: Testing RNA probes for the detection of nociception-related
genes in the TG of zebrafish larvae. In situ hybridisation was performed on
larval zebrafish for trpv1 (A), trpa1b (B), cgrp (C), p2rx2 (D) and trpm3 (E), at
7 dpf. For each transcript, dorsal (left) and lateral (right) views are shown, at
10x (top) and 20x (bottom) magnifications. Black arrowheads indicate TG.
The red dotted line indicates either other cranial nerve ganglia (for trpv1,
trpa1b and p2rx2), the forebrain (for trpm3), and midbrain (for cgrp). Scale
bar = 100 µm. F: A subpopulation of TG neurons (HuC/D-positive, in green)
expresses trpa1b (red) at 4 dpf. DAPI staining shown in blue. Scale bar = 50
µm.
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 Chapter 6: General discussion 

The role of the nervous system is ultimately to generate behaviour (Gomez-

Marin and Ghazanfar, 2019; Datta et al., 2019). The ability to detect and escape 

from potentially harmful situations is crucial for survival, with injury causing a big 

selective pressure. These behavioural responses are advantageous from an 

evolutionary point of view and are shared across different species, from 

invertebrates, such as Aplysia californica (with its widely studied gill withdrawal 

reflex), Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster, to rodents and 

primates (Castellucci et al., 1970; Wittenburg and Baumeister, 1999; Im and 

Galko, 2012; Caterina et al., 2000, Chudler et al., 1986; Walters and Moroz, 2009; 

Walters, 1994). As such, pain, “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience 

associated with, or resembling that associated with, actual or potential tissue 

damage” (IASP, 2020), is critical for survival. It allows for the identification of the 

source of danger and shapes behaviour, by prompting immediate behavioural 

responses that minimise contact with potentially damaging situations, 

encouraging the adoption of behaviours that promote tissue repair after injury, 

such as resting a broken limb, and promoting the avoidance of potentially 

damaging situations or behaviours in the future through lasting associations 

made between those behaviours and pain, the unpleasant sensation (Barik et al., 

2018; Khuong et al., 2019; Haggard et al., 2013; Honore et al., 2000; Huang et 

al., 2018; Seymour, 2019). Nevertheless, pain can also be undesirable and even 

become maladaptive, as is the case with chronic pain. Chronic pain can be 

extremely debilitating and negatively affect general and mental health, as well as 

social and economic wellbeing (Elliott et al., 1999; Elliott et al., 2002; Haack et 

al., 2019; Chopra and Arora, 2014; Serafini et al., 2020; Boersma et al., 2019; 

Van Damme et al., 2018). Therapeutic advances have been limited and the 

majority of analgesics used fall into the class of opioids. Despite their widespread 

use, they actually show limited efficacy in the treatment of chronic pain, while also 

presenting several side effects, such as physical dependence and addiction, and 

their misuse can lead to death by overdose (Serafini et al., 2020; Fields and 

Margolis, 2015; Elman and Borsook, 2016; White and Irvine, 1999). Indeed, 

opioid misuse, sometimes termed the “opioid epidemic”, is a long-standing issue 

in the United States, with over 33 thousand deaths per year, as of 2017 (Soelberg 

et al., 2017). Furthermore, acute pain, such as postoperative pain or pain 
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resulting from injury or tissue trauma, is also largely undermanaged and often 

reliant on opioids, in both adults and children (Apfelbaum et al., 2003; Breivik and 

Stubhaug, 2008; Joshi and Kehlet, 2019; Rosen et al., 2022; Ferland et al., 2019; 

Hsu et al., 2019). In short, pain represents a large unmet clinical need. Many 

promising drugs identified in pre-clinical studies in rodents fail to produce an 

analgesic effect in clinical trials. For instance, voltage-gated sodium channels are 

considered promising analgesic drug targets, due to their role in neuronal 

excitability and signalling, as well as having been implicated in human genetic 

pain disorders and chronic pain conditions. However, success in clinical trials has 

been limited so far, with antagonists targeting specific sodium channels, such as 

Nav1.7 and Nav1.8, often showing weak to no analgesic activity, despite showing 

anti-nociceptive properties in rodents (Momin and Wood, 2008; Emery et al., 

2016; Jarvis et al., 2007; Yekkirala et al., 2017). The development of better drugs 

and treatments requires a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying 

pain and nociception. 

The zebrafish has established itself as a model organism in a broad range 

of fields, including Neuroscience (Bianco et al., 2011; Spence et al., 2007; 

Tunbak et al., 2020; Oliveira, 2013; Stewart et al., 2014). Amongst other 

advantages, they have smaller, simpler brains than rodents, and are easily 

genetically manipulated, which allows for the identification of circuits underlying 

various behaviours and developmental processes through imaging and 

manipulation of neuronal activity (Antinucci and Hindges, 2016; Lau et al., 2019; 

Haesemeyer et al., 2018, Wee et al., 2019; Kalueff et al., 2014). Moreover, there 

are several similarities between primary afferent neurons in zebrafish and 

mammals, at a developmental, genetic, molecular and cellular level (Malafoglia 

et al., 2013a). In zebrafish, cutaneous afferents are also pseudounipolar neurons 

with cell bodies in either TG or DRG. TG neurons innervate and transmit sensory 

information from the head, with their peripheral axons arborising on the surface 

of the head and central axons projecting into the hindbrain (Kimmel et al., 1990; 

Metcalfe et al., 1990; Sagasti et al., 2005). DRG neurons innervate and transmit 

sensory information from the body, with their central axons projecting to the 

dorsal horn of the spinal cord (McGraw et al. 2008; Knafo et al., 2017; Figure 

1.5). Zebrafish larvae have been found to express orthologs of several genes 

crucial for nociception in mammals, such as TRPA1, TRPV1, TRPM3, P2RX2, 

P2RX3, and CGRP, and there is some functional conservation across species, 
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with zebrafish trpv1 channels being critical for noxious heat-induced behaviours, 

and trpa1b channels underlying behavioural responses to chemical irritant AITC 

(Gau et al., 2013; Prober et al., 2008; Kastenhuber et al., 2013; Appelbaum et 

al., 2007; Pan et al., 2012; also Figure 5.22). Finally, zebrafish show a variety of 

behavioural responses to noxious stimuli, such as temperature and chemicals 

(Lima et al., 2012; Gau et al., 2013; Prober et al., 2008; Barrios et al., 2020). 

These behaviours are critical for survival. For instance, temperatures in the 

natural habitat of zebrafish can fluctuate widely, since they typically live in shallow 

pools, and zebrafish can be exposed to chemicals as well (for example, AITC is 

a biodegradation product used by plants from the Brassicaceae family as 

defence) (Engeszer et al., 2007; Haesemeyer 2020; Overby et al., 2015). Some 

of these behavioural responses include increased locomotor activity, avoidance 

of the hot side in a place preference assay, and large-angle tail bends upon 

optovin-based trpa1 stimulation (Gau et al., 2013; Prober et al., 2008; Esancy et 

al., 2018; Ko et al., 2019; Kroll et al., 2021; Wee et al., 2019). For all these 

reasons, the zebrafish has been increasingly seen as a potential model for 

nociception (Gonzalez-Nunez and Rodriguez, 2009; Malafoglia et al., 2013a; 

Taylor et al., 2017; Ohnesorge et al., 2021). 

 

The overall goal of my project was to establish the zebrafish as a model to 

study the genetics of nociception. Specifically, I aimed to answer the following 

questions: 

1. Do zebrafish show fast behavioural responses to noxious heat? 

2. Can these responses be manipulated by mutating specific genes? 

 

In Chapter 3, I set up an assay for the study of behavioural responses to 

noxious heat in zebrafish larvae. I used an infrared laser to deliver temporally-

precise heat stimuli (based on a previously published assay, Haesemeyer et al., 

2018), which were estimated to be in the noxious range and consistently elicited 

tail-flick behaviours over a range of intensities, which I was able to track for 

analysis. 
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These responses were characterised in Chapter 4. Tail-flick responses of 

tethered zebrafish larvae to noxious or innocuous stimuli have been reported in 

the literature (Wee et al., 2019; Haesemeyer et al., 2018). Here, I have shown for 

the first time that responses of head-fixed larvae to a thermal noxious stimulus in 

the form of an infrared laser have two components: a fast, short latency (SL) 

response, which happens less frequently, and a slower, long latency (LL) 

response, which happens more frequently. Both responses were likely driven by 

heat, rather than other sensory stimuli. An auditory contribution towards the SL 

or LL responses was ruled out, since moving the fish to a position immediately 

adjacent to that targeted by the laser completely abolished both components of 

the response. Further, retinally-blind fish showed LL response probabilities that 

were similar to those of sighted controls, which suggests this response was not 

visually driven. I was unable to completely rule out a potential visual contribution 

towards the SL response with certainty, due to the low SL response probabilities 

shown by both blind fish and sighted controls, likely as a result of their reduced 

pigmentation. Future experiments on pigmented blind fish are needed. 

In Chapter 5, I generated and characterised F0 knockouts of the zebrafish 

orthologs of NGF, NTRK1 and PRDM12. I selected these genes because their 

role in pain is unknown in zebrafish but well-established in mammals. Indeed, the 

NGF/TRKA pathway is known to be required for the development and 

specification of nociceptors in mammals, with mutations in all three of these 

genes leading to developmental pain insensitivity disorders in humans 

(Einarsdottir et al., 2004; Mardy et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2015; Cox et al., 2019), 

and decreased sensitivity to noxious stimuli and loss of sensory neurons in mice 

(Crowley et al.,1994; Smeyne et al., 1994; Desiderio et al., 2019; Landy et al., 

2021). Moreover, I found the amino acid sequences of the proteins encoded by 

these genes to be highly conserved across zebrafish, mouse and human. To 

mutate these genes in zebrafish, I used a recently developed method for reliably 

generating biallelic knockouts directly in the injected embryos (the F0 generation) 

(Kroll et al., 2021). Targeting each gene at three different loci, this protocol allows 

for the generation of biallelic F0 knockouts with fully penetrant phenotypes in 

>90% of injected animals. I found that ntrk1 F0 knockout fish and prdm12b F0 

knockout fish showed a mixed phenotype: some fish appeared anatomically 

normal and showed no clear locomotion defects, while others had various 

anatomical defects, including a bent spine and deflated swim bladder, which 
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resulted in locomotor defects. The ability to respond to noxious heat was retained 

across these fish. On the other hand, ngfb F0 knockout fish showed no 

anatomical defects, normal swimming and a normal LL response, but almost 

completely absent SL responses. 

 

In short, I have fulfilled my aims by showing that: 

1. Tethered zebrafish larvae can show fast escape-like responses to 

noxious heat; and 

2. Mutating the zebrafish ortholog of a gene with known roles in 

mammalian nociception nearly completely abolishes one of the 

components of these responses. 

 

My results and promising future directions are discussed in more detail 

below. 

 

6.1 How are noxious stimuli encoded by TG 

neurons? 

In mammals, AITC, a chemical irritant, acts as a noxious stimulus through 

the activation of TRPA1 channels, which also play a role in sensing noxious heat, 

together with TRPV1 and TRPM3 (Bandell et al., 2004; Caterina et al., 2000; 

Vandewauw et al., 2018). In zebrafish, trpa1 channels have also been found to 

mediate behavioural responses to AITC, but are not thought to play a significant 

role in heat sensation, which is mediated by trpv1 channels (Prober et al., 2008; 

Gau et al., 2013). Interestingly, I found that the response to the infrared laser 

could be modulated with AITC, with incubation in subthreshold concentrations of 

AITC leading to significantly increased LL response probabilities. Therefore, my 

observed sensitisation of the response to the infrared laser by AITC raises 

interesting questions regarding how different noxious stimulus modalities are 

encoded by zebrafish PANs and second-order neurons. One possible 

explanation is that AITC is activating trpa1 channels in neurons that express both 
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trpa1 and trpv1 channels, thus decreasing their threshold of activation by heat. 

Indeed, characterisation of gene expression in TG neurons has found 

subpopulations of these neurons that express both trpa1 and trpv1 channels (Gau 

et al., 2013; Gau et al., 2017). Alternatively, this sensitisation could also be 

explained by an increased excitability of second-order neurons due to the 

summation of inputs (AITC and heat), which has been reported in rodents (Martin 

et al., 2004; Sawyer et al., 2009). 

In rodents, several theories have been put forward to explain how different 

somatosensory stimuli are encoded by PANs and second- and third-order orders 

to ultimately result in pain (or pain-like) sensations. However, this remains a 

contentious topic, and rodent models have so far been unable to provide us with 

definite answers (Prescott et al., 2014). Taking advantage of the unique 

characteristics of the zebrafish as an animal model might allow us to answer 

some of these questions. For instance, Haesemeyer et al. (2018) previously 

generated a brain-wide circuit model of (innocuous) heat-evoked swimming 

behaviour in larval zebrafish, by simultaneously recording neuronal activity of 

sensory neurons and the behaviours elicited in response to an innocuous heat 

stimulus. Similarly, it would be possible to carry out our infrared laser experiments 

on zebrafish transgenic lines that expressed calcium reporters in subpopulations 

of TG neurons, simultaneously recording neuronal activity and the behaviours 

elicited, in the presence and absence of AITC. This could contribute towards a 

better understanding of how different noxious stimuli modalities are encoded by 

different populations of primary afferent neurons in zebrafish, and how that leads 

to the generation of escape behaviours. 

 

6.2 What circuits underlie behavioural responses 

to noxious heat? 

Both LL and SL responses could be elicited throughout the full duration of 

the experiment and neither habituation nor sensitisation to the stimulus was 

observed. Habituation or sensitisation to a stimulus depend on various factors, 

such as frequency and intensity of the stimulus, so it is possible that they could 

be elicited under different assay conditions (Thompson, 2009). Interestingly, the 
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LL response probability and latency reached a plateau at higher laser intensities, 

which further supports that the stimulus is noxious. The SL response could not 

be as reliably induced as the LL response, showing less than 30% response 

rates, even at the highest laser intensity. However, when it did occur, it appeared 

more stereotyped than the LL response, and its latency did not vary much. 

Indeed, increasing laser intensities led to LL responses which were faster, as 

shown by the rightward shift in the cumulative distribution (CD) curves of peak 

vigour and peak motion for higher laser intensities (Figure 4.3), and happened 

sooner, with LL response latencies decreasing with increasing laser intensities 

(until reaching a plateau from 450 mA; Figure 4.2.E). On the other hand, the CD 

curves of all SL response metrics analysed (peak cumulative angle, curvature, 

motion and vigour) did not appear to change across intensities, with the possible 

exception of peak motion and peak vigour at 450 mA (Figure 4.4), and the SL 

response latency was constantly around 25 ms (Figure 4.2.F). This suggests a 

generally stereotyped, possibly reflex-like, response. The clear temporal 

separation between the LL and SL responses (> 100 ms vs ~ 25 ms, respectively) 

suggests different circuits may be underlying each of them. This hypothesis is 

supported by the observation that there was a specific loss of the SL response in 

ngfb mutants that were otherwise normal, with the LL response remaining 

unaffected. Performing whole brain calcium imaging experiments during the 

infrared laser stimulation assay could help identify promising regions driving each 

response. Laser ablations and optogenetic stimulation and inhibition of identified 

neuronal populations could then help establish causal relationships between their 

activation and the execution of a SL and/or LL response to noxious heat. 

Our experiments focused on stimulation of the head, which is sensed by 

primary sensory neurons with cell bodies in the TG. In the future, it would be 

interesting to explore if infrared laser stimulation of the tail can also elicit similar 

behaviours, particularly the temporally separated SL and LL responses, as well 

as studying the circuitry underlying these responses. This is likely to be more 

complex due to the presence of two populations of sensory neurons at larval 

stages, DRG neurons and RB neurons (Malafoglia et al., 2013a). 
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6.3 What is the role of the ngf/trkA pathway in 

zebrafish? 

ntrk1 F0 knockout fish showed a mixed phenotype: some fish appeared 

anatomically normal and showed no clear behavioural defects when freely 

swimming in an open arena; others had various anatomical defects, including a 

bent spine and deflated swim bladder, which resulted in locomotor defects. The 

same was observed in prdm12b F0 knockout fish. ntrk1 mutants lacking 

anatomical defects showed normal responses to the infrared laser, which were 

indistinguishable from those of controls. The F0 method for the generation of 

mutants can lead to mosaicism in the mutations generated, both across the 

population of mutants and within each animal (Kroll et al., 2021). As such, I first 

hypothesised that mutants that appeared normal might have less severe 

mutations, which could perhaps explain why no changes in heat sensitivity were 

observed. Strikingly, both ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants with severe anatomical 

defects retained the ability to respond to the infrared laser. Due to their 

anatomical defects, it was not possible to assess whether there were more subtle 

changes in heat sensitivity. However, the observation that ntrk1 and prdm12b F0 

knockout fish maintained the ability to respond to heat (and that the responses of 

normal ntrk1 mutants were indistinguishable from those of controls) raises 

questions regarding whether the ngf/trkA pathway plays a critical role in the 

development, maintenance, and specification of nociceptors in zebrafish, as it 

does in mammals (Fitzgerald, 2005; Lallemend and Ernfors, 2012; Koch et al., 

2018). Further, contrary to what is seen in mammals (Usoskin et al., 2015), trpv1 

channels are found in both trkA+ and trkA- populations of larval zebrafish TG 

neurons (Gau et al., 2017). These differences in the expression of mammalian 

nociceptive markers again raise questions on how zebrafish nociceptors develop. 

Future experiments could help address this. For instance, it would be interesting 

to carry out FISH in ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants, looking at nociceptor markers, 

as well as combining calcium imaging with the infrared laser experiments in these 

mutants, both in the presence and absence of AITC. The behaviours and 

neuronal activity observed could provide us with insights into the role of these 

proteins in zebrafish. 
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Further studies are also needed to better understand what causes the 

anatomical defects seen in some ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants. It is possible that 

they result from unspecific off-target effects of the gRNAs injected. However, 

these defects were seen in ntrk1 mutants, prdm12b mutants, and fish injected 

with gRNA simultaneously targeting ngfa and ngfb, but rarely in fish that retained 

one functional ngf ortholog (ngfb mutants or fish injected with gRNA targeting 

ngfa). This suggests that they might result specifically from disrupting the ngf/trkA 

pathway in zebrafish. Indeed, the expression of ntrk1 (and ntrk2a) has recently 

been found to precede that of other ntrk genes in the zebrafish embryo (Hahn et 

al., 2020), suggesting it might be a key developmental player. The expression of 

ngfb, ntrk1 and prdm12b is not restricted to sensory neurons. For instance, ngfb 

has been found to be expressed in the optic tectum, lateral line primordium, and 

posterior somites at 24 hpf, and across several brain areas (from diencephalon 

to mesencephalon and telencephalon) at adult stages (Cacialli et al., 2019; Nittoli 

et al., 2018); ntrk1 is expressed in the cerebellum and olfactory epithelium of adult 

zebrafish (Gatta et al., 2016; Catania et al., 2003); and prdm12b has been found 

in the hindbrain and diencephalon of larval fish, as well as many cranial nerve 

ganglia (Zannino et al., 2014). Given this broad expression, the phenotype of 

these mutants is not entirely unexpected. Indeed, Ngf, Ntrk1, or Prdm12 

homozygous mutant mice do not survive until adulthood (Crowley et al.,1994; 

Smeyne et al., 1994; Landy et al., 2021), and neither do zebrafish prdm12b 

homozygous mutants, which normally die by juvenile stages (~21 dpf) (Yildiz et 

al., 2019). In the future, generating stable mutant lines for each of these genes, 

and studying heterozygous mutants, could provide further insight into this. It 

would also be particularly interesting to generate sensory neuron-specific 

conditional knockouts. This can be done in zebrafish using CRISPR-Cas9 (Ablain 

et al., 2015), and it is an approach that has been successfully used in mice to 

circumvent the early lethality issue of Prdm12 knockouts, for instance (Landy et 

al., 2021). These mutant lines could then also be tested on the infrared laser 

setup. As such, these experiments would help elucidate the role of these three 

genes in both zebrafish development and zebrafish nociception. 

Strikingly, ngfb F0 knockouts seemed anatomically normal, showed no 

obvious defects in locomotion and showed LL responses to the infrared laser that 

were indistinguishable from those of controls, but their SL responses were almost 

completely abolished. This further supports the hypothesis that different circuits 
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mediate the SL and LL responses and raises interesting questions that could be 

addressed in future work. Indeed, it would be interesting to explore the 

neuroanatomical basis of this phenomenon, for instance by assessing whether 

there were changes in the overall population of TG sensory neurons, or in specific 

subpopulations, in these mutants. This could be achieved by carrying out 

fluorescent in situ hybridisation targeting genes known to play a role in 

nociception in mammals and zebrafish. A more detailed characterisation of TG 

neurons, for instance using single-cell RNA sequencing, could provide further 

insight into genes that are down- (or up-) regulated in the mutants. This technique 

has been used extensively in both rodents and zebrafish (Raj et al., 2018; Farrell 

et al., 2018; Farnsworth et al., 2020; Schier, 2020; Usoskin et al., 2015; Tavares-

Ferreira et al., 2022). It would also be interesting to assess the sensitivity of ngfb 

mutants to other noxious stimuli, such as AITC, as well as whether the AITC-

induced sensitisation of the LL response to the laser is maintained in the mutants. 

In zebrafish, there are two ngf orthologs, ngfa and ngfb, although previous 

studies often fail to acknowledge this, and instead focus simply on ngfb, referring 

to it as “ngf”. Not much is known about the expression or function of ngfa. 

However, my data suggests that these two orthologs might share some functional 

roles. Indeed, ngfb F0 mutant larvae appeared anatomically normal and lacked 

the “curved spine” phenotype seen in ntrk1 and prdm12b mutants, but this was 

again found in fish injected with gRNA targeting both ngf orthologs 

simultaneously. Nevertheless, the SL response was largely absent in ngfb 

mutants, which suggests a distinct, critical role of this ortholog in those 

behaviours. Interestingly, two recent studies have indirectly pointed towards a 

possible role of ngfa in sensory neuron development and nociception in zebrafish. 

Firstly, Wu et al. (2019) showed that zebrafish embryos treated with Aflatoxin B1 

display aberrant morphology of TG and hindbrain neurons and significantly down-

regulated the expression of ngfa, amongst other genes. Secondly, Jeong et al. 

(2021) showed that FAM19A5l, the zebrafish ortholog of FAM19A5 (Family with 

sequence similarity 19 (chemokine (C–C motif)-like) member A5), is expressed 

in TG and DRG neurons, with FAM19A5l+ neurons in the TG expressing trpa1b 

and trpv1 and responding to AITC. Strikingly, FAM19A5l-knockout and 

FAM19A5l-overexpressing transgenic fish showed down- and up-regulated levels 

of trpa1b and ngfa, respectively, with FAM19A5l-knockouts showing decreased 
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responses to AITC. Therefore, pursuing the study of ngfa F0 knockouts may also 

help shed light on the role of the ngf/trkA pathway in zebrafish nociception. 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

In this work, I studied the responses of zebrafish larvae to a noxious heat 

stimulus in the form of an infrared laser. I found that there are often two 

components in these responses, which are temporally separated and have 

different properties, that they are largely driven by heat, and that they can be 

modulated using an irritant chemical. I also generated F0 knockouts of ngfb, ntrk1 

and prdm12b, the zebrafish orthologs of three genes known to play a critical role 

in human pain. My results suggest a role of the ngf/trkA pathway in zebrafish 

development, and a role of ngfb in underlying fast escape-like responses to 

noxious heat. This work helps establish the great potential of the zebrafish as a 

model to study the genetics of nociception and opens several promising avenues 

for future work. At the genetic level, other genes known to be critical for 

mammalian nociception could be studied, as well as promising candidate genes 

with unknown function, with the aim of gaining an in-depth mechanistic 

understanding of causal links between genes and behaviour. Furthermore, at the 

cellular and circuit level, brain-wide circuit models of protective behaviours in 

response to various noxious stimuli could be studied. Finally, the great potential 

of the zebrafish for high-throughput screening of drug compounds could be 

utilised for both targeted and unbiased analgesic discovery. Indeed, once a gene 

is found to play a role in nociception in zebrafish, drugs targeting that gene (e.g., 

receptor/channel antagonists), could be tested for analgesic function in high-

throughput assays. For instance, systems such as a 96-well plate on a “hot plate” 

assay would allow for the testing of dozens of compounds simultaneously. At the 

same time, drug libraries of compounds of unknown function could be quickly 

screened for analgesics using the same high-throughput systems. Ultimately, a 

genetic approach to the study of zebrafish nociception can be used to gain a 

mechanistic understanding of the genes, cells and pathways involved in sensing 

noxious stimuli and generating protective behaviours, which may help the 

development of better drugs and treatments for pain.   
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